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ABSTRACT
 The gritty, authentic quality of the alleys, lanes, and work yards that channeled 
the day-to-day routines of Charleston’s working class and poor fascinated and inspired 
writers, poets, and artists during the decades that followed World War I. Charleston’s 
alleys, particularly those South of Broad, were often the subject of romantic celebration.  
A far more common secondary urban street form, the court, has, in contrast, received 
neither popular or scholarly attention. The courts of Charleston are short, narrow 
pedestrian streets that pierce the center of residential blocks, historically lined with small 
houses and tenements that housed the city’s labor force, recent immigrants, and African 
Americans. The houses, typically eight to ten, are turned gable end towards the street 
and are derivatives of the Charleston Single House and the Charleston Cottage forms.  
This tight residential pattern encouraged a sense of community and longevity unique to 
other urban environments. This study explores several urban processes, one of them the 
development of the interior of residential blocks and the appearance of the court in the 
post-bellum era, the morphology, demographic character, and significance of the form. 
The results indicate the alley and court appeared in two distinct waves. Both courts and 
alleys were planned forms within Charleston’s city walls. When the city responded to a 
post-bellum influx in population, the court flourished a second time because it could be 
quickly created and easily managed by a neighboring landlord.  By collaborating with 
urban planners, commissions, and historic preservation organizations, Charleston can 
learn more about the role of alleys and courts, their decline, and advantages of using them 
to address contemporary urban planning issues.
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1CHAPTER ONE
ALLEYS AND COURTS IN SOCIAL, HISTORICAL, AND CHRONOLOGICAL 
CONTEXT
“Alleys for better or worse suffer from chronic inbetween-ness and chronic behind-ness.”1
-Peter Donahue, “Alleys: Reading Urban Abjection and Anonymity”
Introduction:
 The gritty, authentic quality of alleys and courts that channeled the day-to-day 
routines of Charleston’s working class and poor fascinated and inspired writers, poets, and 
artists during the decades following World War I. The two urban forms became subjects of 
romantic celebration in works such as Porgy and Bess, a tale depicting Charleston’s eerily 
familiar story of a white neighborhood falling into the hands of poor African Americans. 
The exploration of Charleston’s alleys became glamorized and well known, yet the lesser 
known form, the court, is still a mysterious manifestation.  There is no study that examines 
the evolution of the alleys, or the development of the court form in Charleston. This thesis 
examines this largely ignored urban phenomenon that represents quintessential Charleston. 
This is a study of the rise and fall of alleys and courts over time in Charleston both 
spatially and demographically. Encompassing alleys and courts from the southern part 
of the peninsula, where the Walled City originated, to Line Street, which is the northern 
limit of the historic district, the survey provides results in the form of a collection of maps, 
data sets, and  discourse that describe changes to the present.2 These organize the changes 
1 Peter Donahue, “Alleys: Reading Urban Abjection and Anonymity,” The Midwest Quarterly 40, no. 1, 
(1998), 77.
2  The City of Charleston, “Interactive Zoning Map: City of Charleston,” The City of Charleston, October 
2012, http://sc-charleston.civicplus.com/index.aspx?nid=273; “Zoning Ordinance of Charleston, South 
Carolina.” Zoning Ordinance, Charleston, South Carolina: Order of the City Council, 1997, https://www.
municode.com/library/sc/charleston/codes/zoning?nodeId=ZOORCHSOCA. 
2in typologies, roles, and 
demographics that occurred 
throughout the peninsula 
and how this knowledge is 
valuable to future decision 
making in concerns to urban 
density. 
What forces—social, 
economic, cultural shaped 
the urban form of alleys and 
courts in Charleston, South 
Carolina? The alleys and 
courts of Charleston were 
influenced by early planning 
in the seventeenth century, 
legislation, immigration, 
and social perception.  The 
stimulus of these forms is 
studied by layering social, 
economic, cultural, and 
demographic lenses over 
urban planning patterns. In wrestling with the forces that influenced the creation of 
the Charleston’s alleys and courts, a clear morphology of their patterns and frequency 
unfolds. Through the establishment of typologies and an analysis of use patterns, this 
thesis will answer questions about who lived in Charleston’s courts and alleys. The 
Figure 1.1: Do-As-You-Choose Alley by Elizabeth O’Neill Verner, 
Charleston circa 1926. This alley once ran east from Coming Street, 
between Morris and Radcliffe Streets. Image courtesy of Historic 
Charleston Foundation. 
3final analysis will examine whether or not this is a feasible pairing with New Urbanism 
building. 
 No one has undertaken a survey of Charleston’s alleys and courts before. 
Identifying where, how many, for whom, and when these forms occurred brings 
new understanding to demography, urban planning, and historic preservation. By 
understanding the origins of Charleston’s courts and alleys, how they fit with the old, 
and new, and how they can be a method to achieve better, and elegant urban density.  By 
determining typologies, decision makers will better understand their significance and why 
these spaces should be retained.  Alleys and courts are not only interesting themselves as 
chronic “in-between” architecture, they provide a new perspective as a study of a city’s 
built environment, social context and architectural history.  In short, questions of origin, 
and morphologies of Charleston’s alley and court speak to the broad historical patterns 
that shaped the city.
Context:
 Cities largely eschew alleys and courts that do not involve a primary function 
as storage for garbage bins. In pre-automobile cities, however, historic alleys were 
active places. Inhabitants lived there, and went to taverns and businesses that resided 
in these internal, urban arteries. Working class residents needed to live within walking 
distance of their trade.  The alleys present today are near the urban centers of a city, but 
out of sight within the larger blocks.  Today, tourists and even locals avoid these places 
and view them as derelict and eerie. Yet now as Charleston grapples with concerns of 
overcrowding, urban planning, historic preservation, and twenty-first century urbanism, 
it is important to utilize and understand the significance of these vernacular urban 
forms. Charleston, South Carolina’s population is growing and city planners and historic 
4preservationists are charged with mitigating development on the peninsula. One of the 
areas that will most likely face risk are its forgotten alleys and courts. The layout of these 
forms allows high density as well as an aesthetic relief to packed streets.  Proponents 
of New Urbanism herald a reappearance of alleys and courts to replicate historic 
neighborhood forms, so why not use the buildings that already exist since they are the 
greenest possibility a city can offer? 
 Alleys and courts are sites of transition that historically functioned as spaces 
rather than places. That is, their character was primarily dependent on their usage.  
Charleston’s surviving alleys and courts are a result of natural movement through the city 
rather than deliberate planning. An alley is a social landscape that exists in a realm of 
fluidity between public and private. These areas are used for short-cuts on the way home, 
a gathering location in the back yard, or a space for trash and to park the car. In the past, 
they served as semi-permanent residences. Today they are often byways for transient 
populations such as college students.
 Historic preservation began by saving the monuments of founding fathers and 
various high style structures to commemorate our nation’s history. As we progress, the 
natural course of preserving the built environment leads us to not only commemorate the 
elite built environment, but nontraditional housing architecture. To breathe new life into 
an old city, preservationists need to look to the unnoticed spaces of the urban wild. The 
underappreciated areas are those that are rarely explored by anyone but their inhabitants; 
these are spaces undervalued that inevitably lead to revitalization. In pre-automobile 
cities, these spaces are alleys and courts. 
 The scholarly literature on alleys flows from many disciplines, including urban 
planning, cultural landscapes, social history, and historic preservation. Together, it forms 
a comprehensive conversation that surrounds the past and future of this urban form.  The 
literature on alleys and alley dwellings currently reflects uneven research. Even so, the 
5literature does provide an analytical framework for this thesis.  The review also provides 
a baseline of knowledge of other cities’ methodology of utilizing and preserving their 
urban forms of alleys and courts. These case studies will be used to draw comparisons to 
Charleston. The bulk of the thesis will not pertain to a comparative study. Rather, this is a 
survey of the history of Charleston’s alleys and courts.
By executing research based on a methodology of analyzing, establishing, and 
recommending, a case for architectural and social significance for Charleston’s alley 
and court dwellings and urban forms is made. The development and urbanization of 
Charleston offers insight to the morphology of alley and court’s origins, name changes, 
and even disappearances from the map. The result is a new historical understanding 
and how urban planning can create forms that honor the historic fabric of these spaces 
while also evolving for Charleston’s population change in the historic district and its 
surrounding area.
Defining the Alley and Court Forms:
Historically, an alley is a thoroughfare that transects the interior of a city block. 
Alleys solved the problem of how to get from one street to another in an efficient way. 
This social landscape is a site of transition in both its form and its inhabitants.  Typically 
populated with transient tenants, the alley form depicts a space of fluidity between 
the public and private realms.  Many American cities, especially older ones, contain 
alleys that wind through the urban landscape to provide spaces for storage, passage, or 
community yards. 
A lesser known street form for the working class inhabitants is the court. Courts 
appear often in Charleston. Their origins, however, are less traceable or clear. The court 
is a truncated version of an urban cul-de-sac that pierces the center of a residential block. 
6The form is typically lined with small houses, or tenements, that typically housed the 
laborers and recent immigrants. This population was comprised of African Americans. 
In Charleston, courts typically contain eight to ten houses, gable end turned towards the 
street. These structures are almost always derivatives of the Charleston Single House and 
Charleston Cottage house forms. Courts appeared as places of opportunity after increased 
population. Courts provided entry into the interior of a block, with structures on either 
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Figure 1.2: Diagram of the court form. The court pierces the interior of a block, but does not transect it. 
Structures on a court end parallel to the property line; there are never structures at its end. Created by 
author. 
7side. Yet, there are never structures directly at its end. This is because they typically abut 
another property or even another court.
Methodology:
To answer questions specific about Charleston’s evolution, historic maps, plats, 
city directories, and censuses were parsed, digested and synthesized to create a cohesive 
understanding of these urban forms and their history.  The final outcome answered 
questions on the origins of Charleston alleys and courts:  who lived in and owned the 
buildings, what forces shaped the evolution of the form, and are these forms unique. 
The results illustrate the changes in typologies, roles, and demographics throughout 
the peninsula (up to Line Street) and how this knowledge might be valuable to future 
responses to increasing urban density.  
The first step in analyzing the conceptions and previous work pertaining to alleys 
and courts is understanding the current conversation surrounding their history. This was 
attained by reviewing the literature on alleys and courts in urban cores of cities similar 
to Charleston such as Boston, Galveston, and Washington D.C. Despite the prevalence 
of alley and courts in urban settings, there are few comprehensive surveys of the 
morphology, demographics, or significance of the forms.  Little is said about alleys in 
terms of preserving this urban form, and even less coverage on courts. Most work falls 
into scholarship by two factions: social historians and cultural landscape architects. Few 
publications capture the complexity and nuances that determine vernacular forms and 
the groups that live there.  Among the few scholars who have successfully grappled with 
the history, social patterns, and cultural landscapes, James Borchert and Ellen Beasley 
found that alley form and function is closely tied to slavery and servitude. For instance, in 
8Galveston, the original plan in 1853 created property spaces for owner’s slaves that could 
be reached through alternative entrances such as alleys. 3 
The basis of understanding the alleys of Charleston begins with comprehending 
the history of alleys in the United States.  To do so, extensive research covered the past 
conceptions and current efforts to understand and utilize alleys. Histories and case studies 
of cities such as Boston, Galveston, and Washington D.C. provided precedents and social 
historians for example, Jacob Riis, shed light on the perceptions and agendas of the past.  
An interesting concept when studying Charleston’s alleys and courts is considering and 
parsing through perception versus reality. However, with the inability to examine without 
traveling back in time, it is impossible to fully understand the nuances of the reality in 
these spaces. Useful studies in this examination were Jacob Riis’ How the Other Half 
Lives and Laurence Veiller’s Housing Health and Recreation. Both works deal with 
the social reform of alley neighborhoods. Sketches like Frances Benjamin Johnson’s 
of Bedon and Stoll’s Alley, illuminate cultural attitudes towards these areas.  Other 
sources include crime ledgers to approximate where negative events were happening, and 
traveler’s accounts to observe views of alley life and safety. 
3 James Borchert, “Alley Landscapes of Washington,”  In Common Places: Readings in 
American Vernacular Architecture, eds. Dell Upton and John Michael Vlach, (Athens: University of 
Georgia, 1986), 281-291; Borchert, “Alley Life in Washington: An Analysis of 600 Photographs,”Records 
of the Columbia Historical Society, Washington, D.C. 49 (January 1, 1973), 244–59;
Borchert,  Alley Life in Washington: Family, Community, Religion, and Folklife in the City, 
1850-1970, (Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 1980); Borchert “The Rise and Fall of Washington’s 
Inhabited Alleys: 1852-1972,”Records of the Columbia Historical Society, Washington, D.C. 71/72, 
(January 1, 1971), 267-88; Michael David Martin,. “Back-alleys as Community Landscape,” 
Landscape Journal 15, no.2 (1996), 138-153; Martin, “Endangered Landscapes: Residential Alley 
Transformations.”APT Bulletin 31, no. 4 (January 1, 2000): 39–45; Martin, “The Case for Residential 
Back-Alleys: A North American Perspective,”Journal of Housing and the Built Environment 17, no. 2 
(January 1, 2002), 145–71; Martin,“The Question of Alleys, Revisited.” Urban Design International, 
Iowa State University, (2001), 76-92; John O. Norquist, The Wealth of Cities: Revitalizing the Centers of 
American Life, (Reading, MA: Addison-Wesley, 1998); Ellen Beasley, The Alleys and Back Buildings of 
Galveston: An Architectural and Social History, (College Station: Texas A&M University Press, 2007). 
9After examining the conceptions of alleys and courts, understanding the reality of 
the structures, form, and people is imperative. How do these perceptions affect reality? 
What was the cultural attitude towards these areas of the city? How did other inhabitants 
of the city feel about the people that lived there? For information on demographics, 
Charleston city directories and censuses provided evidence on who lived in and owned 
the property. Minutes from the Street Commission inform us of the priorities of the 
city in the past. Furthermore, in studying the reports in the Charleston City Yearbooks 
of the Street Department, Health Department, and Police Department reflect the shifts 
in populations, and indicate the conditions and uses within the urban environment.  In 
addition to perhaps understanding cultural views on danger in alleys and courts, crime 
ledgers from the Charleston City Archives and St. Francis Hospital Archives further 
illuminate the  danger present in alley neighborhoods. Statistics of violence, theft, and 
death were all recorded to reflect the reality of alley and court life. 
The survey of Charleston’s alleys and courts began with the compilation of data 
from the past. Historic maps such as Alfred O. Halsey’s Historic Charleston on a Map 
(1949), and Bridgens and Allen (1852) maps, as well as Sanborn maps, and other plats 
were utilized.  Charleston’s early plan was examined by using these maps and Harriot 
Cheves Leland’s Proprietary Records of South Carolina.  These maps illuminate the 
origins, the formation and historic purposes of the earliest alleys.  Through the use of 
maps, plats, and previous research on Charleston, the origin of alleys in the walled city 
will be determined as planned or occurring organically.  From this information, the vast 
amount of the excel form was recorded.  
Once historical patterns were synthesized from maps, a survey organized alley 
and court characteristics thematically. These alleys of present day Charleston were 
recorded in a spreadsheet and contributed to the survey.  Characteristics include width 
of alley/court, length of alley/court, curbing type, curbing height, number of residences, 
10
ancillary functions, connection(s) to main street artery, material type, and notable name 
changes throughout history.  This was achieved through physically measuring, recording 
through photography, and note taking. 
The analysis of recording Charleston’s alleys and courts produced maps and 
charts that depict the fluctuation of alley and court forms from 1680 to present.   The 
typology was formed according to the physical attributes accumulated by the survey of 
current and past alley and court forms. A typology enables current and future researchers 
to understand the varying societal and cultural roles. The results are that the alley and 
court forms became increasingly utilized in a post-bellum world when there was an 
influx in population, particularly to the southern, urban city of Charleston.  Elsewhere 
in the U.S. in the post WWII era, alleys were utilized less and less as “white” flight to 
the suburbs reduced a city’s populations and twentieth-century movements to eradicate 
what reformers perceived as dangerous alley dwellings.  Reduced housing stock reflects 
Charleston’s experience with these larger national trends.  
Alleys and Courts in a National Context:
Despite its widespread presence, the alley has seldom been the subject of 
historical study. The court has been studied even less so. There is heavy emphasis 
on negative aspects of alleys, such as poor health conditions. Others sources are 
biographical accounts of alleys and alley housing in the late nineteenth and early 
twentieth century. There is rarely a comprehensive historical and architectural survey 
on the physical attributes, historic phenomenon, and those who lived there. In terms 
of historic preservation, there is not much literature on alleys. By focusing on them as 
a unique cultural landscape, preservationists can bring these spaces back into active 
consideration. By drawing on perspectives of urban planning, architectural history, and 
11
 
historic preservation, a comprehensive conversation about alleys can once again thrive. In 
the end, even with areas of disconnect between the disciplines, there is a strong argument 
within the literature of why alleys are significant and need to be preserved.
 Scholars who have written about alley life fall into one of two categories: social 
historians and cultural landscape architects. Social historians, such as James Borchert, 
Figure 1.3: Photograph of  “Tenement Yard” by Jacob Riis from How the Other Half Lives.
12
Michael David Martin, Ellen Beasley, and Jacob Riis, examined the economic and 
social precursors that created an environment suitable for alley forms as well as the 
conditions in which the inhabitants lived. Experts who approached the subject from a 
cultural landscape vantage respond to the organization of urban forms and their relation 
to other buildings, commercial patterns, and private spaces. There are some scholars, 
Ellen Beasley and James Borchert for example, that are able to blend multiple disciplines 
to form an inclusive survey and report. Beasley and Borchert capture the synthesis of 
these two categories best in their analysis of Galveston, Texas and Washington, D.C. 
respectively. However, holistic surveys are rare to encompass the physical landscape 
attributes, historic backdrop, and a plan to keep these urban forms intact.
Social historians, both recent and classic, observed the conditions of alley 
neighborhoods. They report on the origins and social context of cities ranging from New 
York City to Galveston, Texas. Recent scholars like Borchert, Martin, John Norquist, 
or Beasley produce analyses that examine what makes an alley an alley, and why these 
urban forms are important to the social network of the community. These scholars 
emphasized the architectural, social, and city planning history of an area, whereas 
others focus on the economic history above all else. Mark Girouard, Cities and People: 
A Social and Architectural History, claims his work encompasses just that. However, 
he, like many other scholars, focuses on the rise and decline of cities according to their 
economic situation and how it is reflected in city planning. These overarching studies, 
though incredibly valuable to understanding larger socio-economic undercurrents, seldom 
cover the significance of urban forms. Some unabashedly argue the significance of alley 
forms, whereas others let the history speak for itself.4 These arguments are produced 
4  Borchert, “Alley Landscapes of Washington,” 281-291; Borchert, “Alley Life in Washington: An Analysis 
of 600 Photographs,” 244–59; Borchert,  Alley Life in Washington: Family, Community, Religion, and 
Folklife in the City, 1850-1970; Borchert “The Rise and Fall of Washington’s Inhabited Alleys: 1852-1972,” 
267-88; Martin,. “Back-alleys as Community Landscape,” 138-153; Martin, “Endangered Landscapes: 
13
by anthropologists, economists, or social and architectural historians. James Borchert, 
a social historian, examines the origins and social landscape of the alleys and courts of 
Washington, D.C. Social historians answer the questions such as what makes an alley 
an alley, what demographics lived here, or what lead to the decline of the alley after the 
1930s?5 
Some scholars have established typologies for their own assessment of alleys 
in their respective city of study.6 For instance, Martin’s The Case for Residential Back 
Alleys (2002), established typologies. However they are very specific to newly built 
neighborhoods or post twentieth century ones. These are not easily transposable to pre-
Revolutionary port cities such as Charleston. Beasley and Borchert best categorize terms 
for alleys, courts, and lanes in cities that are comparable to Charleston.7
 Early social reformers of the alley, such as Jacob Riis, showed a deep concern 
for underprivileged groups. His angle is as a journalist and reformer, rather than a silent 
observer. Sources coming from the “Alley? Clean house!” period portended propaganda-
like biographies of lower classes living in dirty, squalid alley tenements.  This mentality 
was a response to overcrowding in urban centers such as New York City and Washington, 
D.C. Reformers wrote vignettes of individuals that are forceful, personalized, and highly 
Residential Alley Transformations,”39–45; Martin, “The Case for Residential Back-Alleys: A North 
American Perspective,” 145–71; Martin,“The Question of Alleys, Revisited,”  76-92; Norquist, The Wealth 
of Cities: Revitalizing the Centers of American Life; Beasley, The Alleys and Back Buildings of Galveston: 
An Architectural and Social History. 
5  Martin, “The Question of Alleys Revisited,” 77;  Norquist, The Wealth of Cities; Beasley, The Alleys and 
Back Buildings of Galveston, 37-45;  Borchert, “Builders and Owners of Alley Dwellings”; Jacob Riis, 
How the Other Half Lives: Studies Among the Tenements of New York (New York: Charles Scribner’s Sons, 
1914).
6  Martin, “The Case for Residential Back Alleys”; Ellen Beasley, The Alleys and Back Buildings of 
Galveston, 37-45 
7  Beasley, The Alleys and Back Buildings of Galveston , 2-15;  Borchert, “Builders and Owners of Alley 
Dwellings”; Borchert, “Alley Landscapes of Washington”; Borchert, “Alley Life in Washington: An 
Analysis of 600 Photographs”; Borchert,  Alley Life in Washington: Family, Community, Religion, and 
Folklife in the City, 1850-1970; Borchert “The Rise and Fall of Washington’s Inhabited Alleys.”
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visual. They evoked a very Dickens-esque storytelling of the inhabitants of alleys.8 
These are valuable witnesses, but must be used cautiously when considering an unbiased 
account of quality of life and assessing the social urban landscape.
Much of the scholarship that pertains to alleys focuses on aspects of cultural 
landscape. Scholars demonstrate the relation between buildings, private, and commercial 
space, and how lawns and trees can influence a community. Some, such as Larry R. Ford 
in The Spaces Between Buildings (2000), ask for the return to the sense of place that 
urban forms, such as the alley, provide. Enclosed spaces such as these lead to an engaged 
community. Many sources apply social and economic history to their understanding 
of the current urban fabric. These prove the most useful when considering origins and 
trajectories of a city.9 This mentality ask readers to examine the configurations of urban 
change in more organized ways such as the political and economic decisions that go into 
shaping a city’s physiognomy.
Cultural landscape scholars looked towards the future of urban planning and its 
relationship with historic fabric. Many urged an understanding of the subtle qualities of 
alley landscapes that could be easily lost with the growing need for urban revitalization 
and infill. Therefore, they argued that one must show careful work with the livability of 
cities and residential areas.10 This argument falls onto deaf ears of a hand full of scholars 
8  Riis, How the Other Half Lives, 12; Amy E. Johnson, “Crooked and Narrow Streets: Photography and 
Urban Visual  Identities in Early Twentieth Century Boston,” Winterthur Portfolio 47, no. 1 (Spring 2013), 
35-64; Charles F. Weller,  Neglected Neighbors, (Philadelphia, 1909).  
9  Larry R. Ford, The Spaces between Buildings, (Baltimore, MD: Johns Hopkins University 
Press, 2000); John Brinckerhoff Jackson, Discovering the Vernacular Landscape, (New Haven, CT: Yale 
University Press, 1984) ; Jan Gehl, Life Between Buildings: Using Public Space, (New York: Van Nostrand 
Reinbold, 198), 7; Martin, “The Case for Residential Back Alleys”;  Grady Clay, Close Up: How to Read 
the American City, (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1973); Clay, Alleys: A Hidden Resource. 
Louisville, (KY: Louisville Design Center, 1978); Clay “Alleys Still Have A Place In Modern Society,” 
(The Courier-Journal, March 1950); Clay “The Invisible Urban Realm: Alleys, Backlots, and Outbacks” 
in “The Roving Eye,” Landscape Architecture Magazine, (September 1977); Jackson, Discovering the 
Vernacular Landscape. These scholars all agree with Ford’s argument for a sense of community. 
10  Gehl, Life Between Buildings: Using Public Space.
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when it comes to alleys; many sources that analyze urban planning rarely mention alleys.  
Peter Donahue, in his essay “Alleys: Reading Urban Abjection and Anonymity,” described 
alleys as “for better or worse suffer from chronic in between-ness and chronic behind-ness” 
which undoubtedly left them out of the conversation for future urban planning.11 Usually, the 
conversation seldom intermingles the new and old fabric of a city, or explains the difficult 
process of weaving the two together.  One rare instance is Michael David Martin whose work 
encompassed not only the social history of alleys, but he also aimed to understand the space’s 
influence on a city and their significance in urban renewal strategies.12 If more scholars 
argued with his synthesis of disciplines, perhaps the proposal for alleys as a case for historic 
preservation would be more commanding. 
Much of the literature on alleys wrestles with how they can be used to revitalize urban 
cores. Larger voices, such as Michael David Martin, pushed for the recreation of the alley 
form.  However, Martin, as well as others, questioned the longevity of forcing an organic 
form into neighborhoods. Vast amounts of the literature reach out to reading the entire 
urban fabric of the American city to gain a better understanding of the needs of the future. 
However, when reading scholarly work on revitalizing a city, it is important to take note 
of the date it was written. For instance, John Norquist, former mayor of Milwaukee, wrote 
of revitalizing city centers in an economic recession mindset. Though still interesting to a 
contemporary reader, date specific materials such as these must be read with a very attested 
lens and caution. 
Many scholars’ studies in their respective cities show that there is a need to address 
the changing cultural values of urban centers. Ford summarized environmental concerns and 
changing cultural values by suggesting alternative landscapes that might also foster a sense 
of place. She and Martin addressed the recent shift in design from grid to pod planning in 
11  Donahue, “Alleys: Reading Urban Abjection and Anonymity,” 77.
12  Martin, “Replacing Alleys”; Martin, “The Case for Residential Back Alleys.”
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order to accommodate vehicular traffic and individual yards actually cuts off the ability 
to form organic spaces for pedestrian traffic, and the open flow of community.  There is a 
common undercurrent in academia of the shortcomings of functionalistic architecture and 
city planning. Especially when considering new world city planning that used geometric 
bases with organic forms carried over from the old world, which constantly finds itself at 
odds with today’s pod-like communities.13
A subcategory of urban revitalization and alleys is New Urbanism—that is, 
using this newer methodology to recreate old forms in new buildings. The discourse 
pertaining to New Urbanism steadily grows, beginning in the late twentieth century and 
into the twenty-first. However, factions of scholars found recent approaches to historic 
alleys inappropriate. For instance, neighborhoods that attempt to incorporate alleys into 
urban planning often forget scale, create neighborhoods where there is no vehicular 
traffic because streets are faster, and some do not actually relieve the street fronts. What 
seems to lack from the conversation is how to address these inadequacies, or at least 
acknowledge them. These shortcomings make it hard for scholars and planners to fully 
commit to New Urbanism’s promise.14
For better or worse, there seems to be a difference in value when it comes to 
saving or recreating the alley form-- New Urbanist planners generally see these spaces as 
repositories for utilities. New Urbanists value back-alleys not for the sake of nostalgia or 
authenticity, but for their functional and aesthetic properties.15 A historic preservationist, 
13  Martin, “The Question of Alleys.”
14  Martin, “Replacing Alleys.”Johnathon Barnett, The Fractured Metropolis: Improving the Old City, 
Restoring the New City, Reshaping the Region, (New York: Harper Collins, 1995); Shusei Kakimoto, 
“Revitalization of Urban Alleys,” Community and Regional Planning Program: Student Projects and 
Theses, (December 1, 2013); Doug Kelbaugh, “The New Urbanism.” Journal of Architectural Education 
(1984) 51, no. 2 (November 1, 1997), 142–44; Daniel Toole, Tight Urbanism. Accessed July 23, 2015, The 
Blurb, 2011. 
15 Barnett, The Fractured Metropolis: Improving the Old City, Restoring the New City, Reshaping the 
Region; Kakimoto, “Revitalization of Urban Alleys”; Kelbaugh, “The New Urbanism,” 142–44; Martin, 
“Back Alley as Community Landscape,” 138; Martin, “The Question of Alleys, Revisited,” 77; Toole, Tight 
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social historian, and urban planner might push for the repurposing of current urban 
fabric because of the significance of the alley form, worries of suburban sprawl, and 
the economic benefits that come from reinvesting in city centers.16 However, even with 
these differences, the forms are still valued.  This form offers relief of the overburdened 
suburban streetscape and promotes alleys as the secondary, or service way, for a 
building.17
The thread that commonly binds scholars’ discourse is their argument for 
significance, no matter their back ground or discipline. The two tenants of alley 
significance are their case for urban renewal strategies and their value in social and 
architectural history. These two cases for significance are fluid and lend to one another. 
The conversations of social historians and cultural landscape architects is limited in their 
advice for how to use alleys and courts as a tool for revitalization, instead they focus on 
why the community should care. There is limited application advice even when turning to 
sources that are geared towards urban revitalization and New Urbanism.
Scholars proclaim that alleys are significant because their potential use as an 
urban renewal strategy.18 Alleys can, it is argued, serve functional roles in the city’s 
infrastructure. Scholars such as New Urbanist, Michael David Martin, argue that alleys 
are cultural landscapes that lend themselves to revitalization. The conceptual form of the 
back alley potentially lends to a contemporary solution, hopefully succeeding because of 
its founding on an effective precedent.  Social historians and cultural landscape architects 
find that the significance and uniqueness of the alley form is a vital landscape resource 
within a neighborhood. Various case studies of rural and urban neighborhoods, both new 
Urbanism. 
16  Norquist, The Wealth of Cities: Revitalizing the Centers of American Life, 47-55.
17  Martin, “The Case for Residential Back Alleys,” 147.
18  Clay, Close Up: How to Read the American City; Clay, Alleys: A Hidden Resource; Clay, “Alleys Still 
Have A Place In Modern Society”; Clay, “The Invisible Urban Realm: Alleys, Backlots, and Outbacks.”
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and old, conclude that the greater density benefits and thrives in having both street and 
alley access. 19 When densities reach a critical mass, access duplication enhances both 
the range of residential choices as well as the diversity of social settings available to 
residents.
Back alleys were once, and in some cases still are, considered obsolete for 
residential planning because of the inability to accommodate modern amenities and city 
codes.  The current reasons for denying planners the ability to incorporate alley forms 
into new development are addressed by Martin.  The primary explanations for fighting 
plans that include alleys and courts are that it is hard to design amidst modern codes and 
city planners. Early twentieth century alley opponents, Sir Raymond Unwin and Frank 
Lloyd Wright, viewed this cultural landscape as an archaic and wasteful anachronism.20 
Many agree that the alley and courts are hard-pressed to accommodate the demands of 
modern social and service functions but argue that there is value in continuing to use and 
mimic these forms. One of the largest proponents of this methodology, Martin, carefully 
walks the line between agreeing and disagreeing, which ultimately leaves the reader with 
a bland understanding of what he really asks urban planners to do. In some instances 
he argues for the social significance of the alley, but later he undermines the practice 
of incorporating the form for urban renewal or New Urbanism. It is fair to state that he 
does recognize the limits twenty first century attempts, which makes his work a valuable 
resource when considering past developments.
 Others who study revitalization efforts in cities such as Washington D.C., Seattle, 
Detroit, New York City, and Galveston propose reusing the existing fabric of alleys 
19  Martin, “The Case for Residential Back Alleys,” 146.
20  Martin, 146; R. Unwin, Single family dwellings, their design, and appropriate site planning, Transcript 
from lecture at Columbia University, (November 19, 1936); A.B. Yeomans, City Residential Land 
Development, The University of Chicago Press, Chicago, 1916.
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and courts for new businesses and residences.21 Perhaps the key to saving alleys is 
repurposing them and the failure comes with trying to inorganically create an historically 
organic form. This is a topic that is merely hinted at, but lacks a clear analysis which 
would be useful for the purpose of this research.  Scholars discuss the value of replacing 
alleys and courts because of their social sense of community and that recreating the 
environment of complexity of the archaic back alley or court may lead to the design of a 
more satisfactory contemporary neighborhood. Academia provides some solutions of how 
to make the theoretical side of recreation work, however it seems there is a disconnect 
between the two fields: the two do not coincide and strengthen the other in real world 
applications. 
 The second prong to scholar’s argument that alleys and courts are significant 
is their sense of community.  There is social significance to the form as a component 
of open space network and semi-public spaces. Martin, Clay, Gehl, and Beasley argue 
in their respective cities that back alleys provide an intimate setting for casual social 
interactions which may not be possible in more formal public settings such as a street 
facing front yard. The physical environment is a factor that influences the activities of a 
space.22 Borchert and Martin find that alleys begin as cimple, narrow, necessary spaces 
for service access and utilities and evolve into complex corridors that serve as the service 
linkage between neighborhoods.23
21  Jonathan, The Fractured Metropolis: Improving the Old City, Restoring the New City, 
Reshaping the Region.; Jane Jacobs, The Death and Life of Great American Cities, (New York: Vintage 
Books, 1961); Kakimoto, “Revitalization of Urban Alleys,” ; Toole, Tight Urbanism; 
United States Advisory Council on Historic Preservation, Remember the Neighborhoods:  Conserving 
Neighborhoods through Historic Preservation Techniques, (The Council, 1981). 
22  Beasley, The Alleys and Back Buildings of Galveston: An Architectural and Social History; Clay, Close 
Up: How to Read the American City; Clay, Alleys: A Hidden Resource; Clay “Alleys Still Have A Place In 
Modern Society”; Clay “The Invisible Urban Realm: Alleys, Backlots, and Outbacks”; Martin, “The Case 
for Residential Back Alleys” ; Gehl. Life Between Buildings: Using Public Space, 9. 
23  Borchert, “Builders and Owners of Alley Dwellings,” 347; “Martin, Replacing Alleys,” 123-125.
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Many aim to confront and combat the misconceptions of alley and court urban 
life—the places are not breeding grounds for crime, squalor, and unhappiness. They 
are not as urban reformers, such as Jacob Riis, but as informed scholars that debunk 
the cultural misconceptions that are often worn in these accounts. These scholars use 
empirical data to analyze societal patterns of alley inhabitants.24 Those who write in this 
context believe that to understand a topic, it is important to understand its origins—it is 
even more important to understand who is telling the story and what cultural lens they 
might be using to convey their information.  Borchert , Gehl, and Jackson discuss the 
architectural and social origins of vernacular alley dwellings.  Some scholars, such as 
Borchert and Upton discuss the architectural and social origins of the vernacular alley 
dwelling to aid in their argument for preserving these spaces.25 
There are areas of the conversation that remain unfinished: In terms of historic 
preservation, there is not much literature on alleys and courts. If at all present, it is 
relatively new and focuses on the methodology of why one should preserve the alleys, 
but not necessarily how to successfully do so. By focusing on them as a unique cultural 
landscape, preservationists can bring these spaces back into the conversation holistic 
surveys are rare to encompass the physical landscape attributes, historic backdrop, 
and a plan to keep these urban forms intact.  Debates that still need to be settled occur 
between the alley advocates and New Urbanists. For better or worse, there seems to be a 
difference in value when it comes to saving or recreating the alley form. New Urbanists 
value back-alleys not for the sake of nostalgia or authenticity, but for their functional and 
24  Beasley, The Alleys and Back Buildings of Galveston: An Architectural and Social History; Borchert, 
“Alley Landscapes of Washington; Borchert, “Alley Life in Washington: An Analysis of 600 Photographs”; 
Borchert,  Alley Life in Washington: Family, Community, Religion, and Folklife in the City, 
1850-1970; Borchert “The Rise and Fall of Washington’s Inhabited Alleys”; Clay, Close Up: How to Read 
the American City; Clay, Alleys: A Hidden Resource; Clay, “Alleys Still Have A Place In Modern Society”; 
Clay, “The Invisible Urban Realm: Alleys, Backlots, and Outbacks.”
25  Gehl, Life Between Buildings; Jackson, Discovering the Vernacular Landscape.
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aesthetic properties.26 A historic preservationist, social historian, and urban planner might 
push for the repurposing of current urban fabric because of the significance of the alley 
form, worries of suburban sprawl, and the economic benefits that come from reinvesting 
in city centers.27 One problem facing alleys is the low level of awareness of the potential 
for the revitalization of alleys, which causes more difficulties of implementing the 
revitalization.
The goal of saving these spaces begins with an informed context on the 
conversations that surround alleys past and future. Ultimately, even with areas of 
disconnect, there is a strong argument within the literature that alleys are significant, 
and have a continuing role and should be preserved. The discussion surrounding the 
subject of what to do with a city’s alleys engages social historians, cultural landscape 
architects, urban planners, and historic preservationists. The analytical themes and 
dialogue occurring around alleys past and present show that the conversation is far from 
over.  The work to bridge disciplines is at hand. By bleeding into other fields of urban 
planning, architectural history, and historic preservation, a comprehensive conversation 
about alleys can once again thrive and gain a new understanding so that the preservation 
of this form can begin. Comprehensive studies are rare and difficult to grapple with, 
however, there are some scholars such as Ellen Beasley and James Borchart who have 
done so remarkably well. Their work shows that in order to conduct a truthful survey of a 
city’s urban forms, one must synthesize the knowledge of a social historian and landscape 
architect. 
26 Barnett, The Fractured Metropolis: Improving the Old City, Restoring the New City, Reshaping the 
Region; Kakimoto, “Revitalization of Urban Alleys”; Kelbaugh, “The New Urbanism,” 142–44; Martin, 
“Back Alley as Community Landscape,” 138; Martin, “The Question of Alleys, Revisited,” 78-80; Toole, 
Tight Urbanism. 
27  Norquist, The Wealth of Cities: Revitalizing the Centers of American Life, 47-55.
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 The historical trajectory of Charleston’s alleys and courts fits with some of 
these national patterns but they are also different. The alleys were once the vibrant 
thoroughfares of the seventeenth through eighteenth centuries—to slums prized by 
playwrights, novelists, and painters for their exotic character—to locals or privileged 
residents who seek solitude and seclusion in once boisterous places. On the other hand, 
the court is a unique form. The relationship between the two is woven into the evolution 
of Charleston’s street plan and its changing population.
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CHAPTER TWO
A HISTORY OF ALLEYS, COURTS, AND THEIR COMMUNITIES—CONSIDERING 
THEIR CONTEXT AND FORM
“Oh, I got plenty o’ nuttin’ An’ nuttin’s plenty for me.”
-Porgy, Porgy and Bess
On a summer Saturday night in 1930s Charleston, Porgy, the hero of Dubose 
Heyward’s novel, slowly makes his way onto Catfish Row by entering the stage through 
a gate off the main street.1 Catfish Row is portrayed as a place of lively singing, shelling 
peas, gambling, and ramshackle tenements.  Its residents hold a liquor bottle, cigarette, 
or baby, wearing their work clothes while enjoying an evening of banter and song.  Their 
private and personal lives unfold steps away from one of Charleston’s main streets. The 
African American community here is free, but shut away from the white city dwellers 
that live along Charleston’s main streets. Clothes hang off the line as dust rises from a 
scuffle between two residents of the row. Set on the brink of the Great Depression, the 
inhabitants live in poverty, take drugs and solve their problems with their fists—or a 
cotton hook if one is available. Panic breaks out as a white detective and police officer 
enter the neighborhood looking for a murderer. A gospel song,“Oh the Train is at De 
Station,” Bess,  once Crown’s woman and now Porgy’s, and the chorus joins in joyfully. 
Love is the only way that Porgy sees to rescue Bess from the clutches of Crown, her 
violent ex-lover, and Sportin’ Life, the drug dealer.  Life in the court of Catfish Row 
1  Though Catfish Row reads like an alley or court, it is actually the back lot of two tenement houses off 
East Bay Street. However, because of its nature as a semi-private space, fictitious Catfish Row evokes the 
same feelings as a court. Author, DuBose Heyward, was undoubtedly inspired by the neighborhood on 
existing courts in Charleston as they often housed African American populations. 
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is tough and seedy, and the community deals with their situations through spirituality, 
comradery, and taking problems into their own hands. 
The enduring American production Porgy and Bess debuted in 1935. Set in 
Charleston’s fictitious black tenement, Catfish Row, it portrays the lives of an African 
American neighborhood in an operatic style and tells the story of a crippled beggar, 
his drug-addicted girlfriend, her violent ex-boyfriend, and their enduring, hard-praying 
neighbors. DuBose Heyward, a Charleston native, wrote Porgy in 1925. Heyward’s novel 
was inspired by a newspaper article about a maimed black man who committed murder 
in the height of passion and based on a real-life, well-known local, “Goat Sammy,” who 
was forced to travel by goat-drawn cart due to his crippled condition. George and Ira 
Figure 2.1: 1959 film poster of Porgy and Bess. Image courtesy of Lewis Wayne Gallery.
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Gershwin, who wanted to collaborate with Heyward on a folk opera, approached him a 
year after the publication of Porgy. 
DuBose Heyward and Ira Gershwin observed an isolated Gullah population living 
on adjacent James Island for the prototypes of the characters of Catfish Row.  Porgy and 
Bess authors (DuBose Heyward, George Gershwin, and Ira Gershwin) were all white. 
This simple fact makes the production a complex series of dialogues about actual and 
perceived American culture and black racial identity. The creation of Porgy and Bess 
brought to the forefront the collision between white fantasy and black pragmatism during 
turbulent political, social, and cultural shifts in racial relations in the United States.The 
roles of Porgy and Bess were part of the “self-perpetuating cycle” where a black actor 
portrayed stereotyped roles because there were no other alternatives.2 This portrayal 
propounded existing political and social damage as audiences never recognized the 
African American characters as dignified human beings.3
Porgy and Bess achieved success after Heyward and George Gershwin’s deaths. 
Only after 1940 did it receive accolades in Europe where audiences saw the play as a true 
American opera. The production resurged in the 1970s after its first uncut production in 
Houston. This depiction of twentieth-century urbanity has long held a place in Charleston 
and American hearts. Is Porgy and Bess, however, an accurate depiction of alley life, or 
was it a narrative that alternately fed joy and fear to white suspicions? Catfish Row tells 
the eerily familiar story of a neighborhood that once belonged to the white aristocracy 
on the waterfront of Charleston but, after the Civil War, fell into the hands of recently 
freed slaves. “The inglorious, ghetto-styled Catfish Row” depicts African Americans 
as murderers, illiterates, sycophants, prostitutes, dope addicts, and degenerates.4  How 
2  Ellen Noonan, The Strange Career of Porgy and Bess: Race, Culture, and America’s Most Famous Opera, 
(UNC Press Books, 2012), 1-3. 
3 Noonan, The Strange Career of Porgy and Bess, 1-3. 
4  Noonan, The Strange Career of Porgy and Bess, 222. 
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accurate is this depiction of life in the urban alley and courts and how much did it affect 
Charleston’s and America’s perceptions on courts and alleys?
Porgy’s narrative of the alleys and courts of Charleston captured the hearts 
of artists, locals, and tourists. The quaint, or even gritty, alleys and courts make up 
the essence of Charleston’s urban fabric and tell the stories of immigration and racial 
relations in the southeast.  Many American cities hold alleys dear, yet few possess 
Charleston’s unique courts, a truncated, more recent version of the alley. The following 
chapter traces the historical trajectory of alleys placed in the Walled City, to the 
burgeoning southeastern city in a post-Civil War, and finally to modern urban planning 
and historic preservation. 
Origins of the Alley & Court
Alley’s etymology is late Middle English, stemming from the French word, alee, 
meaning “walking or passage.”  This was derived from aler, or “go,” from the Latin 
ambulare, “to walk.”5 In older cities and towns in Europe, alleys were often the method 
of traveling from one main street to another. Some alleys began as the result of footpaths 
that created short-cuts from one street to another.  Old World alleys were typically 
informal solutions to urban growth and traffic, and then appeared and evolved organically 
and haphazardly. Today, (particularly in the mews of London) one sees what is left of a 
medieval street network of rights-of-ways or ancient footpaths that depict the ebb and 
flow of the city’s inhabitants. In the New World, urban forms of the alley were either 
purposefully planned, or occurred spontaneously, depending on the forces that created 
them.  
5  Merriam-Webster Dictionary, “Alley,” Merriam-Webster.com, accessed January 18, 2016, http://www.
merriam-webster.com/dictionary/alley.
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Similar paths are found in older North American towns and cities. Many 
American cities, such as Boston, Washington D.C., Philadelphia, New York, Galveston, 
and Charleston, contain alleys . These inhabit the nooks and crannies of the often 
forgotten spaces in the urban landscape. They were and continue to be used for service 
purposes, providing automobile access, passageways to major thoroughfares, and 
community gathering spaces. Some alleys and courts were planned into Charleston’s 
layout, while others manifested after surges of immigrants and new populations entered 
the city.  An alley or court could provide a space for communities to gather—as the street 
itself becomes a communal living space.  Alleys in D.C. were often filled with furniture, 
open doors and windows, children, often with hazy distinctions between the inside and 
outside realm of living.6 
Reformers and social historians of the past examined the economic and social 
precursors that created an environment suitable for alley and court forms as well as the 
conditions in which inhabitants lived. Alley forms and urban life became of particular 
interest in the nineteenth century. Social reformers of that same century agonized over 
how a large percentage of the working class lived. It was not until the early twentieth 
century that alleys became quaint walkways or nostalgic routes through a historic city. 
Today, our culture sees the romanticized stories such as Betty Smith’s A Tree Grows in 
Brooklyn and Porgy and Bess, or Dickensian characters when they imagine the urban 
street form of alley and court dwellings. Novels, plays, and even histories have created 
the image that alleys and courts are the quintessential expression of nineteenth century 
urbanity. 
6  Riis, How the Other Half Lives; Johnson, “Crooked and Narrow Streets: Photography and Urban 
Visual Identities in Early Twentieth Century Boston,” 35–64; Weller and Weller, Neglected Neighbors; 
Borchert, “Alley Landscapes of Washington”; Borchert, “Alley Life in Washington,”; Borchert, Alley Life 
in Washington; Borchert, “The Rise and Fall of Washington’s Inhabited Alleys”; Martin, “Back-Alleys as 
Community Landscape, 138-153.” 
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Alleys and Courts in Charleston
Origins of alleys in the southeast were undoubtedly influenced by the English as 
they settled in the Lowcountry and designed the colony of Carolina. However, unlike 
their medieval predecessors, Charleston’s two original alleys were purposefully planned.  
Mews in England were informal solutions to urban growth and traffic; therefore they 
occurred organically and haphazardly. The origins of Charleston’s grid planning, more 
commonly known as the Grand Modell, were proposed by the Lords Proprietors, but 
the physical landscape altered it. This plan dictated the layout of the streets, lots, and 
even alleys. 7 For example, in the Walled City two alleys, Bedon’s Alley and Elliot 
Street (or Middle Alley) were first planned into the layout, often as an alternative route 
between two commercial districts. Later, however, alleys were created organically when 
needed. An example being Inglis Arch, a five foot wide footpath off of East Bay. In other 
neighborhoods the alleys and courts originated as informal solutions for housing needs or 
thoroughfares.8
Throughout Charleston’s rich history, alley dwellers, like alley buildings, have 
been treated marginally, if at all, but both the people and the buildings on the alleys have 
been an integral and vital part of the city since its beginning. Alleys are typically the 
result of natural movement through a city rather than the result of planning.  However, in 
Charleston, the Grand Modell included alleys from the town’s beginning.  In the Grand 
7  Leigh Schoberth, “36-38 Rose Lane,” Property Research Vertical File, Historic Charleston Foundation 
Margaretta Childs Archives, Charleston, South Carolina, 2012; Katherine Saunders,  “‘As Regular and 
Fformidable as Any Such Woorke in America’: The Walled City of Charles Town,” In Another’s Country: 
Archaeological and Historical Perspectives on Cultural Interaction in the Southern Colonies, edited by 
J.W. Joseph and Martha Zierden, 198–214, (Tuscaloosa and London: The University of Alabama Press, 
2002), 199-201.
8  Susan Baldwin Bates and Harriott Cheves Leland, Proprietary Records of South Carolina: Abstracts of 
the Records of the Register of the Province, 1675-1696. Vol. 3. 5 vols. (Charleston, South Carolina: The 
History Press, 2006); Bates and Leland, Proprietary Records of South Carolina: Abstracts of the Records 
of the Register of the Province, 1675-1696. Vol. 2. 5 vols. (Charleston, South Carolina: The History Press, 
2006).
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Modell and lower portion of the peninsula, alleys were planned more meticulously than 
the northern reaches of the city that grew and filled in rapidly in the late nineteenth 
century. Evidence of urban planning can be seen in Lord Shaftesbury’s instructions for 
laying out the town. Lord Shaftesbury (the Chief Lord Proprietor of the Carolina Colony) 
advised the governor of Carolina in 1671: 
It is necessary that you lay out the great Port Town into regular Streets for 
be the buildings never so meane and thin at first yet as the Town increases 
in Riches and People the voyde spaces will be filled up and the buildings 
will grow more beautyfull If you designe six score squares of 300 foot each 
to be divided one from the other by Streets and Alleys…Those who build 
first chuse theire Lotts and Shares first, your great Street cannot be lesse 
than one hundred or six score broad your lesser Streets none under 60, your 
Alleys 8. Or 10 foote…9
9  Bates and Leland, Proprietary Records of South Carolina: Abstracts of the Records of the Register of the 
Province, 1675-1696, 3:22.
Figure 2.2: The Crisp Map of 1711. This map depicts Charleston’s earliest alley, Bedon’s Alley. Image 
courtesy of walledcitytaskforce.org. 
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Early alleys typically ranged from eight to ten feet in width, and at some points even 
twelve.  If these alleys were not included within the original Grand Modell, an owner, 
with the consent of his neighbors, could lay out a little street or lane to create a direct 
thoroughfare to his property. Charleston remained a mix of residential and commercial 
streets through the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries.  Alleys became venues for 
deliveries, provided access to rear of properties, and functioned as a thoroughfare 
between districts and personal properties. Further expansion of the town created some of 
the city’s irregularities as the geography and topography dictated where settlement could 
occur. Later, some of these idiosyncrasies were literally filled in to create more land for 
development. These areas where particularly common along the Ashley River side of the 
peninsula where there were low marshes and mill ponds.
The Boyd Map is the earliest known map of colonial Charles Town, an older alias 
for Charleston. Drawn by Huguenot colonist, Jean Boyd, in 1686, the map shows five 
large streets and two alleys. Charles Town’s earliest alley was Bedon’s Alley, or Middle 
Lane as it was known first. Of the eight streets in Charles Town, only one was an alley 
from 1680-1704.10  Bedon’s Alley functioned as the center of the town connecting the 
retail streets of Charleston, Tradd and Elliot Streets.11 Beginning as a back street, Bedon’s 
function shifted over time. 
 The court form originated in the early eighteenth century, but did not truly 
manifest in Charleston until after the Civil War. A court is an urban cul-de-sac that pierces 
the center of a residential block. They are typically wider than an alley and predominately 
10  Benjamin Walker, “9 Bedon’s Alley,” Property Research File, Historic Charleston Foundation,  
Margaretta Childs Archives, Charleston, South Carolina, 2015. The Crisp Map of 1704 was surveyed in 
that year, but it is believed to have been edited and published in 1711. This information is from personal 
correspondence with Katherine Saunders Pemberton and Dr. Nic Butler. 
11  Walker, “9 Bedon’s Alley,” 7-10; “Little Land, Now All but Forgotten, was in the Center of the Retail 
Section Once,” Do You Know Your Charleston?, The News and Courier, 14 Jan., 1935, Charleston Library 
Society. 
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housed African Americans. Written evidence of Charleston’s first court date to 1786. In 
several advertisements seeking renters, Weim’s Court refers to “Whim Court.” Five lots 
were up for rent and soon filled with free blacks, some of whom owned slaves. 12 Whim 
Court’s first appeared on the 1788 Ichnography of Charleston, South Carolina. This map 
reports the court being nineteen feet wide, the same width as Bedon’s Alley even wider 
than nearby Price’s Alley at twelve feet and Smith’s Lane’s at fifteen feet. This particular 
width is very unusual for any court, but it is evident through studying maps that a court’s 
12  “Advertisement,” The Columbian Herald, November 9, 1786, Charleston County Public Library, 
Charleston; Alena Franco, “10 Weims Court,” Property Research Vertical File, Historic Charleston 
Foundation Margaretta Childs Archives, Charleston, South Carolina.
Figure 2.3: The Charleston 1788 Ichnography Map by Charles Petrie. Image courtesy of the Library of 
Congress.
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width was comparable with an alley’s. Little written evidence explains why courts were 
constructed instead of alleys which has two means of access.  Most likely courts became 
the preferred form because they could house or isolate a community.  In the 1860s, rural 
Southerners, many of them recently freed slaves, surged into the South’s urban city 
centers. Rural migrants found a home in the houses and tenements set around the closed 
courts in the middle of city blocks.13 This could have been because a court provides a 
separation from the main thoroughfares, a visual cut-off from the outside world.
Alleys and courts as a significant housing solution appear in historic maps 
and city directories of the 1850s. The Sanborn Fire Insurance Maps, which began in 
Charleston in the 1880s, most notably reveal the blossoming construction of dwellings 
on alleys and courts as land owners seized opportunities to make money as landlords by 
subdividing their property into lots and allowing a court to intersect new neighborhoods. 
Before freedom, many slaves lived in the homes of their owners, but others lived in 
courts or alleys that cut into existing city blocks. These alleys and courts were lined 
with wooden row houses and tenements. Downtown Charleston had several of these 
alleys. The nature of slave labor in a small and crowded city meant that black and white 
residents of Charleston lived in close proximity—a residential pattern that defined the 
urban fabric through slavery and into emancipation.  From 1720 to the eve of the Civil 
War in 1861, a majority of Charleston’s population was of African descent. Slaves made 
up roughly half of the city’s population from 1820 to 1850. Yet, the alleys and courts of 
Charleston were a diverse mix of all ethnicities in the period preceding the Civil War. 
There were just as many whites and immigrant groups occupying these dwellings—
13  Borchert, “Alley Landscapes of Washington,” 282–284; Borchert, “Alley Life in Washington”; Borchert, 
Alley Life in Washington; Borchert, “The Rise and Fall of Washington’s Inhabited Alleys”; Martin, “Back-
Alleys as Community Landscape.”
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especially in alleys. However, the courts, which are a predominately post-Civil War form, 
were widely populated by African Americans only.14 
Antebellum vs. Post-bellum
During the fifty years of reconstruction and reform that followed the end of the 
Civil War, the nation moved from rural to urban industrial. Technological innovation, 
industrial expansion, population migration, and urban growth—the forces responsible for 
severe economic depressions and violent conflict—were seemingly harnessed and began 
to be used for profit and order. 
Charleston was racially mixed during the era of slavery. Residential integration 
continued after the Civil War and into the early twentieth century as former slaves 
continued to occupy downtown housing, including alleys. However, they were now 
paying rent. Between the end of the Civil War in 1865 and 1880, the black population 
of Charleston doubled as emancipated former slaves moved into the city seeking jobs, 
schools, lost kin, and protection against the white violence which they experienced in 
isolated rural areas. Most of these freed people, poor and experienced only in agricultural 
labor, lived in crowded, unhealthy shanties. Much to the mortification of white families, 
some settled in the war-torn city’s abandoned white homes and outbuildings. To many, 
occupation of formerly grand houses by African Americans was an embodiment of the 
material, financial, and psychological losses the elite white families experienced with 
the end of slavery. Families such as the Heyward’s (an influence for George Heyward’s 
ficticious Porgy and Bess) lost their elite ancestral homes and even inspired the fictional 
setting of Catfish Row.15  Those African Americans who could afford it moved up to the 
14  Noonan, The Strange Career of Porgy and Bess, 52–55; “Charleston City Yearbook ” years 1821-1850; 
Schoberth, “36-38 Rose Lane” 17-22; Walker, “9 Bedon’s Alley,” 7-10. 
15  Noonan, The Strange Career of Porgy and Bess, 55; Riis, How the Other Half Lives, 11.
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Charleston Neck, the peninsular region north of town. This scared the white community 
as they set up their “negro rows” (eerily similar to Catfish Row) in the uptown 
neighborhoods of Canonborough and Elliotborough. 
During this era, the 
alley became a quintessential 
expression of nineteenth century 
American urbanity. A nineteenth 
century social reformer and 
journalist by the name of Jacob 
Riis, concerned more with the 
physical signs rather than the 
underlying causes of poverty, 
focused on cleaning up the 
visible symptoms rather than 
pulling up its problematic roots. 
Sensationalized muckraking 
made his book, How the Other 
Half Lives, successful. It asked 
Americans to take a look at their 
newest inhabitants and clean 
house. During the last decade of 
the nineteenth century, the federal 
government, as well as some state 
governments, prioritized cleaning 
up the urban landscape. 
Figure 2.4: Gotham Court is a sketch by Jacob Riis from his 
work, How the Other Half Lives. This depicts the squalor of 
New York City’s tenements.
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In the 1920s, a national economy and society had been reorganized and the 
middle class emerged as the nation’s dominant class, guiding the products created and 
way of life. New manufacturing methods and consumerism were on the rise.16 The 
dramatic developments of reconstruction and initial surge of immigrants during the 
latter half of the nineteenth century eased—though undoubtedly the phenomenon was 
still occurring at lesser rates—the new lower to middle class populations aimed to 
assimilate to their environments in U.S. cities.  In many cities, movements to clean up 
unsightly neighborhoods—especially alleys and courts—gained popularity. The turn of 
the twentieth century brought in an era of “slum clearance” unseen before. Jacob Riis’ 
work became gospel for public policy makers and reformers throughout the nation. Cities 
such as New York City, Boston, Washington D.C., and Charleston became epicenters of 
reform. In Washington D.C. legislative acts worked towards eradicating alley dwellings 
due to the dangers they posed to the inhabitants. The City Beautiful Movement created 
a new round of enthusiasm for improving the urban landscapes of U.S. cities. This 
movement pushed back against the tight, darker quarters that were common in cities 
by creating larger, open spaces that would supposedly reduce crime and health risks 
as well as engage the community. This loosened the urban framework as it built up the 
suburbs and pushed poorer residents out of their neighborhoods. The advocates pushed 
for development of suburban housing, baseball stadiums, college campuses, and romantic 
alleys.17 Though these efforts were made with the best intentions, the outcome proved 
dangerous for the urban fabric.  
 The twentieth century witnessed the crusade against alley and court forms, in part 
because of the rise of the automobile, and the other due to the legislation restricting alley 
16  Riis, How the Other Half Lives, 12; Michael David Martin, “The Question of Alleys, Revisited”; Barnett, 
The Fractured Metropolis: Improving the Old City, Restoring the New City, Reshaping the Region.
17  Larry R. Ford, The Spaces between Buildings, (Baltimore, MD: Johns Hopkins University Press, 2000), 
91.
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creation.  Charleston’s own Bottle Alley, now known as Jacob’s Alley and previously 
as Clifford’s Alley, earned its name from its unsavory reputation from the many fights 
and atrocities that occurred there.  In 1952, women of the adjacent Unitarian church 
banned together with the inhabitants of the alley, mostly African Americans, to clean up 
the dilapidated space. Within six months the alley was paved and lighted, houses were 
repainted, and residents repaired porches and placed flowerboxes in their windows. 
This was far removed from the Bottle Alley known for its muddy street, overflowing 
drains, crowded privies, and decrepit houses.18 Movements such as this one became 
commonplace throughout the twentieth century. 
18  Kay Martin, “Racial Cooperation, Led by Unitarian Group, Coverts ‘Bottle Alley’ Into Prettier Abode,” 
The News and Courier, March 16, 1952, Historical Newspapers at Charleston County Public Library. 
Figure 2.5: Photograph of New York City alley by Jacob Riis from How the Other Half Lives.
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In 1934, Congress created the Federal Housing Administration (FHA). In that 
same year, the National Housing Act of 1934 went into effect; this condemnation of 
alleys meant that new developments no longer included the alley form. In residential 
areas, particularly in those that were built before 1950, alleys provided rear access to 
property where a garage was located, or where waste could be collected by service 
vehicles. A benefit of this was the location of these activities to the rear, less public side 
of a dwelling. However, by the mid-twentieth century, the role of the alley and court 
changed with the introduction of motorized vehicles. With the rise of horse-drawn 
and then motorized vehicles, the alley became less a part of the community and more 
Figure 2.6: A sketch by Alfred Hutty depicting the back of Bedon’s Alley from East Bay Street. Image 
courtesy of Historic Charleston Foundation.
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of a place for transient strangers and people to pass through.19 Alleys became archaic, 
dangerous, and useless in modern urban settings—or so many began to feel. 
Alley and Court Conditions: Perceptions vs. Reality
 The reality of alley life is the most convoluted truth.  Grappling with the truth 
requires sifting through the personal stories, histories, and biases within a community. 
With discussions from reformers such as Jacob Riis, the horrific conditions of urban 
tenements are undeniable. Cultural and historical references such as Porgy and Bess, 
A Tree Grows in Brooklyn, or any Dickens’ character gives the world a narrative of the 
hardness that comes with urban life in the mid nineteenth to early twentieth centuries. 
However, is it not possible that some of these tales are exacerbated with an agenda in 
mind? Is it possible that the problems in alleys were caused by other social forces and it 
was just as possible to have a perfectly safe one?  In order to capture at least a snapshot 
of the reality of living in a court or alley, city yearbooks, newspaper articles, and travel 
journals all need to be synthesized. Yet even with these, there is always a possibility of 
cultural bias. 
The Yearbooks of the City of Charleston have chapter reports from the Street 
Department (or Department of Streets), thus offering insight when considering what 
the city’s departments prioritized. Consistent street reports began in the 1880s when the 
major concern was discussing the materials used on roads to help the health of the city. 
The obsession of cleanliness stemmed from the outbreak of smallpox and yellow fever 
in the early 1880s.  During the summer months, by direction of the Board of Health, 
several gangs of laborers were employed in keeping the streets clean—cutting down 
19  Ford, The Spaces between Buildings, 7; U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development, “The 
Federal Housing Administration”; U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development, “United States 
Housing Act of 1937,” http://portal.hud.gov/hudportal/HUD?src=/program_offices/housing/fhahistory; 
United States Housing Act of 1937.
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weeds, grass, etc.  Garbage removal became a regulated occurrence and every Saturday 
afternoon the streets were sprinkled with chloride of lime. Wards one through six were 
investigated six times a year, whereas for the rest of the wards it was five times annually.  
Wards were first created in 1783. These divided the city into manageable sections for 
inspections. Sanitary Inspectors scoured the city to report and address health concerns to 
the public.  In 1882, the city was further divided into four health districts—two wards in 
each.  Scavenging and street cleaning continued to be efficiently done well into the late 
1880s.  Street materiality gained more attention; granite blocks were used as curbing and 
gravel as the surface material. This was an expensive, time consuming task that showed 
the city’s changing attitude towards health and urban infrastructure. Street widths began 
to be regulated, and in 1883, the Department of Streets made significant headway as it 
enforced stone roadways of eighteen feet, specifically on the major thoroughfares of 
Meeting, King, and Calhoun Streets.  The Department of Health continued to monitor the 
population’s health and possible health risks, reasoning that a possible problem was the 
“Intolerable nuisance of offensive carts and disgusting deposits” that were found in the 
streets and alleys of Charleston.20 The rest of the decade saw the decline in epidemics, no 
doubt, a result of the attention paid to the cleanliness of the streets. 
The 1890s also saw an increase in attention towards lesser visited forms: alleys 
and courts. It was during these years that the City of Charleston began to lay gravel, inset 
curbing, clean pipe drains, and fill holes in the courts and alleys across the peninsula. 
However, though they were receiving more care than in the past, these spaces were still 
seen as secondary. For instance, alleys and courts were almost never paved with blue 
flagstones or stone curbing.21 Instead, wood curbing was added to some courts even 
20  “Charleston City Yearbook 1880,” 28; “Charleston City Yearbook 1881,” 96-112; “Charleston City 
Yearbook 1882,” 56-91; Nicholas Butler, “Wards of Charleston, 1793-1960,” Charleston, South Carolina: 
Charleston County Public Library, June 2007, The Charleston Archive. 
21  “Charleston City Yearbook 1897,” 51-52. The exception being Rose Lane which is paved with blue 
flagstones. This can still be seen today underneath missing patches of asphalt. 
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though previous year’s reports admitted 
that the material was undesirable and 
could not promise longevity. The 
first maintenance performed in courts 
occurred in Thomson, Short, and Cedar 
Courts.22 Alleys, such as St. Michael’s 
Alley, received clay gravel due to the 
heavier flow of traffic. Sidewalks were 
filled and graded in Tobin’s Alley and 
Sire’s Alley as well as pipe drains 
being cleared on 
St. Michael’s Alley, 
Tiedeman Court, and 
22  “Charleston City Yearbook 1897,” 51-52.
Figure 2.7: Excerpt 
from The New York 
Times article from 
January 7, 1894.
Figure 2.8: Cow Alley image from The New York Times, January 7, 1894.
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Lousseau’s Court. The 1890s was a busy 
decade for alley and court work.23
However, even in these improved 
conditions, authorities still perceived these 
spaces as dangerous in several respects. A 
report of the City Health Officer in 1897 
stated that the alleys were “dangerously 
threatened by pestilence” due to the lack 
of guidance that could be enforced by 
the whites.  They feared that the black 
inhabitants would “let the diseases catch 
fire” and spread to the other streets and 
neighborhoods of the city. 24 A New 
York Times article from 1894 paints an 
appalling picture of the city’s attitude 
towards the alleys and courts. The title 
tugged at the heartstrings of those who 
yearned for the quaintness of Charleston’s 
golden past (“Quaint Charleston Alleys 
Scenes of Many Interesting Events in Ye 
Olden Times…”). The piece begins by stating that the once safe and picturesque alleys 
are now “Given Over to the Negro Inhabitants of the City—St. Michael’s and Its Old 
Law Offices, Once Occupied by Distinguished Men—The Spot Where Masonry Was 
First Established—Cow Alley the Scene of the Famous Duel.” Alleys could no longer 
23  “Charleston City Yearbook 1899,” 42.
24  “Charleston City Yearbook 1897,”55.
Figure 2.9: Bedon’s Alley 1886 after the earthquake. 
This was not its typical state, but it shows the alley’s 
inhabitants in the background. Image courtesy of 
Historic Charleston Foundation
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be called quaint. This article claimed that every alley in the city had been claimed by 
“the Negro.” Disregarding the slurs about the children of these alleys, what this article 
did speak to was the shifting demographics throughout the city. Many enslaved and 
freed African Americans had lived around these neighborhoods for decades of the city’s 
history. Changed attitudes reflected the backlash after an influx of African Americans 
and European immigrants poured into the Southern port city. The white inhabitants 
were undoubtedly feeling dislocated after the Civil War and industrialization. This news 
article most likely preyed on the fears of the white inhabitants—that their city was being 
overtaken by the negligent enemy. 
There were countless incidence reports of attacks, muggings, fights, and the 
presence of diseases. This is particularly true after the Civil War when many structures 
fell into disrepair and the social constructs created situations of socio and economic 
poverty. Alleys with lower rent and less desirable locations soon attracted tenants 
that reflected the hard times they were stuck in. There were no particular geographic 
restrictions as to where this occurred. 
Harleston Village’s crime rate was particularly high throughout the late nineteenth 
and early twentieth centuries. Bottle Alley, also known as Clifford or Jacob’s Alley, and 
the alley-like Kirkland Lane were notorious thoroughfares of murder, theft, assault, fires, 
disease, and slum-like conditions. In April of 1864, an article in the Charleston Mercury 
described a member of Captain War’s Artillery being garroted on Kirkland Lane. The 
man was robbed of four hundred and thirty dollars.25 
Harleston Village’s reputation did not improve in the twentieth century. For 
instance, in March 1902, five men were jailed for an assault on Kirkland Lane. October 
25  Cassie Kline, “Kirkland Lane,” Property Research Vertical File, Historic Charleston Foundation, 
Margaretta Childs Archives, Charleston: South Carolina, 2015; “Garroted on Kirkland Lane,” Charleston 
Mercury, 1864, Charleston County Public Library. 
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1917, a woman, cut by her husband at their residence, 15 Kirkland Lane, was taken 
to Roper Hospital. The 1950s were even more tumultuous for Kirkland Lane and its 
surrounding area: residents of the neighborhood fell victim to tuberculosis outbreaks. In 
1956, of the 100 residents living on the lane, thirteen cases of tuberculosis over a twelve 
month period had been reported.26 An inspection was scheduled to mitigate the outbreak. 
X-ray clinics and fire inspections were carried out and found unsanitary conditions of 
26  “Assault on Kirkland Lane,” The Evening Post; 1902, Charleston County Public Library; “Cut By Her 
Husband,” The Charleston News and Courier, 1917, Charleston County Public Library; “Kirkland Lane 
Residents Attend X-Ray Clinic,” The Evening Post, 1957, Charleston County Public Library.
Figure 2.10: Stoll’s Alley circa 1880. Photograph by George W. Johnson. Courtesy of Historic Charleston 
Foundation
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“rotten stairs and porches, defective chimneys, poor mortar foundations, loose plaster, 
and rotten beams.”27  
Poverty remained into the 1960s. The Evening Post began a segment called 
“Know Your Slums” which reported on the health conditions, deplorable living 
conditions, and connections to juvenile delinquency of the neighborhood.  Kirkland Lane 
was once again introduced in an unflattering light: “The incredibly crowded houses can 
be seen jammed against each other across a vacant lot just west of the Lane itself and the 
Beaufain Street entrance to Kirkland Lane is a narrow, dreary, dirt street that makes its 
appearance between two drab and dingy buildings.”28This undoubtedly fueled the fears of 
community that alleys and courts were places of depravity and danger. No one went into 
them unless they were looking for trouble. 
Today alleys and courts of Charleston are no longer seen as slums home to tramp 
children, or breeding grounds for tuberculosis. Today, alleys and courts are viewed as 
idyllic and quaint. Some preferred by privileged residents whose wealth and backgrounds 
are dramatically different from previous residents. We take them at face value instead 
of asking their history and what they tell us about immigration and race relations in the 
south. The story of the alleys and courts continues to pique our curiosity because these 
forms make up so much of the urban fabric. These are the forms that made Charleston 
the complex historic city we see today.
27  “Inspectors Will Visit Kirkland Lane,” The Evening Post, January 1957, Charleston County Public 
Library.
28  “Know Your Slum,” The Evening Post, February 1962, Charleston County Public Library; Kline, “15 
Kirkland Lane,” 15-18.
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CHAPTER THREE
THE DEMOGRAPHICS OF CHARLESTON
The narrative of alleys and 
courts is one that captures the hearts 
and imaginations of artists, locals, 
historians, and tourists. Particularly 
stories such as Porgy and Bess, a tale 
that depicted Charleston’s story of a 
neighborhood that had become home 
to poor blacks. These romanticized 
stories of the people often glamorized 
Charleston but obscured origins and 
nuanced meaning of its alleys and 
courts. 
Charleston’s alleys and courts 
were shaped by their residents. 
Residents determined what types of 
buildings were constructed and the 
maintenance provided. This further 
shaped the city’s perceptions of neighborhoods.  Yet the alley and courts have only been 
vaguely addressed. In the past alleys and courts served as semi-permanent residences.  
Today they remain byways for transient populations such as college students.  The alley 
form represents a space of fluidity between the public and private realms.  The court, in 
contrast, is private. Only those who are familiar with it are meant to be there. 
Figure 3.1: Bedon’s Alley circa 1920 depicts derelict 
buildings and African Americans riding in a wagon while 
children play in the yard. Image courtesy of Historic 
Charleston Foundation.
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The survey of the alleys and courts of Charleston not only explores the geographic 
morphology but the demographic patterns of a city that reflects the race relations of the 
south. The study of the demographics in Charleston was conducted through the research 
of censuses (national and city level), city directories and yearbooks, and property 
histories. This information was then synthesized and organized by two distinct time 
periods, 1870 and 1920, with some threading before and in between for context.
To gain the best understanding of the demographics of these courts and alleys, 
one sampling of each was selected for further study. Two case studies were selected to 
represent each neighborhood and the patterns of the population and particular groups 
within it.  Two time periods were selected to provide snapshots of the neighborhood after 
the Civil War and after the clean-up movements began. 1870 and 1920 provide insight 
into the groups that occupied the alleys and courts—whether it be their profession, how 
long they lived there, or their race. Time constraints necessitated choosing two time 
periods for this survey instead of studying and synthesizing data on all of the inhabitants 
of courts and alleys of all of time.1 
Table 3.1 below depicts Charleston’s population from 1790 to 2015. This holistic 
illustration indicates the decline and growth of the city.  It sheds light on Charleston’s 
population fluctuation after times of hardship, immigration, and prosperity. For instance, 
between 1860 and 1870 the population increased by 8,434 citizens in the city. (Patterns 
in demography such as these are reflect the larger world—that is, the cascading effects 
of a strangled economy, wars, and the reshaping of a crushed antebellum society.) Other 
patterns emerge when there are decreases in population. These are perhaps reflective of 
negative effects of an environment that makes people seek refuge elsewhere. An excellent 
1 With enough time, a full analysis and property research of each site could provide even more information 
on the inhabitants. Hopefully this thesis will inspire more research and discoveries about alleys and courts 
in Charleston. 
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example of this occurs from 1920 to 1930 when census records indicate that there was a 
5,692 decrease in the population.2  Historically, the South was facing the currents of racial 
tension. Veterans returned from World War I, both white and black, and many whites felt 
2  Campbell Gibson, “Population of the 100 Largest Cities and Other Urban Places in the United States: 
1790 to 1990,” Washington, D.C.: U.S. Census Bureau, June 1998, https://www.census.gov/population/
www/documentation/twps0027/twps0027.html; 
U.S. Census Bureau, “Statistical Abstract of the United States,” U.S. Census Bureau, 1931, http://www2.
census.gov/prod2/statcomp/documents/1931-02.pdf; 
 U.S. Census Bureau, “U.S. Decennial Census,” U.S. Census of Population: 1940. Washington, D.C.: U.S. 
Census Bureau, 1942, http://www.census.gov/prod/www/decennial.html; 
U.S. Census Bureau, “U.S. Decennial Census,” U.S. Census of Population: 1950. Washington, D.C.: U.S. 
Census Bureau, 1952, http://www.census.gov/prod/www/decennial.html.
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Table 3.1:  Charleston’s population from 1790 to 2015. Steep population growth after 1990 attributable to 
aggressive annexation of adjacent suburbs. Image created by author.
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that African Americans no longer “knew their place.”3 This resulted in the worsening of 
racial attitudes.  
Many interesting facts can be garnered from the information provided by 
censuses, directories, and other population statistics. They allow one to peer into a sector 
of society and study why, how, and where they live. The data was taken from the United 
States Bureau of the Census’ “Population of the 100 Largest Urban Places” abstracts 
dating from 1790 until 1910 when Charleston fell from the top 100 ranks and various 
other local and national censuses.4 1920-2015 information was collected through yearly 
reports by the United States Census Bureau. 
The Historic Context
The alleys of Charleston were influenced by early planning in the late seventeenth 
century, legislation, migration, and people’s perceptions.  The first, Bedon’s Alley, was 
designed within the Grand Modell, where an owner, with the consent of his neighbors, 
could lay out a little street or lane to create a direct thoroughfare to their property. This 
design of mixed use buildings coexisting within juxtaposition of one another created an 
environment where mixed races and ethnicities were a natural occurrence. Slaves and 
their masters lived nearby one another, as well as free blacks who worked as artisans and 
laborers. Charlestowne remained a mix of residential and commercial streets through 
the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. Alleys became venues for deliveries and as 
3  Bernard E. Powers Jr., “African Americans in 19th-Century Charleston,” Charleston’s African American 
Heritage, n.d., http://www.africanamericancharleston.com/19thcentury.html.
4  Gibson, “Population of the 100 Largest Cities and Other Urban Places in the United States: 1790 to 
1990”; U.S. Census Bureau, “1980 Census of Population”; U.S. Census Bureau, “Statistical Abstract of the 
United States”; U.S. Census Bureau, “U.S. Decennial Census,” 1942; U.S. Census Bureau, “U.S. Decennial 
Census,” 1952. 
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thoroughfares between districts and personal properties.  A comprehensive coverage of 
the history Charleston’s courts and alleys can be found in Chapter Two.
The nature of slave labor in a small and crowded city meant that black and 
white residents of Charleston lived in close proximity, a residential pattern that defined 
the urban fabric through slavery and into emancipation. From its founding until 
emancipation, the courts and alleys of Charleston were a diverse mix of all ethnicities. 
Slaves made up half the population from 1820 to 1850.5   Many slaves and freedmen 
exercised more agency prior to emancipation than afterwards in the backlash that many 
African American communities faced. There were pockets of freedmen populations that 
owned land, businesses, and rented out tenements in various courts and alleys throughout 
the peninsula. Such autonomy occurs in both Weims Court and Kirkland Lane, where 
free people of color—some even owning slaves—lived, ran businesses, and led their 
communities. One example is Daphne Hampton of 15 Kirkland Lane, a free woman in 
1829, who bought her property through her trustee, John Stoney. Mrs. Hampton lived 
in Harleston Village which had the highest rates of free blacks. Her ownership tells a 
fascinating, untapped story of female property owners in the Antebellum South. Her 
story, like many others throughout the city, indicates that African Americans could not 
only be eminent citizens but they also lived in far more integrated world than what was to 
come.6
5  Noonan, The Strange Career of Porgy and Bess: Race, Culture, and America’s Most Famous Opera, 52-
55; “Charleston City Yearbook(s) 1821-1850”; Schoberth, “36-38 Rose Lane”; Walker, “9 Bedon’s Alley.” 
6  Jonathan Poston, The Buildings of Charleston: A Guide to the City’s Architecture, (South Carolina:  
University of South Carolina Press: 1997), 481; Kline, “15 Kirkland Lane,” 8-15; The Columbia Herald, 
“Advertisement,” November 9, 1786, sec. Advertisement Section, America’s Historical Newspapers at 
Charleston County Public Library, Charleston, S.C. For further information on women landowners in the 
Antebellum south, see property research reports on Rose Lane and Humphrey Courts. Both are available 
through Historic Charleston Foundation’s Margaretta Childs Archives and their location information can be 
found in the bibliography of this work. 
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Populations further shifted in response to epidemics, such as yellow fever, 
which decreased the population from 1830-1840 (1,028) and from 1850-1860 (2,463).7 
Furthermore, neighborhoods shifted as an act passed in 1849 which extended the city 
limits from the current boundary to one that reached the Cooper and Ashley Rivers to 
the intersection of Meeting and King. There were now eight wards instead of four. This 
created four new wards to fill with housing, streets, and alleys and courts. This inevitably 
led to a population increase as the empty pockets of the city filled with German and Irish 
immigrants.8 In fact, the city’s population increased from 1840 to 1850 by 13,724. 9 Many 
of the alleys, particularly courts, were opened and populated with houses as the city 
responded to demands for housing. 
 By 1860, on the eve of the Civil War, free blacks in Charleston numbered 
more than 3,000 and constituted about one-third of all free blacks in the state of South 
Carolina. After Emancipation, many freed by their owners in the rural areas migrated 
to Charleston. 10 In the pre-War period, the highest percentages of enslaved African 
Americans occurred in Wards Two and Four totaling at 17,655. These wards are near 
present day Radcliffeborough, Elliotborough, and Cannonborough. Most free black men 
were manual workers and women were typically skilled in needlework. Those of the 
mulatto elite were able to acquire real estate and other various forms of property as well 
as establish successful businesses.11 
 Other minority groups made up the highest density of Wards One, Three, and 
Four.12 European immigrants, African Americans, and unskilled natives were the 
7  Gibson, “Population of the 100 Largest Cities and Other Urban Places in the United States: 1790 to1990.” 
8  “Charleston City Yearbook 1881,” 351.
9  Gibson, “Population of the 100 Largest Cities and Other Urban Places in the United States: 1790 to1990.”
10  Powers Jr., “African Americans in 19th-Century Charleston.” 
11  Powers Jr., “African Americans in 19th-Century Charleston”; Butler, “Wards of Charleston, 1793-1960.” 
12  Charleston City Council, “Census of the City of Charleston, South Carolina, for the Year 1861,” 
Charleston, South Carolina, n.d, https://archive.org/details/censusofcityofch00char;  Butler, “Wards of 
Charleston, 1793-1960.” 
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workforce undertaking the labor intensive tasks in the city.  The working class included 
German, Irish, Jewish, African American, and whites. All ethnicities and nationalities 
were represented in the case studies of alleys and courts. Most commonly lived next to 
one another in a neighborhood nearby a place of industry or work. Due to the decline 
and shift in the economy, many lived in wood framed shanties as short term and transient 
tenants that weathered the storm of a society in upheaval. The buildings of such small 
residences were going up in the hundreds during the Reconstruction era. 13
In the 1860s, there were few truly homogeneous alleys or courts. If they were 
present, they were consistently white. There were nine total structures, eight of which 
were inhabited by whites. However, most all of the alleys and courts were mixed, as seen 
in the table below. 
13  Megan Olsen, “5 & 7 Murphy’s Court,” Property Research Vertical File, Historic Charleston Foundation 
Margaretta Childs Archives, Charleston, South Carolina; Caroline Darnell, “1 & 3 Murphy’s Court,” 
Property Research Vertical File, Historic Charleston Foundation Margaretta Childs Archives, Charleston, 
South Carolina, 10-14; “Building Up the City,” Charleston News and Courier, June 11, 1885.
 
FORM WHITE PERSONS SLAVES FREE COLOREDS TOTAL 
FORM WHITE 
PERSONS 
SLAVES FREE 
PERSONS OF 
COLOR 
TOTAL 
ALLEYS 710 (58.97%) 350 (29.07%) 144 (11.96%) 1204 
COURTS 605 (55.45%) 314 (28.78%) 172 (15.71%) 1091 
Table 3.2: Charleston’s population statistics and demographics from 1861 collected from U.S. Census 
Bureau data. Created by author.
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In this period, roughly half of a given neighborhood was white, whereas the other 
was most likely their slaves or other free persons of color. Two out of twenty three alleys 
were homogenously white; three out of the same thirty five courts were homogeneously 
white. Whereas three of the twenty three alleys, and three courts were homogeneously 
black.14  The majority of the alleys were mixed between whites, blacks, and free persons 
of color. As immigrants from began to pour into America, these alleys and courts 
continued to act as spaces of mixed racial make-up.  
The post-Civil War economy greatly affected the demographics that lived in 
Charleston. Freed blacks and immigrants surged into the new industrial centers of the 
county. In the south, these were most notably cities such as Charleston, Atlanta, and 
Galveston. The change from rice and cotton plantations to the lumber mills, shipping and 
rail facilities rapidly changed the landscape of Charleston. Workers gushed into the city to 
find work and home within walking distance as automobiles were not yet commonplace. 
Irish and German families migrated to the area in search of fresh starts. Large amounts of 
free blacks and unskilled native born whites began to form the backbone of working class 
of Charleston. The dip in the population at this time correlates to the vast hole left by 
men and boys that left to fight in the Confederate cause. 12, 992 (23 percent of the state 
male population) never returned to South Carolina. This created a void and insurgence 
of change to compensate for the displacement when the war ended.15 The period leading 
up to the first case study of 1870 represents tumultuous change in the United States. 
Immigration immensely impacted the landscape of urban centers as neighborhoods grew, 
recentered, and new forms were added to the urban fabric.  
14  Charleston City Council, “Census of Charleston 1861.”
15  James M. McPherson, This Mighty Scourge: Perspectives on the Civil War, (Oxford University Press, 
2009), 16.
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1870
In the 1870s, rural Southerners, many of them recently freed slaves, surged into 
the South’s urban centers. Raising the population from 40,522 to 48,956—an 8,434 
person/17.23 percent increase.16 Migrants moved into the city seeking jobs, schools, 
lost kin, and protection against the white violence which they experienced in isolated 
rural areas. These people found homes in the houses and tenements set around the 
alleys and closed courts in the middle of city blocks.17 Most of these freed people, 
poor and experienced only in agricultural labor, lived in crowded, unhealthy shanties. 
This revitalized form utilized the newly colonized lands in the northern reaches of the 
peninsula. Upper class citizens bought northern peninsular property to rent to working 
class families. Alleys and courts provided a separation from the main thoroughfares, a 
visual cut-off from the outside world. 
  1870s alleys and courts were widely diverse. There were some cases of 
predominately white or black, but the cases of homogeneous forms was less than 25 
percent.18  Courts continued to be inhabited by widely African American and immigrant 
groups. Some courts, such as Desportes (also known as Des Portes) originated as solely 
African American, yet in the 1870s there was consistently a white inhabitant. 19 Yet, this 
16  Charleston City Council, “Census of Charleston 1861.”
17  Borchert, “Alley Landscapes of Washington,” 281-291; Borchert, “Alley Life in Washington: An 
Analysis of 600 Photographs,”Records of the Columbia Historical Society, Washington, D.C., 244–59;
Borchert,  Alley Life in Washington: Family, Community, Religion, and Folklife in the City, 
1850-1970; Borchert “The Rise and Fall of Washington’s Inhabited Alleys: 1852-1972,” 267-88; Martin, 
“Back-alleys as Community Landscape,” 138-153.
18  Kirsten Freeman, “3 & 5 Des Portes Court,” Property Research Vertical File, Historic Charleston 
Foundation, Margaretta Childs Archives, Charleston, South Carolina, 2015; Darnell, “1 & 3 Murphy’s 
Court”; Alena Franco, “10 Weims Court,” Property Research Vertical File, Historic Charleston Foundation 
Margaretta Childs Archives, Charleston, South Carolina; Kline, “15 Kirkland Lane”; Olsen, “5 & 7 
Murphy’s Court.”; Kendy Altizer, “6 & 8 Carrere Court,” Property Research Vertical File, Historic 
Charleston Foundation, Margaretta Childs Archives Charleston, South Carolina, 2012; E. Megan Funk, “2 
& 4 Carrere Court,” Property Research Vertical File, Historic Charleston Foundation, Margaretta Childs 
Archives Charleston, South Carolina, 2012.
19  Freeman, “3 & 5 Des Portes Court,” 21. 
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instance is an outlier. Courts were not strictly African American communities, at least not 
at this times, as many previously believed. 
Courts, such as Murphy’s, Payne, Carrere, Humphrey, and Orange (now Lapp’s) 
housed a variety of Charleston’s working class citizens—its carpenters, laborers, waiters, 
maids, and other forms of service jobs.20  One tenant, Joseph Bampfield, was the head of 
the first African American family to live on Murphy’s Court. His primary occupation, like 
many of his neighbors, was waiter. All courts recorded at this time housed members of 
the working class, people of low income and low skill.  Residents needed to live within 
walking distance of their work. 
In the city’s upper boroughs, where quickly erected shanties were created both 
before and after the War, many continued to live in substandard living conditions. 21 In 
Radcliffeborough, courts were often initially inhabited by immigrants, either German or 
Irish, who were frequently moving to find work or because of income shortages. Gehlken 
Henry, a white man living on Murphy’s Court during this time, was a carpenter. His name 
can be chased throughout directories, changing every couple of months or so. 22  These 
are the type of people that characteristically moved to the tenements on courts or alleys.  
Unskilled laborers, largely immigrants and African Americans occupied the spaces in 
between blocks. In the case of Murphy and Carrere Courts, immigrants paved the way for 
African American tenants.23 
20  Darnell, “1 & 3 Murphy’s Court,” 10-11; Franco, “10 Weims Court”; “City of Charleston Yearbook 
1870,” Historic Charleston Foundation, Margaretta Childs Archives, 23; “City of Charleston Yearbook 
1871,” Historic Charleston Foundation, Margaretta Childs Archives; “Charleston City Directory 1870,”; 
Gibson, “Population of the 100 Largest Cities and Other Urban Places in the United States: 1790 to1990.” 
21  Olsen, “5 & 7 Murphy’s Court; Buist & Buist (Charleston, Sc) Buist & Buist Records, 1829-1927. 
(1013.00) South Carolina Historical Society, Book 7, 217.
22  Darnell, “1 & 3 Murphy’s Court,” 10.
23  Olsen, “5 & 7 Murphy’s Court”; Darnell, “1 & 3 Murphy’s Court”; Altizer, “6 & 8 Carrere Court”; Funk, 
“2 & 4 Carrere Court.” 
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Lower neighborhoods such as Harleston Village, Ansonborough, and the 
Walled City were also highly integrated. Kirkland Lane and Weims Court, for instance, 
were radically mixed and sometimes even inhabited by prominent African American 
businessmen. These high concentrations of African American tenants set the tone for 
decades to come. On Kirkland Lane, whites and African Americans resided side-by-side. 
African Americans resided at 3, 5, and 7 Kirkland Lane. Frances Knights and the family 
of “Williams,” all African American, resided at 9 and 11 Kirkland Lane respectively. 
Whereas professors and unskilled laborers filled in the tenements sporadically. These 
patterns set a precedent of high rates of African Americans residing in the alley in the 
twentieth century. 24
The alleys in the years following the Civil War were also mixed, though wider 
populations of white residents lived here.  Alleys occurred in higher frequencies in the 
Walled City, the epicenter of Charleston. This is because of its use in the eighteenth and 
nineteenth centuries as a commercial and residential district, and its direct lineage to 
English city planning. 25 Historically areas of trade, alleys were created to link the two 
realms of commerce and housing. In the past, slaves and whites lived alongside one 
another and this carried into the 1870s.  
The primary occupations of the people living in alleys within the Walled City area 
were grocer, cooper, merchant, shopkeeper, laundress, maid, or waiter. Their proximity to 
trade meant that these were primarily service positions rather than laborers. 26 The alleys 
in the boroughs and neighborhoods of the upper peninsula, such as Rose Lane, Addison 
Court, and Hampden Court, housed populations of the working class: seamstresses, 
washers, carpenters, and hotel and wait staff. These upper boroughs had higher rates of 
24  Kline, “15 Kirkland Lane,” 22.
25  Bates and Leland, Proprietary Records of South Carolina: Abstracts of the Records of the Register of the 
Province, 1675-1696, 22.
26  Walker, “9 Bedon’s Alley,” 5; Franco, “10 Weims Court,” 11-13.
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African Americans and in some cases the alleys, like Rose Lane, were exclusively black 
until the turn of the 20th century.27
1870 represents a surprisingly integrated year for alleys and courts in Charleston. 
Yet, this would prove to be short lived as the turn of the century ushered worsening racial 
attitudes. In a New York Times article published January 7th, 1894 the writer states that 
every alley in the city of Charleston was taken over by the Negro. This became known 
as the decline and fall of the Charleston alley, “for everyone in the city is now given up 
wholly to the negro.”28 Yet was this true? Demographics studies show that most alleys 
actually had a fairly mixed bag of inhabitants.  Perhaps the perception of these forms is 
that they were predominately African Americans, when really the city was responding to 
the growing numbers of non-white, non-native residents. However, after this case study 
it is evident that alleys and courts were very mixed and comprised the bulk of the city’s 
working class residents.  
1920
 The U.S. changed rapidly from the post-Civil War times and the 1920s  witnessed 
a watershed in rural-urban migration. The rapid industrial growth, a world war, and 
economic boom that followed heralded in a new way of life; the national economy and 
society organized and the stratification of classes emerged showing the depths of poverty 
and the startling reaches of wealth. This poverty along with World War I led to the 
wear and rising tension between races. Many viewed Charleston as having fallen to the 
27  Schoberth, “36-38 Rose Lane”; Erin Morton, “16 & 18 Rose Lane,” Property Research Vertical File, 
Historic Charleston Foundation, Margaretta Childs Archives, Charleston, South Carolina, 10-14.
28  “Quaint Charleston Alleys; Scenes of Many Interesting Events in Ye Olden Times. But Now, Alas! 
Given Over to the Negro Inhabitants of the City -- St. Michael’s and Its Old Law Offices, Once 
Occupied by Distinguished Men -- The Spot Where Masonry Was First Established -- Cow Alley the 
Scene of a Famous Duel,” Accessed December 11, 2015, http://query.nytimes.com/mem/archive-free/
pdf?res=9804E3DB1638E233A25754C0A9679C94659ED7CF.
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“negro” and that their once charming and sophisticated city was irrevocably ruined. Many 
of the alleys that were once the subject of romanticized were now wholly occupied by 
African Americans. These later became the focus of preservation groups as they worked 
to beautify Charleston.29 
 The 1920s influence on the racial relations of the South dramatically changed 
the demographics of alleys and courts. Alleys that were once radically mixed were now 
exclusively African American. Courts that once were to home to the various immigrant 
groups were now owned by first generation Americans and occupied exclusively by the 
African American working class. There were some alleys and courts with white residents, 
however, integration decreased radically.  This case study represents the severe shift: 
courts were now predominately African American, whereas alleys continued to have a 
variation of mixed races. 
29   “Quaint Charleston Alleys; Scenes of Many Interesting Events in Ye Olden Times,” 1; Riis, How the 
Other Half Lives: Studies Among the Tenements of New York, 12; The Federal Housing Administration 
(FHA),” U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development, http://portal.hud.gov/hudportal/HUD?src=/
program_offices/housing/fhahistory; United States Housing Act of 1937, Public no. 412, chapter 896, 75th 
Congress, 1st session, Sep. 1, 1937, S.1685.
Figure 3.2: Density in 1910 Charleston from the U.S. Census Bureau Report “Population of the 100 Largest 
Urban Places: 1910.”
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This period was a strange time for alleys and courts. Having “fallen” they were 
no longer considered romantic or even practical. Instead they were dirty, dangerous, and 
taboo. A cultural icon that has fascinated both Americans and Europeans, Porgy and Bess, 
takes place in 1930s Charleston.  Though a decade later than this particular snapshot, it 
nonetheless reflects the changing scene of Charleston. Courts became predominately used 
by African American communities and were a safe place for unaccepted peoples.  The 
African American neighborhood could then exercise a sense of freedom in these enclosed 
spaces. In this win-win situation, the whites could also separate visually from the African 
Americans. This situation was safer for African Americans as it was satisfying for whites 
to have blacks living in the courts which provided distinct, secluded neighborhoods out of 
the main right-of-way of the city.30
The 1920s are most notably known for the period of constriction after World War 
II. The African American men who had just fought for the American cause were now 
told that they did not “know their place.” This worsening of racial attitudes after the war 
resulted in the dramatic erosion of black Carolinian’s citizenship rights. Just as in the rest 
of the South, Charleston yielded to the rising tide and acceptance of racism. The ability 
of African Americans to build communities is undoubtedly linked to the urban structures 
that lent reprieve from society. These communal foundations established by black 
Carolinians established in the years immediately following the Civil War would prove 
instrumental in their twentieth century fight for racial justice.31 
 The court’s fascinating pattern illustrates the changing dynamics between 
minority groups—which were categorized as more or less desirable. Courts once housed 
all demographics, particularly African Americans and immigrants. Yet at the dawn of the 
twentieth century, the structures on courts were being bought up by immigrants or their 
30  Noonan, The Strange Career of Porgy and Bess, 55–56.
31  Powers Jr., “African Americans in 19th-Century Charleston.” 
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children, now first generation Americans. The structures were still the original wood 
framed Charleston single house or cottages, more commonly called shanties by Sanborn 
Fire Insurance Maps and health inspectors. A prime example is Murphy Court: The first 
renters were German immigrants, then quickly became African American and stayed 
that way until the 1960s and 1970s.32 Others with rapid transitions between two minority 
groups include Humphrey and Carrere Courts.33 This situation only seems to occur in the 
boroughs of Radcliffeborough, Elliotborough, and Cannonborough, most likely because 
these spaces were rapidly subdivided and sold during their creation. They housed the 
immigrant groups that would later own the tenements. 
 Lower borough alley and court properties continued to be owned by white 
citizens and widely housed African Americans. These properties often became the subject 
of backlash as they symbolized what the white Americans felt was the ruination of 
Charleston. As poverty took no preference in race, many whites lost their vast holdings 
and some African Americans were able to pick up the pieces. There was also a distinctive 
rise in female property holders, particularly African American ones. Female residents 
on Rose Lane, Kirkland Lane, and Bedon’s Alley owned their properties. These same 
neighborhoods (Elliotborough and Harleston Village in particular) had high Jewish and 
African American populations. These women held their properties until the 1930s and 
even some into the 1960s.34
 Alleys changed over time from a mixed racial make-up to predominately African 
American. Their pattern being that if there was a significant amount of African Americans 
during the 1870s, the alley turnover quickly became exclusively so.35  These alleys were 
32 Throughout the 1920s and into the 1970s African Americans were denoted as a ‘c’ in city directories. 
33  Altizer, “6 & 8 Carrere Court”; Funk, “2 & 4 Carrere Court”; Lindsay Lee, “4 & 7,” Property Research 
Vertical File, Historic Charleston Foundation, Margaretta Childs Archives Charleston, South Carolina, 
2012;  Olsen, “5 & 7 Murphy’s Court”; Darnell, “1 & 3 Murphy’s Court.” 
34  Schoberth, “36-38 Rose Lane,” 28. 
35  Kline, “15 Kirkland Lane”; Walker, “9 Bedon’s Alley,” 27.
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previously diverse, but whites left and the neighborhood became distinctly African 
American. Kirkland Lane, Rose Lane, and Bedon’s Alley all represent this change. 
Historic photographs depict the notably African American tenants chopping wood, 
sweeping their yards, and children playing in the alley. 
In 1920 there were 33,442 native whites, 2,143 foreign born whites, and 32,326 
African Americans.36 The sheer magnitude of African Americans filled the city to an 
unprecedented population. The only jobs available for the majority of alley and court 
dwellers were in service or labor intensive. Alleys and courts continued to house the 
working class of Charleston. The occupations of the occupants of this time were just 
as one would expect for African Americans and unskilled whites in a city—waiters, 
dressmakers, laborers, and laundresses. The directories indicate that African Americans 
were working as cooks, domestic servants, dressmakers, and even a case of a huckster. 
Their jobs had not changed since the 1870s. Edward Thompson, an African American 
form Murphy Court, was head waiter at Spaghetti House. His neighbors, also African 
American, Christina Whyatt and Frank Blosson, were a dressmaker and a huckster. In 
contrast the whites were typically skilled laborers such as dressmakers, business owners, 
grocers, and those who were unskilled were laborers.37 
Today and Conclusions
 The transient lifestyle of alleys and courts, especially in the more affordable upper 
boroughs, continues today as college students and young professionals rent out spaces 
to live. These occur at higher frequencies in the neighborhoods surrounding the College 
36  Gibson, “Population of the 100 Largest Cities and Other Urban Places in the United States: 1790 
to1990,” 23.
37  Darnell, “1 & 3 Murphy’s Court,” 40-42; Kline, “15 Kirkland Lane”; Walker, “9 Bedon’s Alley,” 27.
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of Charleston, such as Harleston Village and Radcliffeborough. This is most likely due 
to its proximity to the College of Charleston’s campus. These neighborhoods that once 
held the ephemeral populations of the city’s workforce now house the current short-lived 
populations: college students. The demographics of city have been flipped since their 
days of high rates of African Americans; today, African Americans number 30,491 (25 
percent) and whites are 84,258 (70 percent) of the population.38 
However, there are pockets of long term residents in all the neighborhoods. From 
the quaint South of Broad spaces to the grittier Elliotborough ones, each neighborhood 
has residents who invest in the longevity of their alley or court.  The families who live 
here are investing in the historic significance of their neighborhood; some are families 
that have lived on the alleys and courts for generations. Others are burgeoning families 
looking to experience dynamic city life. 
Alley and court demographics have changed drastically throughout their 
existence. Since the 1950s the alleys South of Broad have been gentrified.39 Many of 
the alleys and courts that were scorned for their crime and uncleanliness are now seen 
as romantic streets of the city.  Alleys and a few courts had early beginnings within the 
Walled City where they housed all races, yet with the growth of the population making its 
way up the peninsula, courts soon became favored. The alley and court dwellings were 
quickly built to capitalize on the rising populations and were soon filled with the new 
arrivals who would drive Charleston’s workforce. Unlike other cities with previous alley 
or court studies, Charleston began more integrated and became more segregated after 
the Civil War.40  Once the alley or court hosted an African American family or tenant, it 
38  U.S. Census Bureau and Suburban Stats.org, “Population Demographics for Charleston, South Carolina 
in 2016 and 2015,” 2016, www.suburbanstats.org.
39  Poston, The Buildings of Charleston: A Guide to the City’s Architecture, 199.
40  Bethany Mae Emenheiser, “Hidden Communities: Creating a Preservation Plan for Underutilized 
Alleyways as a Tool for Reactivation,” Master’s Thesis, Savannah College of Art and Design, 2015; 
Borchert, Alley Life in Washington, 19.
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did not switch back to a white one. These unique forms mirror the African American and 
immigrant experience of the United States. Changing prejudices resulted in the shifting 
views of alleys and courts. Though originally designed as cheap, wood framed structures 
for the minorities of Charleston, these charming spaces have captured the hearts of 
Charlestonians and visitors and house the college students and families of the city. 
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CHAPTER FOUR
SURVEY ANALYSIS
A survey of historic maps, directories, newspaper reports, and censuses identified 
a total of 113 alleys and courts in Charleston south of Line Street. There are undoubtedly 
more that remain unnamed, some perhaps undocumented on maps of their time. The 
analysis that follows is based on the most comprehensive list to date. The slippery nature 
of changing names and inconsistencies of documentation present a persnickety, yet 
invaluable venture of tracking the courts and alleys of Charleston. The completion of this 
survey helps to place value on this vernacular form of architecture and urban landscape 
here in our very own neighborhoods. The significance of these places helps promote the 
preservation and rehabilitation of these urban forms by aiding informed decision making. 
The survey of Charleston’s alleys began with the compilation of historical data. 
This utilized historic maps, such as the Crisp Map of Charles Town (1711), the Bridgens 
and Allen map (1852), Alfred O. Halsey’s Historic Charleston on a Map (1949), as well 
as Sanborn Fire Insurance maps, and plats of historic Charleston.  After synthesizing 
information, a spreadsheet thematically organized alley and court characteristics. 
Characteristics included width of alley/court, length of alley/court, curbing type, 
curbing height, number of buildings, ancillary functions, connection(s) to main street 
artery, material type, and notable name changes over time.  This was achieved through 
physically measuring, recording through photography, and note taking. 
 The subjects were recorded according to the definition of the form alley or court, 
rather than the name that they were given. For example, when documenting items such as 
Zig Zag Alley, which follows the court form, or Hampden Court, which is now more of 
an alley, the items were categorized by their nature rather than their name.  Alleys are a 
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Ansonborough
College of  Charleston
Hampstead (Eastside)
Elliotborough/Cannonborough
Harleston Village
Mazyckborough/Wraggborough
Radcliffeborough
South of  Broad
Walled City
Neighborhoods of  Charleston
Figure 4.1: Map of Charleston’s neighborhoods and boroughs. Created by author, utilizing Google Map.
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form that transects the interior of a block.  A court is a form that pierces the block never 
making its way completely through.  
 Neighborhood lines were drawn through studying various maps of the peninsula 
and then picked apart and sewn together to form what the author feels is the best 
representation of the boundary lines. As the College of Charleston, Medical University 
of South Carolina, and various other developments have tugged and pushed at the 
boundaries of neighborhoods, old definitions have given way to newer configurations. 
This analysis defines nine distinct neighborhoods in the peninsula of Charleston, the 
survey area up to Line Street.1  (With ever changing boundaries, the author believes 
that this is the most accurate depiction of past and current neighborhoods.) The 
changeable nature of neighborhood designations can be traced through the development 
of Charleston. As populations shifted and grew up the peninsula, new wards were 
designated and neighborhoods became loosely defined. The neighborhoods were often 
named after an original landowner before the land was subdivided.
Current Alleys and Courts:
Twenty seven alleys and twenty nine courts exist today in the survey area.  
Forty five were created prior to the twentieth century. Eleven are new since the mid-
twentieth century (one, Brewster’s Court, may follow an older footprint).2    The highest 
concentrations occur within Elliotborough/Canonborough and Harleston Village (each 
1  The City of Charleston, “City of Charleston Zoning Map”; “Zoning Ordinance of Charleston, South 
Carolina.” See Chapter One for further explanation.
2  Sanborn Maps of Charleston 1884, 1888, 1902, 1921; Crisp Map of Charles Town 1711; Charleston 
Street Map 1869; Ichnography of Charleston 1788; Plan of Charlestowne 1704.  Examples of such 
evolutions are Bensman Court changing to Poulnot Court in the late twentieth century. The redeveloped 
regions of Elliotborough, such as Brewster’s and Brown’s Courts were once separate, truncated forms, but 
today Brewster’s Court is in the footprint of the both of them. This connects the two main thoroughfares of 
Coming and St. Philip Streets. 
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24 percent) and Charleston’s earliest settlement, the Walled City (17 percent). The chart 
below illustrates the current distribution of courts and alleys in Charleston.
A number of factors were considered when surveying the alleys and courts of 
Charleston. These factors include the width of the form (determined from a curb-to-curb 
measurements), length, number of buildings, the material types used, and name changes 
throughout its history. Of particular importance were the widths, lengths, and number of 
buildings. This furthered the understanding of the distributions, density, and frequency of 
the typologies. 
The results illuminated the changing typology factors between Charleston’s 
courts and alleys. Courts were once significantly wider than alleys, however, they are 
 
Ansonborough, 4, 7%
Hampstead (Eastside), 2, 4%
Elliotborough/Canonborough, 
13, 24%
Harleston Village, 13, 24%
Mazyckborough/Wraggborough, 2, 4%
Radcliffeborough, 7, 13%
South of Broad, 4, 7%
Walled City, 9, 17%
CURRENT ALLEYS AND COURTS
Table 4.1: Current distributions of Charleston’s courts and alleys. Created by author.
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now within one and a half to two feet of one another.3 Other factors include the changing 
definitions of typology names. The semantic labels now attributed with a given alley, 
court, lane, or place, is now very arbitrary. Historically a lane cut through the block, 
much like an alley, and even had similar measurements. The only difference being the 
name itself.  An example of this is Blackbird Alley which became Burn’s Lane. Though 
in the past there was some confusion when it came to identifying a lane versus an alley, 
these typically were all forms that completely transected a block. However, now the term 
“place” has been added to the jumble only to add to the confusion.  Historically, a place 
is a synonym for court. Today one sees this in areas such as Michel Place, once Cooper’s 
Court, or even newer developments such as Battery Place, which is a cul-de-sac, similar 
to a court. These inconsistencies lead to a fuzzy understanding of what is an alley, court, 
lane, or place and if there is a difference at all. 
The most notable findings illuminated the density of courts and alleys in 
Charleston over time. Historically, the highest rates of courts occurred in the northern 
boroughs of Charleston and today this is still true for some neighborhoods, such as 
Elliotborough/Canonborough  (see Table 4.4 Current Distribution of Alleys and Courts 
by Neighborhood). As seen in the chart “Current Distribution of Alleys and Courts by 
Neighborhood,” areas with the highest rates of courts and alleys are in Elliotborough, 
Hampstead (Eastside) and (surprisingly) Harleston Village. The first is a neighborhood 
that received the most growth with the insurgence of immigrants in the post-Civil 
War era. Prior to this development these lands were large tracts used for farming.  
Cannonborough and Elliotborough were described as low, marshy area developed by 
Daniel Cannon in the late eighteenth century to connect his lumber mills. The area known 
3 Franco, “10 Weims Court”; Ichnography of Charleston, South Carolina 1788 reports Whim Court, current 
day Weim’s Court, as nineteen feet (the same width as Bedon’s Alley), wider than Price’s Alley’s twelve 
feet, and Smith Lane’s fifteen feet. 
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as “Elliot lands” or “Cannon lands” held a high concentration of wealthy planters’ houses 
until the Civil War when the remaining tracts of land were filled in with tenements to 
rent.4 Soon after, large groups of working class immigrants and African Americans moved 
into the neighborhoods to be close to their work places. 
Today, 81 percent of the typologies found in Elliotborough/Canonborough are 
courts, whereas 19 percent are alleys. This is consistent with past decade’s distributions 
of typologies. Due to the higher percentages of working class citizens, it is possible that 
courts were preferred to alleys because they offered seclusion and distinct neighborhoods. 
Courts were utilized in neighborhoods that were established after the Civil War far more 
than those that came before. 
Other neighborhoods with current high rates of alleys and courts are 
Radcliffeborough and Harleston Village. An area that has changed significantly in last 
century is Radcliffeborough. This neighborhood once held a substantial amount of the 
city’s population in courts, far more than alleys. Yet, with encroachment of the college 
and development along the peripheries, such as King Street, significant loss of this form 
is occurring.  Other neighborhoods with significant amounts of courts are surprisingly 
lower throughout the peninsula such as Harleston Village and South of Broad. This 
is most likely because these neighborhoods have had higher rates of preservation and 
consistent usage while the northern boroughs have dealt with poverty, neglect, and 
redevelopment. 
4  Melissa Mann Roach, “The Crosstown: Physical Effects of the Expansion of Highway 17 Across the 
Charleston Peninsula,” (Clemson University and the College of Charleston, May 2014), 16-17; Poston, The 
Buildings of Charleston.
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Current Number of Buildings by Form
Buildings were considered as “on the alley or court” depending on where the 
front door/entryway lies. The number of buildings ultimately depends on the length of 
the form. Rose Lane is able to hold a higher density simply because of its length of two 
blocks, whereas a court such as Gray or Ford Court is much more limited. From the 
survey it is evident that current alleys on average have 6.92 buildings. Courts average at 
5.30 buildings per typology. This is a 1.62 difference. 
By neighborhood, Elliotborough/Canonborough and Radcliffeborough courts are 
the densest. The densest alleys are also in these neighborhoods. This further supports 
that these upper boroughs were compactly divvied up, especially with the increase 
Neighborhood Averages of Buildings on Alleys v. Courts 
Neighborhood Avg. # of Buildings on Alley Avg. # Buildings on Courts 
   
Ansonborough 4.5 N/A 
College of Charleston N/A N/A 
Hampstead (Eastside) 10 2 
Elliotborough/Cannonborough 14 7 
Harleston Village 5.6 3.3 
Mazyckborough/Wraggborough  N/A 3.5 
Radcliffeborough 10.67 8 
South of Broad 8 4 
Walled City 4.45 4.8 
Total 6.62 4.21 
 
Table 4.2: Neighborhood Averages of Buildings on Current Alleys Versus Courts. Note: the “Total 
Average” is taken from the data set of the entire inventory of current alleys and courts, not the average of 
the averages as could be read above. Created by author. 
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of population after the Civil War. These neighborhoods became the frontier for new 
development, and courts and alleys were utilized to fit in more buildings than ever 
before. Table 4.2 elaborates on the average amount of buildings on a court in alley in a 
neighborhood.
Current Alley and Court Widths
Current alleys and courts were recorded by measuring from curb to curb. The 
alleys range from nine feet one inches to twenty one feet six inches. The average 
being 14.88 feet wide. The courts range from eight feet six inches to twenty feet eight 
inches. These are interesting results as older courts were much wider than their alley 
counterparts. This is due to the widening of the thoroughfares to accommodate carriages 
and automobiles. 
A further interesting pattern is that even though alleys and courts are closer in 
width than ever before, there is still a distinction between neighborhoods. Older ones, 
like the Walled City and South of Broad average courts and alleys around eleven and a 
half to twelve feet wide. Yet, as one travels up the peninsula, the averages grow larger, all 
the way up to Elliotborough/Cannonborough which averages alleys and courts at sixteen 
feet.  The chart below elaborates on the variance of widths throughout the peninsula. The 
widths of the courts and alleys likely began larger further up the peninsula, and they were 
not the first subjects in the preservation movements of the 1920s. This unstable nature 
lead to the widening of streets for automobiles.
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Contemporary Use
Today, most alleys and courts are completely residential in nature. The second 
highest being mixed usage, such as residential and parking, or utility and parking. The 
remaining 7 percent is utility, meaning a thoroughfare where deliveries are made.  A 
very small number of former alleys or courts function today as purely commercial space.  
Rafer’s Alley, off of Market Street in Ansonborough and dating back to 1788, and Unity 
Alley, off of East Bay in the Walled City, are the only two functioning as commercial 
spaces. These function as spaces for deliveries and entries to warehouses. There are no 
longer any mixed residential and commercial alleys or courts. This was very common in 
the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. 
 
Residential
77%
Commercial
2%
Utility
7%
Residential/Parking
8%
Utility/Parking
6%
Other
14%
CONTEMPORARY USE
Residential Commercial Utility Residential/Parking Utility/Parking
Table 4.3: Usage. Chart diagramming contemporary use of courts and alleys. Created by author. 
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Conclusions: Current Alleys and Courts
 Though fifty six alleys and courts exist today, many changes are pulling at their 
distinctive characteristics. These factors include changed expectations such as wider 
passages for cars, larger structures which will not fit in an alley or court, or larger 
amounts of private property. This results in a decreasing margin of width between alleys 
and courts, making a once distinctive characteristic more similar than ever before. 
 Furthermore, the changing distribution of the forms tells the story of preservation 
and gentrification. The current distributions of alleys and courts indicate that areas that 
were quicker to “beautify” are now the areas with higher rates of preservation. This is 
seen in neighborhoods such as Harleston Village, South of Broad, and the Walled City.  
Less wealthy areas, such as those in the northern regions of the peninsula, are less intact 
as streets and structures fell into disrepair and became candidates for demolition. There 
are far less alleys or courts in areas such as the Eastside (Hampstead Park) even though 
this was once an area of robust urban forms. 
 A final difference is that their use has changed from mixed use, to ones of a single 
purpose. Alleys and courts are now primarily residential, though 14 percent are mixed 
use. This is usually a combination of residential, commercial, parking, or utility, which 
is what they were used for in the earlier centuries. The structures on courts and alleys are 
also facing demolition as developers wish to recreate a larger housing form for a newer 
age. The urban fabric of the two forms is being picked and pulled apart leading to alleys 
and courts that hold parking lots instead of the once bustling niches of a working city.
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Looking at the Past: Alleys and Courts
Charleston’s alleys and courts 
were once a robust part of the landscape.  
Today, though there are still a number of 
alleys and courts intact, 50.44 percent of 
all existing forms have been lost.  Through 
various phases of development, alleys 
and courts fell to the fray. These spaces 
were typically repurposed as parking lots, 
due to derelict conditions and what others 
felt were useless and difficult to navigate 
urban forms. 
Many were lost during 
development of the Medical University 
of South Carolina, the Septima Clark 
Parkway, expansion of the College of 
Charleston, or other construction ventures. 
The Septima P. Clark Parkway was built in 
1964 and though it falls out of the purview 
of this survey conducted within this 
study, its construction nonetheless upset 
communities sending ripples through the 
nearby neighborhoods of Cannonborough 
Figure 4.2: Photograph of the north end of Wescott 
Court. The west side’s structures are still intact, 
however, the east side is now a parking lot. The court 
was transected by Highway 17. Photograph taken by 
author.
Figure 4.3: Photograph of the south end of Wescott 
Court. The south end’s historic fabric is nonexistent.  
Photograph taken by author. 
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and Elliotborough.5 The universities in the city expanded in the 1960s and 1970s, greatly 
altering the urban fabric of Cannonborough, Elliotborough, and Radcliffeborough. These 
include Brown’s Court, Islington Court, Condon Court, and the truncation of Wescott 
Court. Wide removal of courts and alley occurred in the northern boroughs such as 
Radcliffeborough, Elliotborough, and Canonborough. 
5  Charleston City Council, “City of Charleston Council Journals 1954-1958,” Charleston, South Carolina: 
City of Charleston Records Management, n.d.
Figure 4.4: The Crisp Map of 1711 shows the original settlement of Charles Towne. Bedon’s Alley and 
Middle Lane were the first two planned alleys within the Walled City.  Map courtesy of the Library of 
Congress.
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However, many other changes occurred before these twentieth century instances.  
Alleys and courts began within in the Walled City of Charles Towne, yet as expansion 
occurred they were quickly tucked in wherever they could fit and provide housing. 
Bedon’s Alley is the first recorded alley of Charleston.6  Particularly in the Walled City 
and Ansonborough, alleys and courts became passageways between major commercial 
and residential streets. 
6  Crisp Map of 1711; “Little Land, Now All but Forgotten, was in the Center of the Retail Section Once,” 
Do You Know Your Charleston?, (Charleston: The News and Courier), January 14, 1935.
Figure 4.5: The Charleston Street Map of 1869 shows growth and development of the Civil War. Later 
the mill ponds, creeks, and large tracts of land were developed as the upper boroughs of Charleston. Map 
Courtesy of the Library of Congress.
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The city continued to grow well into the nineteenth century. An act in 1849 
passed to extend the city limits north (from what is today called Calhoun Street) to the 
intersection of Meeting and King Streets. This created four new wards to fill with new 
housing, streets, alleys, and courts. 7 This lead to the growth of upper boroughs such as 
Radcliffeborough, Mazyck/Wraggborough, Cannonborough, and Elliotborough.
As these areas began to quickly fill out in the mid-nineteenth century it 
became increasingly difficult to track their beginnings.  The rapid creation and often 
disappearance of these temporary housing solutions means that not all alleys and courts 
were documented. For instance, in 1869 The Charleston Street Map shows twelve alleys 
and no courts. Yet, information gleaned from previous property research, censuses, and 
directories shows that there were once more courts in Charleston. These sixteen unnamed 
courts and four alleys were scattered from South of Broad to Line Street on the periphery 
of Elliotborough. These were most likely left out due to their status’ as private, residential 
spaces instead of the public thoroughfares listed on the 1869 maps. Furthermore, 
these courts were in such close proximity of each other that it would have been nearly 
impossible to clearly represent all of them on The Charleston Street Map. 
In the following decades, the city continued to grow as mill ponds and marsh 
lands were filled. Growth was not limited to the upper boroughs. Harleston Village, 
Radcliffeborough, and parts of Cannonborough were affected by the land fill and courts 
and alleys were soon developed by wealthy land owners of the upper peninsula.8 1884 
Sanborn Maps and censuses of 1884 depict twenty two courts and alleys. However, this 
number seems to be inaccurate as 1902 reflects that the number of courts and alleys 
7  “Charleston City Yearbook 1881,” 351.
8  The filling of the mill pond, which ran north to south from Cannon to Bull Street and east to west from 
Rutledge Avenue to Smith and Pitt Streets, allowed for the creation of the following: Carrere Court, 
Talon Court, Oliver Court, Dereef/Loeb Court, Hertz’s Row, Mason Court, Condon Court, and Murphy 
Court. The filling of the marshes along the Ashley River side of the peninsula allowed for the creation of 
Cromwell Alley, Bensman Court/Poulnot Lane, Gray Court, and Shaftesbury Lane. 
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tripled. These seventy different forms did not simply 
burst into existence in the approximately twenty 
years; more likely, they were undocumented in the 
1880s and became better established by the time they 
were surveyed in the 1920s. 
There are countless cases of alleys never 
being recorded. The Sanborn Maps provide evidence 
of several unnamed courts and alleys that are 
extinct today. These typically disappeared by the 
next survey, so there is no known identification 
for them. Such alleys and courts were labeled as 
predominately inhabited by “negro tenents” or 
“negro tenements.” 1888 Sanborn Maps show other 
unidentified service alleys on thoroughfares on King 
or East Bay Streets. Others examples are residential 
courts in Radcliffeborough off of King Street. 
Demographics of the inhabitants is covered in 
further detail in chapter three. 
1902 is a particularly important time period 
as it had the highest recorded amount of alleys and 
courts in Charleston’s history.  However, the 1902 
Sanborn Map had many confusing labels, particularly 
in the Eastside. Many of the courts listed are actually 
alleys that go through the entire block. Examples of 
this are Addison, Hampden, and Thompson Court. 
These likely evolved from a court, but kept the 
Figure 4.6: Unidentified court with “Negro 
Tenements” from an 1884 Sanborn Map.
Figure 4.7: Unidentified court with “Negro 
Tenements” from an 1884 Sanborn Map.
Figure 4.8: Unidentified service alley from 
an 1888 Sanborn Map. 
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name once they became an alley. Yet, some alleys, such as Disher’s Alley and Melchers 
Alley, are courts since they enter the block but taper out. The 1902 Sanborn Map is 
heavily relied on within the study because it is a year of the most documented alleys and 
courts in Charleston. There was a total of sixty nine alley and courts. 
Furthermore, the end of the nineteenth century and beginning of the twentieth 
centuries witnessed the crusade against alley and court forms, in part because of the 
rise of the automobile and the other due to the legislation restricting alley creation.  In 
1934 Congress created the Federal Housing Administration (FHA). In that same year, 
the National Housing Act of 1934 went into effect. The resulting condemnation of alleys 
meant that new developments no longer included the alley form. In residential areas, 
particularly in those that were built before 1950, alleys provided rear access to property 
where a garage was located, or where waste could be collected by service vehicles.
In Charleston, many were lost due to the development of the Medical University 
of South Carolina, the Septima Clark Parkway, expansion of the College of Charleston, 
or other construction ventures.  The universities in the area expanded in the 1960s 
and 1970s, greatly altering the urban fabric of Cannonborough, Elliotborough, and 
Radcliffeborough. The distributions of courts and alleys greatly declined as many 
residents fled to the suburbs of West Ashley and Mt. Pleasant. The densely packed courts 
and alleys were no longer being utilized and soon feel into disrepair and ill repute. 
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Current distributions of alleys and courts by neighborhood.
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Ansonborough, 6, 9%
College of Charleston, 2, 
3%
Harleston Village, 5, 7%
Radcliffeborough, 11, 
16%
Elliotborough/Cannonbo
rough, 16, 24%
Walled City, 7, 10%
Mazyckborough/Wraggb
orough, 1, 2%
Hampstead (Eastside), 
18, 26%
South of Broad, 2, 3%
1902 ALLEYS AND COURTS
Table 4.5: Distributions of Courts and Alleys in 1902. Created by author. 
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Past Number of Buildings by Form:
Information from 1902 provides a sufficient data set to analyze patterns. This 
record breaking year of new alleys and courts enables an examination of the density of 
courts versus alleys. As seen in the chart below, these numbers illustrate the glaring fact 
that we are operating at much lower density levels today. Blue and regular font indicates 
where we have gained density since 1902, red, bold, and larger font indicates where we 
have lost it. 
1902 Neighborhood Averages of Buildings 
 
Neighborhood Avg. # of Buildings on Alley Avg. # Buildings on Courts 
   
Ansonborough 8.67 N/A 
College of Charleston N/A 7 
Hampstead (Eastside) 12.67 6.13 
Elliotborough/Cannonborough 12.5 7.73 
Harleston Village 16.67 2.5 
Mazyckborough/Wraggborough  N/A 10.25 
Radcliffeborough N/A 7 
South of Broad N/A N/A 
Walled City 6 4 
Total 9.35 7.52 
Table 4.6: Neighborhood Averages of Buildings on Alleys Versus Courts. Red, bold and larger data 
indicates areas that have decreased in density. Regular font indicates areas that have increased in density. 
Note: the “Total Average” is taken from the data set of all the entire inventory of current alleys and courts, 
not the average of the averages as could be read above. Created by author. 
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Past Alley and Court Widths
Whim Court (modern day Weim’s Court) appears as nineteen feet wide on 
the 1788 Ichnography of Charleston, South Carolina. This court was the same width 
of Bedon’s Alley, the most notable alley of its day, and wider than contemporaries, 
Price’s Alley and Smith’s Lane, twelve feet and fifteen feet respectively.9 The rise of the 
automobile in the 1930s changed the width of Charleston’s courts and alleys.
Conclusions: Past Alleys and Courts
The current distributions of alleys and courts is an accurate portrayal of the 
changing character of the neighborhoods of Charleston. As gentrification by college 
students, families, and young professionals occurs, the landscape of the typologies 
changes by rescuing and resurrecting the forms. Five of the nine neighborhoods in 
the study area have lost 50 percent or more of their alleys and courts. Those five 
are Ansonborough, College of Charleston, Hampstead (Eastside), Elliotborough/
Cannonborough, and Mazyckborough/Wraggborough. Areas such as these have the 
highest rates of loss and are still in danger as development surges. Harleston Village 
and the Walled City are the most intact neighborhoods and due to the early efforts of 
preservation have the higher rates of retention and gentrification of alleys and courts. 
 This survey provided confirmation that the upper boroughs have a higher 
percentage of courts than the rest of the peninsula, as they historically would have. 
However, what is evident is that courts are preserved less frequently. Most disappear 
into backlots to extend yards or are converted into parking space. Areas of loss often fall 
directly or in the periphery of developments such as the “Crosstown” (Highway 17) or 
9 Franco, “10 Weims Court,” 9-11.
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the expansion of intuitions such as the College of Charleston and the Medical University 
of South Carolina. 
 The nature of alleys and courts is slippery, complicated, and mirrors the changes 
in society. Changing names are a result of different families moving into the court and 
provide a fascinating narrative of the people that lived in these spaces. The completion 
of this study aids in the argument for significance of alleys and court in the city’s urban 
fabric. It provides a thorough understanding of the typologies, their characteristics, and 
changes throughout their lifetime.  This survey sheds light on the rates of loss that have 
occurred throughout the twentieth century. If we wish to continue or improve the city’s 
livability and dynamism, we must understand the nuanced and underutilized areas of 
the urban fabric. These unseen places are the alleys and courts. Further studies will find 
Appendix C valuable as it lists all the courts and alleys and their identification data. 
Alley and Court Retention and Loss Rates 
Neighborhood Historic Total Current Lost Change (% 
Retained) 
Change (% Lost) 
      
Ansonborough 12 6 6 50.00% 50.00% 
College of Charleston 2 0 2 0% 100.00% 
Hampstead (Eastside) 16 2 14 12.50%  87.50% 
Elliotborough/Cannonborough/MUSC 26 13 13 50.00% 50.00% 
Harleston Village 17 13 4 76.47% 23.53% 
Mazyckborough/Wraggborough 6 2 4    33.33%    66.66% 
Radcliffeborough 13 7 6 53.85% 46.15% 
South of Broad 7 4 3 57.14% 42.86% 
Walled City 14 9 5 64.29% 35.71% 
Total 113 56 57 49.56% 50.44% 
 
 
Table 4.7:Alley and Court Retention and Loss Rates. Five of the nine neighborhoods have lost 50 percent of 
more of their alleys and courts. Created by author. 
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Figure 4.9: Summary  map of the alleys and courts of Charleston.  Red indicates extinct, black indicates 
extant. Any  black with red around indicates a change in form, usually lengthening, widening, or joining it 
with another. Created by author (overlaid on a base map from Google Maps).
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Architectural descriptions
The architectural styles of Charleston’s alleys and 
courts represent the vernacular landscape of a city grappling 
with an insurgence of immigrants and emancipated African 
Americans. The population influx into the upper boroughs of 
the city resulted in rapid parceling of tracts of land and the 
construction of tenements, particularly in the northern neck 
of the peninsula.10  The structures that were either repurposed 
from previous owners or built on tracts of land took their lead 
from already established styles of Charleston: the Charleston 
single house and the Freedmen’s Cottage (or Charleston 
Cottage). 
The Charleston single house is an architectural style 
associated with Charleston, South Carolina and refers to a 
structure built one room wide with a side piazza, or porch. 
The structures are generally two rooms per floor, separated 
by a central stair. The consistent distinctions are that the short 
side is turned to the street with the verandas, or more commonly known as the piazzas, 
along one side. 11 The form is suited for long, narrow lots that were originally laid out in 
the Grand Modell of Charleston. This form flourished in the alley and court settings of 
the city due to its ability to fit more buildings into the area.12 Today alleys and courts are 
10 Olsen, “5 & 7 Murphy’s Court,” 5-7;  Darnell, “1 & 3 Murphy’s Court,” 10-14.
11  Virginia Savage McAlester, A Field Guide to American Houses, (Knopf Doubleday Publishing Group, 
2013), 204.
12  Poston, The Buildings of Charleston, 37; Gerald L. Foster, American Houses: A Field Guide to the 
Architecture of the Home, (Mariner Books, 2004), 154-156.
Figure 4.10: Diagram of a 
Charleston single house by 
Jonathon Poston from The 
Buildings of Charleston.
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distinguished by the small complex of Charleston single houses and one story Charleston 
cottages, with side, one story piazzas. 
The Charleston cottage, previously known as the Freedman’s cottage, is a form 
similar to the Charleston single house. This form is a single story, typically two rooms 
deep and one room wide with a central fireplace between the rooms.  They face gable 
end to the street, alley, or court with a full length piazza on the south or east side. Due to 
the small square footage of these structures, additions were typically built throughout the 
years of occupation. 
Figure 4.11: Wescott Court has examples of both single houses and cottages. Photograph taken by author. 
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There are typically eight to nine structures, a combination of single houses or 
cottages, on a given alley or court. High rates of such structures were constructed in the 
late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries when the upper boroughs were developing. 
Cottages were built in clusters or rows in the northern areas of Charleston, such as 
Radcliffeborough, Elliotborough/Cannonborough, and areas north of the Crosstown. 13 
There are often identical mirrored structures occupying a single lot, most likely because 
they were built by the same builder to rent out. 
13  Katherine Saunders, Freedman’s Cottages, (Historic Charleston Foundation), 1; Olsen, “5 & 7 Murphy’s 
Court,” 5–7; Darnell, “1 & 3 Murphy’s Court,” 10–14;  Altizer, “6 & 8 Carrere Court”;  Funk, “2 & 4 
Carrere Court”;  Lee, “4 & 7,” 17-20. 
Figure 4.12: Murphy Court single houses are an 
example of plainer architecture. Photograph taken by 
author.
Figure 4.13: A Humphrey Court single house 
with Italianate architectural details. Photograph 
taken by author.
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Vernacular architecture infers that most structures have simple architectural 
details, which is accurate though there are a few ornate examples on courts and alleys in 
Charleston. A majority of the structures on courts and alleys are simple, plain architecture 
forms. However, there are some instances where extra touches of architectural interest 
were added. This is typically seen in an Italianate style—brackets and large eaves—
which coincides with the time periods (1830-1900) that construction was occurring in 
Radcliffeborough, Elliotborough, and Cannonborough.14 Examples of such architecture 
can be found on Rose Lane and Humphrey Court.
Older neighborhoods such as Ansonborough and Harleston village have structures 
with more elaborate detailing. Areas with this architecture were typically developed in 
the 1740s and the 1770s and were the first suburbs of Charleston.  Exceptions are made 
in Ansonborough as much of it was largely rebuild after 1838 after a fire. Examples are 
20, 21, and 22 Burn’s Lane which were outbuildings to structures on Calhoun Street. The 
details such as the scale and finish of the jack arches, turned brick, and Flemish brick 
bond pattern indicate the grandiose design of the main houses that were demolished. 
These structures were constructed around 1852 when the main house was being built. 
Burns Lane, formerly Blackbird Alley, was occupied by 165 residents in 1861.15 Another 
example is 6 Ambrose Alley, off of Rutledge Avenue, which once was a historic alley but 
holds hardly any historic fabric now because of redevelopment. 6 Ambrose Alley is in 
such close proximity to the structure that fronts Rutledge Avenue, the Hughes-Molony 
House (112 Rutledge Avenue) that it was most likely once the kitchen house to the main 
building. This single structure has turned bricks, a modillion cornice, and a closed gable. 
The lonely structure is all that remains of an older time.  
14  Poston, The Buildings of Charleston, 657.
15  Charleston City Council, “Census of Charleston 1861,” 15; Poston, The Buildings of Charleston, 426.
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The architectural styles in alleys and courts vary based on density and most 
importantly, the years they were built. Newer neighborhoods that seek to mimic the 
alley form of the past take a new approach towards the Charleston single house. These 
often mirror the townhouses of London or Amsterdam, yet they also use architectural 
elements that refer to the single house. Newer developments like these occur in the courts 
of Radcliffeborough, Elliotborough, and Harleston Village. All have varying levels of 
success and are further discussed in Chapter Five. 
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Figure 4.14: Burn’s Lane viewed from the west.  Once outbuildings that fronted Calhoun, these 
structures are important in their own right. Photograph taken by author.
Figure 4.15: This single structure on Amrbose Alley has turned bricks, a modillion cornice, and a 
closed gabled. Photograph taken by author.
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CHAPTER FIVE
HIDDEN POTENTIAL OF AN URBAN FORM—DISCUSSION OF SIGNIFICANCE
“The conceptual basis of the back alley can lead to contemporary solutions which 
succeed because they are founded upon important precedent.”
Michael Martin David, Replacing Alleys1
 A phenomenon that Jacob Riis might call haunting is occurring in urban 
planning: alleys and courts are reappearing in cities and suburbs.  New developments 
are using these old forms to replicate historic neighborhood forms. Alleys and courts 
offer significant advantages in both function and aesthetics. They offer relief to packed 
streets and foster higher rates of density. This is particularly important for cities such 
as Charleston, that are facing decisions on how to create better, and purposeful, urban 
density.  Alleys and courts’ significance rests on their unique form, social history, 
vernacular architecture, and applicability to modern urban planning.
 Charleston is addressing concerns about overcrowding by applying lessons 
learned through urban planning, historic preservation, and twenty-first century urbanism.  
As Charleston’s population continues to grow, city planners and historic preservationists 
are charged with mitigating development on the peninsula. The areas facing the most 
risk are the courts and alleys. The layout of these forms allows high density as well as 
an aesthetic relief to the street fronts. Proponents of New Urbanism herald a renaissance 
for alleys and courts to replicate historic neighborhood forms. This prompts the question: 
why not use the buildings already in place since these are the greenest prospects a city 
can offer? 
1  Michael David Martin, “Replacing Alleys,” Landscape Journal 21, no. 1 (2002), 131. 
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 As seen in Table 5.1 1902 Neighborhood Averages of Buildings on Alleys Versus 
Courts, Charleston is operating at much lower density levels than in previous times. Out 
of the eleven neighborhoods with two categories each, twelve areas provide data as seen 
in the table above. Ten show the fact that the average number of buildings on alleys and 
courts has decreased since 1902.  Only two (Harleston Village and Radcliffeborough)
have witnessed increased density. This is due to recent infill and new developments 
like Brewster’s Court, Marbel Lane, Corrinne Street, and Radcliffe Place.  Alleys and 
courts are an appropriate form that honors the existing fabric. These forms fit the height, 
scale, and mass of the surrounding areas unlike proposed solution that are too large, 
overpowering for a block or neighborhood. 
1902 Neighborhood Averages of Buildings 
 
Neighborhood Avg. # of Buildings on Alley Avg. # Buildings on Courts 
   
Ansonborough 8.67 N/A 
College of Charleston N/A 7 
Hampstead (Eastside) 12.67 6.13 
Elliotborough/Cannonborough 12.5 7.73 
Harleston Village 16.67 2.5 
Mazyckborough/Wraggborough  N/A 10.25 
Radcliffeborough N/A 7 
South of Broad N/A N/A 
Walled City 6 4 
Total 9.35 7.52 
Table 5.1: 1902 Neighborhood Averages of Buildings on Alleys Versus Courts. Red, bold and larger data 
indicates areas that have decreased in density. Regular font indicates areas that have increased in density. This 
1902 data was compared to current levels determined by the survey conducted by the author. See Table 4.2 
in Chapter Four for comparison chart of Neighborhood Averages of Buildings on Alleys Versus Courts.  The 
average alley held 6.62 buildings, whereas the courts held 4.21. Created by author. 
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The quintessential Charleston image of an alley or court depicts a community’s 
daily routine: the sense of fellowship is palpable. The historic forms of courts and alleys 
accommodate communities and camaraderie far more than any suburban neighborhoods 
could.  Scholars and planners such as Larry A. Ford and Michael David Martin argue that 
the shift in design from grid to pod planning, which is to accommodate vehicular traffic 
and individual yards, cuts off the ability to form organic spaces for pedestrian traffic, 
and open flow for communities. Younger generations wish to move closer to city centers, 
discarding their predecessor’s need to live in the suburbs, and are looking for alternative 
landscapes that foster a sense of place. When created in the same context as historic ones, 
alleys and courts unfailingly provide a sense of unity for neighborhoods.
 From a social history context, alleys and courts illustrate a fascinating account of 
historical and cultural significance. Each space tells a story of ownership, construction, 
alteration, use, or significant events. The complex social history of the South is told 
through the birth of courts and utilization of alleys for housing.  These forms are the 
essence of Charleston’s history. Charleston alleys are significant because unlike most 
North American cities, this city has the enclosing built environment that we associate 
with the traditional European cities. The city was originally built with mixed use 
intentions. Now, most cities are planned with separate structures in mind that strictly 
relate to one another based on their use.2
Though alleys appear throughout other major cities in the United States, the court 
seems to be a unique urban form of Charleston. The court was inserted in between lots 
as a solution to an influx of immigrants and recently emancipated African Americans. 
Charleston’s alleys were historically and radically mixed compared to others in New York 
2  Larry A. Ford, The Spaces Between Buildings, 4.
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or Washington D.C. In contrast, court spaces provided distinct, secluded neighborhoods. 
Notably, they were used by African Americans.
A piece of history this unique should not be replaced with a parking lot—it 
should be preserved and rehabilitated. The preservation of these forms is imperative as 
it represents a unique urban form that fosters density and community. Rehabilitation, in 
the sense of The Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for Rehabilitation, means that the 
property should be used for its historic purpose or as a new use that requires minimal 
alterations to the defining features of the landscape and structures.3 The alleys and courts 
are undeniably a defining feature of Charleston’s landscape. Imagine that there were 
no Stoll’s Alley to leisurely stroll on a warm summer evening, or no Rose Lane whose 
narrowness has come to define the Elliotborough neighborhood. Without such dynamic 
and colorful urban forms, a city lacks depth, density, and vibrancy. 
New Urbanism
If alleys and courts are to be revitalized, an analysis of New Urbanism movement 
should be addressed. New Urbanism is a movement that uses newer methodology 
and building practices to recreate old forms in new buildings. In newer, suburban 
developments, the conceptual form of the back alley potentially lends to a contemporary 
solution, succeeding because of its founding on an effective precedent.4  
New Urbanism’s feasibility comes into question when considering its application 
of court and alley forms in historic cities, such as Charleston.  One of the foremost 
3  U.S. Department of the Interior and National Park Service, “The Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for 
Rehabilitation,” (Washington, D.C., 1997), http://www.nps.gov/tps/standards/rehabilitation/rehabilitation-
guidelines.pdf.
4  Martin Michael David, “Replacing Alleys,” 131.
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criticisms of New Urbanism questions its longevity.5  This philosophy is forcing a 
typically inorganic formula into an organic model (at least outside of the Walled City). 
If it is done, it must be respectful of the height, scale, and mass of historic alleys and 
courts. Varying examples of appropriateness are Radcliffe Place, Corinne Streets, Marbel 
Lane, Brewster’s Court, Ascot Alley, and Smith Place. This concentration of quasi-New 
Urbanism occurs within the confines of Radcliffeborough and Cannonborough, where a 
large majority of young professionals and college students reside.  
 
5  Martin, 129-131; Barnett, The Fractured Metropolis: Improving the Old City, Restoring the New City, 
Reshaping the Region; Shusei Kakimoto, “Revitalization of Urban Alleys,” Community and Regional 
Planning Program: Student Projects and Theses; Kelbaugh, “The New Urbanism,”  142–44; Toole, Tight 
Urbanism.
Figure 5.1: Section of Study: Radcliffe Place, Corinne Streets, and Marbel Lane. This depicts the proximity 
of the recently created and revitalized alleys and courts in Radcliffeborough. Image from Google Maps. 
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The best examples of New Urbanism in Charleston neighborhoods master 
the height, scale, mass, and complementary palettes of an area. Due to the range of 
developer’s tastes, each one of these selected examples stands out in different capacities. 
Radcliffe Place and Corinne Street are respectful of the height, scale, and mass in the 
neighborhood, whereas Brewster’s Court and Marbel Lane overpower nearby, older 
structures. Another variance is color and material palette. The color palettes of Radcliffe 
Place and Marbel Lane are both appropriate with the surrounding neighborhoods 
of Radcliffeborough and Canonborough. Yet, Marbel Lane’s average height is one 
floor taller than the surrounding buildings. Otherwise, it is an adequate example of 
implementing the alley form due to its setbacks, massing, and materials. 
Figure 5.2 (left) and Figure 5.3 (right) Corinne Street structures are respectful of height, scale, and mass.  
Photograph taken by author.
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Figure 5.4 Marbel Lane’s structures overpower  nearby, older structures. However, the width is appropriate. 
Photograph taken by author.
Figure 5.5 Radcliffe Place’s structures are respectful of the height, scale, mass, as well as the materials and 
architecture in the surrounding neighborhoods. Photograph taken by author.
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Brewster’s Court, built over the footprints of the original Brewster’s Court and 
Brown’s Court, is a notoriously very modern and sleek rendition of an alley. The alley is 
distinctly different because of its uniform, contemporary look, color palette and use of 
modern materials. The massing of the structures is similar to older forms, however, the 
size of the buildings is much larger.  There is a colder feeling in this particular alley. 
Some forms, such as Ascot Alley and Smith Place use similar materials like terne-
plated metal roofs. This particular neighborhood also mimics a similar size and shape of 
the Charleston single house, yet is modern with its multiple gables and vast parking lot 
spaces.  Spaces such as these leave much to be desired. They mimic the methodology of 
transecting a block, yet they waste large amounts of space with massive parking lots and 
excessively wide drives. 
The most glaring short coming of these modern alleys and courts is that they do 
not inspire community. As scholars such as Borchert and Martin have argued, the most 
distinctive quality of the alley is its ability to foster community through the architecture 
and urban landscape.6 The height, scale, and mass of the structures are an objective 
method of appraising whether a New Urbanist community is successful. Yet through 
these objective principles, people quickly become subjective when considering the 
feeling that an alley or court elicits.  Our subjective feelings are linked to the subjective 
codes that we associate with the cozy, tight quarters of alleys and courts.
Is a site like Brewster’s Court then successful when considering the characteristics 
of an historic alley or court? No—the court’s modern take on the alley form does 
not create a communal space and ignores the rules of height, scale, and mass. Today, 
examples such as Brewster’s Court, Ascot Alley, and Ashton Place show that the 
6  Borchert, “The Rise and Fall of Washington’s Inhabited Alleys”; Borchert, Alley Life in Washington; 
Borchert, “Alley Landscapes of Washington”; Martin, “The Case for Residential Back-Alleys”; Martin, 
“Back-Alleys as Community Landscape.”
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Figure 5.6 Brewster’s Court presents looming structures that do not represent the spirit of past alleys. 
Photograph taken by author.
Figure 5.7 Ascot Alley also presents a modern take on the alley form, yet with vast empty spaces such as 
parking lots and overbearing structures. Photograph taken by author.
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structures loom over those that sit on the main street. Though the forms attempt to honor 
the past one, the architects, urban planners, and developers responsible for the projects 
did not fully understand the nature of an alley or court.
  In theory, adherence to New Urbanism achieves an increased density and 
response to housing needs. However, this response must have a nuanced understanding 
of the existing neighborhoods. There is always the worry that an approach will not be 
historically appropriate or sympathetic to the existing urban setting.  Previous attempts 
in other cities, and even around and in Charleston, have resulted in poor attempts that 
try to incorporate alleys and courts into urban planning. Urban planners, developers, 
and architect’s failures lie in their refusal to factor in height, scale, or mass. Others 
create neighborhoods where there is no vehicular traffic throughout the alley or court 
because streets are faster, therefore they do not actually offer reprieve from street 
parking. Professionals must exercise sympathy when considering the implementation of 
new structures and neighborhoods. This is when New Urbanism can truly be utilized in 
Charleston.
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CHAPTER SIX
CONCLUSION
“The time may soon come when planners, designers, developers, and others will 
recognize and act on the simple notion that the spaces between buildings are as important 
to the life of urban man as the buildings themselves.”1
Serge Chermayeff and Christopher Alexander, Community and Privacy
The natural course of preserving the built environment leads us to not only 
honor elite structures and landscapes but nontraditional buildings as well. To breathe 
life into an old city, preservationists need to look to the unnoticed spaces of the “urban 
wild.” Two of those places in Charleston, South Carolina are its alleys and courts. 
Despite its widespread presence in American towns and cities, the alley is seldom the 
subject of detailed historical study. The court is addressed even less. Few, save James 
Borchert, Michael David Martin, or Ellen Beasley, have approached the subject as a 
unique cultural landscape valuable to historic preservation, architectural history, and 
urban planning.2 Courts and alleys are significant vernacular forms shaped by social and 
economic forces and deserving of scholarly study. Alleys and courts are at the same time 
potentially valuable as a method of increasing urban population density and an arguably 
indispensable method to maintain or cultivate a vibrant city. 
1  Serge Chermayeff, and Alexander Christopher, Community and Privacy: Toward a New Architecture of 
Humanism, (New York City: Doubleday, 1963), 66.
2   Borchert, “Alley Landscapes of Washington,” 281-291; Borchert, “Alley Life in Washington: An 
Analysis of 600 Photographs,” 244–59; Borchert,  Alley Life in Washington: Family, Community, Religion, 
and Folklife in the City, 1850-1970; Borchert “The Rise and Fall of Washington’s Inhabited Alleys: 
1852-1972,” 267-88; Martin, “Back-alleys as Community Landscape,” 138-153; Martin, “Endangered 
Landscapes: Residential Alley Transformations,” 39–45; Martin, “The Case for Residential Back-Alleys: 
A North American Perspective,” 145–71; Martin,“The Question of Alleys, Revisited,” 76-92; Beasley, The 
Alleys and Back Buildings of Galveston , 2-15.  
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The first step to exploring Charleston’s alleys and courts and their role in the 
city’s evolving urban place and their significance was an inventory. A survey recorded 
a total of 113 alleys and courts.3 Fifty-six exist today.  Of these, twenty-seven are 
alleys; twenty nine are courts. Over the course of 300 years, 50.44 percent of all alleys 
and courts have been lost. Five of the nine neighborhoods, Ansonborough, College of 
Charleston, Hampstead (Eastside), Elliotborough/Cannonborough, and Mazyckborough/
Wraggborough, have lost 50 percent or more of their alleys and courts. Areas such as 
these have the highest rates of loss, and the courts that remain there are in danger as 
development surges into these neighborhoods. 
An analysis of the city’s remaining courts and alleys identified  distinctive 
patterns in their development.  Width, length, curbing type, curbing height, number of 
buildings, and the nature of connection(s) to main street fell in clear patterns. While the 
morphology of Charleston’s alleys was varied, the city’s courts followed the same pattern 
from the construction of the first court in the eighteenth century through the nineteenth 
century.  The city’s first alleys were planned thoroughfare between two streets.  Bedon’s 
Alley which connect Tradd Street with St Michael’s Alley to the north is an example 
of this early type.  The second, and most common alley type, are those which appeared 
organically as paths that crossed personal properties. In contrast, the court’s form was 
consistent, a short street that  pierced the center of a block without going through it. 
Buildings lined both sides of the street but there was never a building directly at the 
court’s end. 
 Characteristic patterns, such as width, materiality, or number of buildings were 
recorded in the inventory to determine defining attributes of each form and different time 
periods.  Width results indicate that as courts grew in number so did the width of their 
3 Note, these 113 alleys and courts do not all occur at one time. This is a compilation of 300 years of history. 
The most recorded is sixty-nine in 1902.
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openings. Alley widths stayed consistent throughout time. Length patterns established 
that Alleys were always longer than courts, their length dependent on the size of the 
block they crossed and depended on the size of the block interior. The curbing type 
depended on location and time period. For example, early courts and alleys were dirt 
with no curbing, but with the increased concerns for health the areas received a variation 
of packed earth and cobblestone paving, and wood or granite curbing. Today, alleys and 
courts are paved with asphalt and occasionally cobblestones. Their curbing is granite.  
The final distinctive pattern is that courts were designed to hold eight to ten structures. An 
alleys amount of structures depended on its length, but always more than a court.
 Courts were once significantly wider than alleys. There are two distinct patterns. 
Older alleys and courts, like Bedon’s Alley or Ford Court South of Broad, average around 
eleven and a half to twelve feet wide.  On the other hand, up the peninsula a second 
pattern is evident: the averages grow wider. Elliotborough/Cannonborough alleys and 
courts average at sixteen feet wide.  This change in width occurred because of factors 
such as garbage pick-up and ownership of automobiles.  Alleys and courts became spaces 
for garages, utilities, and garbage bins. They now function as residential and are often 
very private.
 This study further illuminates the origins and morphology of alleys and courts. 
The alley is a thoroughfare that transects the interior of a city block. The court pierces 
the center of residential blocks without going completely through it. A court’s layout 
shows that it enters the interior of a block with structures on either side, but there are 
never structures directly at the court’s end.  Because the court’s street runs up to adjoining 
parcels of land, there is no room for a structures to be located at the termination of the 
court.  The alley’s morphology is twofold: first, two alleys were purposefully laid into the 
Walled City. Second, as the city’s population increased, alleys provided informal access 
between streets and other thoroughfares. Examples of such occurrences are Bedon’s Alley 
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and Elliot Street (or Middle Alley), which were planned into the grid layout of the Walled 
City as alternative routes between commercial districts. In contrast, Inglis Arch, a five 
foot wide footpath off of East Bay, occurred organically as an informal solution to get 
from one point to another.4  
 Charleston’s courts also emerged out of two distinct origins and time periods. 
Courts first appeared in the early eighteenth century.  Examples of an early courts 
within the Walled City are Weim’s and Ford Court. Courts were rare forms during the 
early eighteenth century. The second wave of courts ensued after the Civil War when 
they carved out tenement neighborhoods for the working class families. The court then 
became an essential tool to house the population increase. Today, Charleston’s upper 
boroughs have the highest rates of courts just as they did in post-Civil War Charleston.  
Elliotborough/Cannonborough and Radcliffeborough were the frontier for new post-
bellum development, and courts allowed developers to fit in more buildings than ever 
before. 
 Courts were places of investment after post-bellum population increase.  Parcels 
of land were gobbled up and transformed into court neighborhoods that could be rented 
out. The upper boroughs today have a higher percentage of courts than the rest of the 
peninsula  just as they had historically. Courts are, however, preserved less frequently 
and often disappear into backlots, yards, or parking space. The court’s fascinating pattern 
illustrates the changing dynamics between minority groups, which were categorized 
as more or less desirable. These people supplied the working class of Charleston as 
they worked as waiters, dressmakers, laborers, laundresses, coopers, grocers, or maids. 
Though present prior to the Civil War in cases such as Weim’s or Ford’s Court, courts 
4 Bates and Leland, Proprietary Records of South Carolina: Abstracts of the Records of the Register of the 
Province, 1675-1696. Vol. 3.; Bates and Leland, Proprietary Records of South Carolina: Abstracts of the 
Records of the Register of the Province, 1675-1696. Vol. 2.
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Figure 6.1:  Summary of the alleys and courts of Charleston.  Red indicates extinct, black indicates extant. 
Any  black with red around indicates a change in form, usually lengthening, widening, or joining it with 
another. Created by author. 
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are a largely post-Civil War phenomenon and solution for the resultant population 
increase. Initially the form did not segregate, but as minority groups, such as African 
Americans, sought refuge and the court became a shelter to monitor and maintain a 
sense of community. There were just as many whites and immigrant groups occupying 
the alley and court dwellings before the Civil War and Emancipation.  There were even 
once examples of agency among minorities and women, yet this was far more integrated 
than things to come. After the war there is a dramatic shift of courts being predominately 
African American. 
 Charleston’s alleys and courts reflect the city’s changing demographic patterns 
through the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. Charleston and its alleys and courts were 
racially mixed prior to the Civil War.  However, after the War and Emancipation, alleys 
and courts became distinctly segregated.  The court became an escape, or relief, to the 
street fronts most often frequented by African Americans.  Safer for African Americans, 
the courts also satisfied whites who preferred for recently freed slaves to live in these 
distinct, secluded neighborhoods out of the city’s main rights-of-way.5   
 In contrast, an alley’s racial character depended on the neighborhood and ethnicity 
of its longest resident. As property holders shifted from Charleston-born families to 
immigrants, some African Americans or, more often, first generation Americans, so too 
did racial character. Tenant patterns typically varied from court or alley. However, one 
fact was certain: once a neighborhood had African American tenants, rapid turnover 
followed and soon only African Americans resided there.
 Alleys and courts historically supported higher residential densities than streets. 
Courts and alleys once held a significant percentage of the city’s population. Today, all 
courts and alleys of the nine Charleston neighborhoods (with the exception of the courts 
5 Noonan, The Strange Career of Porgy and Bess, 55–56.
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of Harleston Village and Radcliffeborough) hold lower population levels.6  The highest 
concentrations of current alleys and courts occur in Elliotborough/Cannonborough and 
Harleston Village (each 24 percent) and the Walled City (17 percent). Yet, today northern 
boroughs, Hampstead (Eastside), Elliotborough/Cannonborough, and Radcliffeborough, 
have the most buildings per alley and court.  These areas continue to have the highest 
densities of structures, stemming from their founding after the Civil War. New post-
bellum development packed these neighborhoods with alleys and courts to meet the need 
for housing.  Some neighborhoods, Hampstead (Eastside) for example, are in the most 
danger of losing their alley and court neighborhoods. 
 Though historically perceived as dirty, alleys and courts provided advantageous 
spaces. They provided housing for many generations of laboring poor. Today, many of 
these spaces feel closed off by gentrification. Because of their role as early sites of the 
preservation movement, court’s and alley’s popularity in Charleston’s lower boroughs 
assured their rehabilitation. By becoming residential enclaves for wealthy preservationist, 
however, they evolved away from their initial purpose and feeling. 
 This study of Charleston’s courts and alleys brings new awareness to 
underutilized spaces by providing data on rates of loss and density.  Better understanding 
of residential patterns influenced by early planning, legislation, immigration, and 
shifting social and racial attitudes will inspire better decision making.  This study and 
documentation of Charleston alleys and courts advises Charleston decision makers about 
the rates of loss and defining characteristics of these urban forms. There is hope that the 
time may soon come when planners, designers, and developers will recognize and act on 
the value of unique urban forms such as the alley or court. Urban centers such as Seattle, 
Washington D.C., Detroit, Boston, and New York are utilizing the unseen spaces of the 
6  This is compared to 1902 statistics, a year that had the highest amount of alleys and courts.
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urban environment to their advantage.7  The creation of sidewalk cafes, bars, shops, and 
residences have all aided in the revitalization of the alley and court. These revived spaces 
were once considered blights, but now due to informed decision making and historical 
context they are valued by the community and leaders. 
 Understanding the historical roles alleys and courts played will aid in their 
preservation. Charleston illustrates the lush history of race and ethnicity in a southeastern 
port city as well as wider general movements of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. 
Second, by collaborating with urban planners, commissions, and historic preservation 
organizations, Charleston can learn more about the role of alleys and courts, their decline, 
and advantages of using them to address urban planning issues.  It is evident through the 
rates of loss that many, urban planners, architects, and preservationists, do not realize the 
risks that are being taken. The city is losing opportunities to gracefully implement higher 
rates of urban density. The court, once a solution to the need for more housing, could 
serve that purpose again.  
  If there is to be an argument for the preservation of alleys and courts, the 
disciplines of urban planning, historic preservation, architecture must all work together 
to win their case. The key to saving alleys and courts is repurposing them, and the failure 
comes when ineffectively creating a historically organic model in an inorganic manner. 
Courts and alleys can be revived as a way to support greater residential density without 
overwhelming the original fabric with colossal housing infrastructure. 
7 Toole, Tight Urbanism; Kelbaugh, “The New Urbanism,” 142–44; Kakimoto, “Revitalization of Urban 
Alleys”; Debra Kornhandler, “The Urban Alleys and Its Adaptive Reuses,” 1980; Richard Child Hill, 
“Detroit and Osaka: Urban Life in the USA and Japan,” Michigan Sociological Review, no. 10 (October 1, 
1996), 1–17.
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APPENDIX A:
ALLEY & COURT SURVEY RESULTS
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Name Ackerman Court
Neighborhood Elliotborough
# of Buildings
Name Changes
Curb Material
Alley Width
Curb Height
Material on ground
Ancillary Uses
# of Buildings
Direction of Blgs
Setbacks
1902 # of Building 3
Status EXTINCT
Name Addison Court
Neighborhood Eastside
# of Buildings
Name Changes
Curb Material
Alley Width
Curb Height
Material on ground
Ancillary Uses
# of Buildings
Direction of Blgs
Setbacks
1902 # of Building 16
Status EXTINCT
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Name Ambrose Alley
Neighborhood Harleston
# of Buildings 3
Name Changes
Curb Material brick, painted wood
Alley Width 21.6.0
Curb Height concrete: 0.6.4 woo
Material on ground asphalt
Ancillary Uses residential and com
# of Buildings 3
Direction of Blgs S, N
Setbacks N: 10.1.0 S: 8.3.0
1902 # of Building
Status EXTANT
Name Aston Place
Neighborhood Harleston
# of Buildings 1
Name Changes
Curb Material none
Alley Width 11.7.0
Curb Height N/A
Material on ground asphalt
Ancillary Uses residential 
# of Buildings 1
Direction of Blgs W
Setbacks 8.10.0
1902 # of Building
Status EXTANT
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Name Ascot Alley
Neighborhood Harleston
# of Buildings 6
Name Changes
Curb Material none
Alley Width 10.2.0
Curb Height N/A
Material on ground asphalt
Ancillary Uses residential
# of Buildings 6
Direction of Blgs S, E, W
Setbacks 8.2.0, 7.9.0
1902 # of Building
Status EXTANT
Name Battery Place
Neighborhood South of Broad
# of Buildings 2
Name Changes
Curb Material concrete
Alley Width 20.8.9
Curb Height 0.7.0
Material on ground asphalt
Ancillary Uses residential
# of Buildings 2
Direction of Blgs S
Setbacks 17.10.0
1902 # of Building
Status EXTANT
 
118
Name Beaufort Court
Neighborhood Eastside
# of Buildings
Name Changes
Curb Material
Alley Width 15.0.0 (1902)
Curb Height
Material on ground
Ancillary Uses
# of Buildings
Direction of Blgs
Setbacks
1902 # of Building 15
Status EXTINCT
Name Bedon's Alley
Neighborhood Walled City
# of Buildings 11
Name Changes
Curb Material concrete
Alley Width 16.7.0
Curb Height 0.2.6
Material on ground concrete
Ancillary Uses residential
# of Buildings 11
Direction of Blgs W, E 
Setbacks 0
1902 # of Building 5
Status EXTANT
 
119
Name Bethel Court
Neighborhood Harleston
# of Buildings
Name Changes
Curb Material
Alley Width
Curb Height
Material on ground
Ancillary Uses
# of Buildings
Direction of Blgs
Setbacks
1902 # of Building 2
Status EXTINCT
Name Brewster Court
Neighborhood Elliotborough 
# of Buildings 14
Name Changes
Curb Material granite 
Alley Width 19.0.0
Curb Height 0.5.3
Material on ground pavers/brick
Ancillary Uses residential
# of Buildings 14
Direction of Blgs N, S, W
Setbacks 6.0.0, 4.8.0
1902 # of Building 6
Status EXTANT
 
120
Name Brown's Court
Neighborhood Elliotborough
# of Buildings
Name Changes
Curb Material
Alley Width
Curb Height
Material on ground
Ancillary Uses
# of Buildings
Direction of Blgs
Setbacks
1902 # of Building 3
Status EXTINCT (Now part of 
Bewster's Court)
Name Burn's Lane
Neighborhood Ansonborough
# of Buildings 6
Name Changes
Curb Material granite; unknown
Alley Width 13.6.0
Curb Height 0.2.4
Material on ground asphalt
Ancillary Uses delivery/commerica
# of Buildings 6
Direction of Blgs N, S, W
Setbacks 0.8.0, 3.6.0
1902 # of Building 20
Status EXTANT
 
121
Name Carlson Court
Neighborhood Eastside
# of Buildings
Name Changes
Curb Material
Alley Width
Curb Height
Material on ground
Ancillary Uses
# of Buildings
Direction of Blgs
Setbacks
1902 # of Building
Status EXTINCT
Name Carrere Court
Neighborhood Elliotborough
# of Buildings
Name Changes
Curb Material
Alley Width
Curb Height
Material on ground
Ancillary Uses
# of Buildings
Direction of Blgs
Setbacks
1902 # of Building 6
Status EXTANT
 
122
Name Charlestowne Court
Neighborhood Harleston
# of Buildings 3
Name Changes
Curb Material concrete
Alley Width 18.0.0
Curb Height 0.5.0
Material on ground aspalt
Ancillary Uses residential
# of Buildings 3
Direction of Blgs N, S, E
Setbacks
1902 # of Building
Status EXTANT
Name Collins Court
Neighborhood Mazyckborough/Wraggborough
# of Buildings
Name Changes
Curb Material
Alley Width
Curb Height
Material on ground
Ancillary Uses
# of Buildings
Direction of Blgs
Setbacks
1902 # of Building 3
Status EXTINCT
 
123
Name Collins Court
Neighborhood Elliotborough/Cannonborough
# of Buildings
Name Changes
Curb Material
Alley Width
Curb Height
Material on ground
Ancillary Uses
# of Buildings
Direction of Blgs
Setbacks
1902 # of Building 10
Status EXTINCT
Name Corinne Street
Neighborhood Radcliffeborough
# of Buildings 15
Name Changes
Curb Material granite
Alley Width 18.1.0
Curb Height 0.6.0
Material on ground aspalt
Ancillary Uses residential
# of Buildings 15
Direction of Blgs N, S, E
Setbacks
1902 # of Building
Status EXTANT
 
124
Name Cramer's Court
Neighborhood Eastside
# of Buildings
Name Changes
Curb Material
Alley Width
Curb Height
Material on ground
Ancillary Uses
# of Buildings
Direction of Blgs
Setbacks
1902 # of Building 2
Status EXTINCT
Name Cromwell Alley
Neighborhood Harleston
# of Buildings 10
Name Changes
Curb Material concrete
Alley Width 20.0.0
Curb Height 0.3.0
Material on ground aspalt
Ancillary Uses residential
# of Buildings 10
Direction of Blgs gable end street
Setbacks
1902 # of Building 23
Status EXTANT
 
125
Name Condon's Court
Neighborhood Elliotborough/Cannonborough
# of Buildings
Name Changes
Curb Material
Alley Width
Curb Height
Material on ground
Ancillary Uses
# of Buildings
Direction of Blgs
Setbacks
1902 # of Building 4
Status EXTINCT
Name Cooper Court/Michel Pl
Neighborhood Harleston
# of Buildings
Name Changes Now-Michel Place
Curb Material
Alley Width
Curb Height
Material on ground
Ancillary Uses
# of Buildings
Direction of Blgs
Setbacks
1902 # of Building
Status EXTANT
 
126
Name Dereef Court
Neighborhood Elliotborough
# of Buildings
Name Changes 1902-Loeb Court
Curb Material
Alley Width
Curb Height
Material on ground
Ancillary Uses
# of Buildings
Direction of Blgs
Setbacks
1902 # of Building 6
Status EXTANT
Name Des Partes Court
Neighborhood Radcliffeborough
# of Buildings
Name Changes
Curb Material
Alley Width
Curb Height
Material on ground
Ancillary Uses
# of Buildings
Direction of Blgs
Setbacks
1902 # of Building 9
Status EXTANT
 
127
Name Disher's Alley
Neighborhood Eastside
# of Buildings
Name Changes
Curb Material
Alley Width
Curb Height
Material on ground
Ancillary Uses
# of Buildings
Direction of Blgs
Setbacks
1902 # of Building 5
Status EXTINCT
Name Dogatha Court
Neighborhood Mazyckborough/Wraggborough
# of Buildings
Name Changes
Curb Material
Alley Width
Curb Height
Material on ground
Ancillary Uses
# of Buildings
Direction of Blgs
Setbacks
1902 # of Building 3
Status EXTINCT
 
128
Name Ford Court
Neighborhood Walled City
# of Buildings 5
Name Changes
Curb Material concrete
Alley Width 9.9.4
Curb Height 0.4.6
Material on ground asphalt
Ancillary Uses residential 
# of Buildings 5
Direction of Blgs N, S, W
Setbacks 7.2.0, 1.7.0
1902 # of Building 4
Status EXTANT
Name Gasdsen Alley
Neighborhood Walled City
# of Buildings
Name Changes
Curb Material
Alley Width
Curb Height
Material on ground
Ancillary Uses
# of Buildings
Direction of Blgs
Setbacks
1902 # of Building 1
Status EXTINCT
 
129
Name George Burgess Alley
Neighborhood Ansonborough
# of Buildings
Name Changes
Curb Material
Alley Width
Curb Height
Material on ground
Ancillary Uses
# of Buildings
Direction of Blgs
Setbacks
1902 # of Building
Status EXTANT
Name Gray Court
Neighborhood Harleston
# of Buildings
Name Changes
Curb Material none
Alley Width 9.2.0
Curb Height N/A
Material on ground granite
Ancillary Uses residential
# of Buildings
Direction of Blgs
Setbacks
1902 # of Building
Status EXTANT
 
130
Name Hacker's Alley
Neighborhood Eastside
# of Buildings
Name Changes
Curb Material
Alley Width
Curb Height
Material on ground
Ancillary Uses
# of Buildings
Direction of Blgs
Setbacks
1902 # of Building 0
Status EXTINCT
Name Hampden Court
Neighborhood Eastside   
# of Buildings 10
Name Changes
Curb Material granite
Alley Width 17.0.0
Curb Height 0.3.4
Material on ground asphalt
Ancillary Uses residential
# of Buildings 10
Direction of Blgs N,S
Setbacks 5.10.0
1902 # of Building 14
Status EXTANT
 
131
Name Hard Alley
Neighborhood Ansonborough
# of Buildings
Name Changes
Curb Material
Alley Width
Curb Height
Material on ground
Ancillary Uses
# of Buildings
Direction of Blgs
Setbacks
1902 # of Building 0
Status EXTINCT
Name Harlem Court
Neighborhood Mazyckborough/Wraggborough
# of Buildings 3
Name Changes 1902-Cedar Court
Curb Material none
Alley Width 15.0.0/20.0.0
Curb Height N/A
Material on ground asphalt
Ancillary Uses access/parking
# of Buildings 3
Direction of Blgs N,S
Setbacks 0, 20.0.0
1902 # of Building 14
Status EXTANT
 
132
Name Hertz's Row
Neighborhood Elliotborough
# of Buildings
Name Changes
Curb Material
Alley Width
Curb Height
Material on ground
Ancillary Uses
# of Buildings
Direction of Blgs
Setbacks
1902 # of Building 19
Status EXTINCT
Name Horlbeck's Alley
Neighborhood Ansonborough
# of Buildings
Name Changes
Curb Material
Alley Width
Curb Height
Material on ground
Ancillary Uses
# of Buildings
Direction of Blgs
Setbacks
1902 # of Building 16
Status EXTANT
 
133
Name Humphrey's Court
Neighborhood Elliotborough
# of Buildings
Name Changes 1902-Lincoln Court
Curb Material
Alley Width
Curb Height
Material on ground
Ancillary Uses
# of Buildings
Direction of Blgs
Setbacks
1902 # of Building 5
Status EXTANT
Name Ipswich Court
Neighborhood Elliotborough
# of Buildings 7
Name Changes
Curb Material none
Alley Width 11.9.0
Curb Height N/A
Material on ground concrete, brick, gravel
Ancillary Uses residential 
# of Buildings 7
Direction of Blgs N, S
Setbacks 2.0.0, 5.0.0
1902 # of Building
Status EXTANT
 
134
Name Islington Court
Neighborhood Elliotborough
# of Buildings
Name Changes
Curb Material
Alley Width
Curb Height
Material on ground
Ancillary Uses
# of Buildings
Direction of Blgs
Setbacks
1902 # of Building 6
Status EXTINCT
Name Jacob's Alley
Neighborhood Harleston
# of Buildings 4
Name Changes
Curb Material none
Alley Width 9.1.0
Curb Height N/A
Material on ground asphalt
Ancillary Uses residential/auxillar
# of Buildings 4
Direction of Blgs N
Setbacks 0
1902 # of Building
Status EXTANT
 
135
Name Johnson Court
Neighborhood Eastside
# of Buildings
Name Changes
Curb Material
Alley Width
Curb Height
Material on ground
Ancillary Uses
# of Buildings
Direction of Blgs
Setbacks
1902 # of Building 5
Status EXTINCT
Name Kirkland Lane
Neighborhood Harleston
# of Buildings 7
Name Changes
Curb Material
Alley Width
Curb Height
Material on ground
Ancillary Uses
# of Buildings 7
Direction of Blgs
Setbacks
1902 # of Building 17
Status EXTANT
 
136
Name Lewis Court
Neighborhood Elliotborough
# of Buildings
Name Changes
Curb Material
Alley Width
Curb Height
Material on ground
Ancillary Uses
# of Buildings
Direction of Blgs
Setbacks
1902 # of Building 2
Status EXTINCT
Name Lodge Alley
Neighborhood Walled City
# of Buildings 0
Name Changes
Curb Material none
Alley Width 9.10.0
Curb Height
Material on ground granite blocks/blue bricks
Ancillary Uses utility/auxillary
# of Buildings 0
Direction of Blgs N/A
Setbacks 0
1902 # of Building 0
Status EXTANT
 
137
Name Loisseaus Place
Neighborhood Mazyckborough/Wraggborough
# of Buildings
Name Changes
Curb Material
Alley Width
Curb Height
Material on ground
Ancillary Uses
# of Buildings
Direction of Blgs
Setbacks
1902 # of Building 5
Status EXTINCT
Name Longitude Lane
Neighborhood Walled City
# of Buildings 7
Name Changes
Curb Material none
Alley Width 14.7.0/8.5.0
Curb Height N/A
Material on ground cobblestone/packed earth/slate
Ancillary Uses residential
# of Buildings 7
Direction of Blgs N, S, E
Setbacks 0
1902 # of Building 2
Status EXTANT
 
138
Name MacBride's Lane
Neighborhood CofC
# of Buildings
Name Changes
Curb Material
Alley Width
Curb Height
Material on ground
Ancillary Uses
# of Buildings
Direction of Blgs
Setbacks
1902 # of Building 7
Status EXTINCT
Name McIntosh Court
Neighborhood Radcliffeborough
# of Buildings
Name Changes
Curb Material
Alley Width
Curb Height
Material on ground
Ancillary Uses
# of Buildings
Direction of Blgs
Setbacks
1902 # of Building 6
Status EXTINCT
 
139
Name McSwiney Court
Neighborhood Eastside
# of Buildings
Name Changes
Curb Material
Alley Width
Curb Height
Material on ground
Ancillary Uses
# of Buildings
Direction of Blgs
Setbacks
1902 # of Building 3
Status EXTINCT
Name Maiden Lane
Neighborhood Ansonborough
# of Buildings
Name Changes
Curb Material
Alley Width
Curb Height
Material on ground
Ancillary Uses
# of Buildings
Direction of Blgs
Setbacks
1902 # of Building 3
Status EXTINCT
 
140
Name Marbel Lane
Neighborhood Radcliffeborough
# of Buildings 3
Name Changes
Curb Material none
Alley Width 14.0.0
Curb Height N/A
Material on ground asphalt
Ancillary Uses residential
# of Buildings 3
Direction of Blgs E, W
Setbacks 11.2.0 (new), 4.1.0,
1902 # of Building
Status EXTANT
Name Mason Court
Neighborhood Radcliffeborough
# of Buildings
Name Changes
Curb Material
Alley Width
Curb Height
Material on ground
Ancillary Uses
# of Buildings
Direction of Blgs
Setbacks
1902 # of Building 7
Status EXTINCT
 
141
Name Melchers Alley
Neighborhood Eastside
# of Buildings
Name Changes
Curb Material
Alley Width
Curb Height
Material on ground
Ancillary Uses
# of Buildings
Direction of Blgs
Setbacks
1902 # of Building 2
Status EXTINCT
Name Menotti Alley
Neighborhood Ansonborough
# of Buildings
Name Changes
Curb Material
Alley Width
Curb Height
Material on ground
Ancillary Uses
# of Buildings
Direction of Blgs
Setbacks
1902 # of Building
Status EXTINCT
 
142
Name Menotti Street
Neighborhood Ansonborough
# of Buildings
Name Changes
Curb Material
Alley Width
Curb Height
Material on ground
Ancillary Uses
# of Buildings
Direction of Blgs
Setbacks
1902 # of Building
Status EXTANT
Name Michel's Court
Neighborhood Radcliffeborough
# of Buildings
Name Changes
Curb Material
Alley Width
Curb Height
Material on ground
Ancillary Uses
# of Buildings
Direction of Blgs
Setbacks
1902 # of Building 7
Status EXTINCT
 
143
Name Montagu Court
Neighborhood Harleston
# of Buildings 9
Name Changes 1902-Montague Court
Curb Material
Alley Width
Curb Height
Material on ground
Ancillary Uses
# of Buildings 9
Direction of Blgs
Setbacks
1902 # of Building 10
Status EXTANT
Name Mott Alley
Neighborhood Ansonborough
# of Buildings
Name Changes
Curb Material
Alley Width
Curb Height
Material on ground
Ancillary Uses
# of Buildings
Direction of Blgs
Setbacks
1902 # of Building 3
Status EXTINCT
 
144
Name Murphy Court
Neighborhood Radcliffeborough
# of Buildings 7
Name Changes
Curb Material unknown stone
Alley Width 19.7.0
Curb Height 0.3.2
Material on ground asphalt
Ancillary Uses residential
# of Buildings 7
Direction of Blgs N, S, W
Setbacks 6.8.0, 5.8.0, 11.0.0 
1902 # of Building 4
Status EXTANT
Name Oliver's Court
Neighborhood Elliotborough
# of Buildings 4
Name Changes
Curb Material none
Alley Width
Curb Height N/A
Material on ground asphalt
Ancillary Uses residential
# of Buildings 4
Direction of Blgs N, S, W
Setbacks 0, 45.0.0
1902 # of Building
Status EXTANT
 
145
Name Orange Court/Lapp's Court
Neighborhood Eastside
# of Buildings 2
Name Changes
Curb Material none
Alley Width 10.0.0
Curb Height N/A
Material on ground asphalt
Ancillary Uses residential
# of Buildings 2
Direction of Blgs E
Setbacks 3.0.0
1902 # of Building 6
Status EXTANT
Name Palmetto Court
Neighborhood Radcliffeborough
# of Buildings
Name Changes
Curb Material
Alley Width
Curb Height
Material on ground
Ancillary Uses
# of Buildings
Direction of Blgs
Setbacks
1902 # of Building 8
Status EXTINCT
 
146
Name Payne Court
Neighborhood Elliotborough
# of Buildings 2
Name Changes
Curb Material none
Alley Width 16.6.0
Curb Height N/A
Material on ground asphalt
Ancillary Uses residential/commer
# of Buildings 2
Direction of Blgs N,S
Setbacks 0
1902 # of Building 7
Status EXTANT
Name Peecksen Court
Neighborhood Elliotborough
# of Buildings
Name Changes
Curb Material
Alley Width
Curb Height
Material on ground
Ancillary Uses
# of Buildings
Direction of Blgs
Setbacks
1902 # of Building
Status EXTANT
 
147
Name Philadelphia Alley
Neighborhood Walled City
# of Buildings 3
Name Changes Kinloch's Court
Curb Material fieldstones
Alley Width 9.9.0
Curb Height 0.7.0
Material on ground brick/stone/granite
Ancillary Uses auxillary
# of Buildings 3
Direction of Blgs E
Setbacks 2.8.0
1902 # of Building
Status EXTANT
Name Porter's Court
Neighborhood Elliotborough
# of Buildings 10
Name Changes
Curb Material none
Alley Width 8.6.0
Curb Height N/A
Material on ground concrete/machine brick
Ancillary Uses residential
# of Buildings 10
Direction of Blgs E,W
Setbacks 0, 4.4.0
1902 # of Building 16
Status EXTANT
 
148
Name Poulnot Lane
Neighborhood Harleston
# of Buildings 8
Name Changes 1902-Bensman Court
Curb Material concrete
Alley Width 19.9.0
Curb Height 0.5.6
Material on ground asphalt
Ancillary Uses residential
# of Buildings 8
Direction of Blgs N, S, W
Setbacks 3.1.4
1902 # of Building 3
Status EXTANT
Name Price's Alley
Neighborhood South of Broad
# of Buildings 8
Name Changes
Curb Material painted; unknown b
Alley Width 11.2.0
Curb Height 0.2.0
Material on ground asphalt
Ancillary Uses residential
# of Buildings 8
Direction of Blgs N, S
Setbacks 0
1902 # of Building 5
Status EXTANT
 
149
Name President Place
Neighborhood Elliotborough
# of Buildings
Name Changes 1902-Short Court
Curb Material
Alley Width
Curb Height
Material on ground
Ancillary Uses
# of Buildings
Direction of Blgs
Setbacks
1902 # of Building 7
Status EXTANT
Name Radcliffe Place
Neighborhood Radcliffeborough
# of Buildings 14
Name Changes
Curb Material granite
Alley Width 17.9.0
Curb Height 0.6.0
Material on ground asphalt
Ancillary Uses residential
# of Buildings 14
Direction of Blgs N, E, W
Setbacks 6.10.0
1902 # of Building
Status EXTANT
 
150
Name Radcliffe Square
Neighborhood Radcliffeborough
# of Buildings 11
Name Changes
Curb Material concrete
Alley Width 17.9.0
Curb Height 0.3.0
Material on ground asphalt
Ancillary Uses residential
# of Buildings 11
Direction of Blgs N, S
Setbacks 7.0.0
1902 # of Building
Status EXTANT
Name Rafer's Alley
Neighborhood Ansonborough
# of Buildings 0
Name Changes 1788-Unknown
Curb Material concrete
Alley Width 16.5.0
Curb Height 0.5.0
Material on ground asphalt
Ancillary Uses commercial
# of Buildings 0
Direction of Blgs N/A
Setbacks 0.3.2
1902 # of Building 1
Status EXTANT
 
151
Name Robbins Court
Neighborhood Eastside
# of Buildings
Name Changes
Curb Material
Alley Width
Curb Height
Material on ground
Ancillary Uses
# of Buildings
Direction of Blgs
Setbacks
1902 # of Building 8
Status EXTINCT
Name Roger's Alley
Neighborhood Elliotborough
# of Buildings
Name Changes
Curb Material none
Alley Width 14.2.0
Curb Height N/A
Material on ground asphalt
Ancillary Uses auxillary/parking
# of Buildings
Direction of Blgs
Setbacks
1902 # of Building 0
Status EXTANT
 
152
 
Name Rose Lane
Neighborhood Elliotborough
# of Buildings 28
Name Changes
Curb Material granite
Alley Width 15.0.0
Curb Height 0.6.0
Material on ground asphalt
Ancillary Uses residential
# of Buildings 28
Direction of Blgs E, W
Setbacks
1902 # of Building 25
Status EXTANT
Name Rose Place
Neighborhood Ansonborough
# of Buildings
Name Changes
Curb Material
Alley Width
Curb Height
Material on ground
Ancillary Uses
# of Buildings
Direction of Blgs
Setbacks
1902 # of Building 0
Status EXTINCT
153
Name Rope Makers Lane
Neighborhood Walled City
# of Buildings 3
Name Changes
Curb Material none
Alley Width 12.0.0
Curb Height N/A
Material on ground asphalt
Ancillary Uses residential
# of Buildings 3
Direction of Blgs N/S
Setbacks 0, 7.1.4
1902 # of Building
Status EXTANT
Name Seebecks Court
Neighborhood Elliotborough
# of Buildings
Name Changes
Curb Material
Alley Width
Curb Height
Material on ground
Ancillary Uses
# of Buildings
Direction of Blgs
Setbacks
1902 # of Building
Status EXTINCT
 
154
Name Shaftesbury Lane
Neighborhood Harleston
# of Buildings 4
Name Changes
Curb Material none
Alley Width 10.0.0
Curb Height N/A
Material on ground asphalt
Ancillary Uses residential/auxillar
# of Buildings 4
Direction of Blgs W, E
Setbacks 20.0.0
1902 # of Building
Status EXTANT
Name Shell Court
Neighborhood Radcliffeborough
# of Buildings
Name Changes 1888-Schultz, 1902-Schulte
Curb Material
Alley Width
Curb Height
Material on ground
Ancillary Uses
# of Buildings
Direction of Blgs
Setbacks
1902 # of Building 3
Status EXTINCT
 
155
Name Small's Alley
Neighborhood Elliotborough
# of Buildings
Name Changes
Curb Material
Alley Width
Curb Height
Material on ground
Ancillary Uses
# of Buildings
Direction of Blgs
Setbacks
1902 # of Building 5
Status EXTINCT
Name Smith's Lane
Neighborhood South of Broad
# of Buildings 6
Name Changes Now-Lamboll Street
Curb Material none
Alley Width 12.1.0
Curb Height N/A
Material on ground asphalt
Ancillary Uses residential
# of Buildings 6
Direction of Blgs N, E, W
Setbacks 2.0.0
1902 # of Building
Status EXTINCT
 
156
Name St. Michaels Alley
Neighborhood Walled City
# of Buildings 10
Name Changes
Curb Material stone; granite
Alley Width 9.3.4/ 12.11.4
Curb Height 0.1.0
Material on ground asphalt
Ancillary Uses residential
# of Buildings 10
Direction of Blgs N,S
Setbacks 0.3.0, 16.7.0, 5.1.0
1902 # of Building 8
Status EXTANT
Name Stoll's Alley
Neighborhood Walled City
# of Buildings 7
Name Changes
Curb Material none
Alley Width 10.4.0/5.4.4
Curb Height N/A
Material on ground brick
Ancillary Uses residential
# of Buildings 7
Direction of Blgs N,S,W
Setbacks 0, 5.0.0
1902 # of Building 10
Status EXTANT
 
157
Name Stone Court
Neighborhood Eastside
# of Buildings
Name Changes
Curb Material
Alley Width
Curb Height
Material on ground
Ancillary Uses
# of Buildings
Direction of Blgs
Setbacks
1902 # of Building 12
Status EXTINCT
Name Talon Court
Neighborhood Radcliffeborough
# of Buildings 6
Name Changes
Curb Material none
Alley Width 10.10.0/12.0.0
Curb Height N/A
Material on ground gravel
Ancillary Uses residential
# of Buildings 6
Direction of Blgs N, E, W
Setbacks 0, 12.6.0
1902 # of Building
Status EXTANT
 
158
Name Teidemann Court
Neighborhood Mazyckborough/Wraggborough
# of Buildings
Name Changes
Curb Material
Alley Width
Curb Height
Material on ground
Ancillary Uses
# of Buildings
Direction of Blgs
Setbacks
1902 # of Building 7
Status EXTINCT
Name Thompson Court
Neighborhood Eastside
# of Buildings
Name Changes
Curb Material
Alley Width
Curb Height
Material on ground
Ancillary Uses
# of Buildings
Direction of Blgs
Setbacks
1902 # of Building 8
Status EXTINCT
 
159
Name Unity Alley
Neighborhood Walled City
# of Buildings 2
Name Changes
Curb Material none
Alley Width 9.1.0
Curb Height N/A
Material on ground bricks; stone
Ancillary Uses utility
# of Buildings 2
Direction of Blgs N, S
Setbacks 0
1902 # of Building 0
Status EXTANT
Name Wasbee Range
Neighborhood Harleston
# of Buildings 3
Name Changes
Curb Material none
Alley Width 9.7.0
Curb Height N/A
Material on ground gravel
Ancillary Uses residential
# of Buildings 3
Direction of Blgs S, W
Setbacks 21.0.0, 12.0.0, 15.0
1902 # of Building
Status EXTANT
 
160
Name Webb's Court
Neighborhood Elliotborough
# of Buildings
Name Changes 1888-McMahon Court
Curb Material
Alley Width
Curb Height
Material on ground
Ancillary Uses
# of Buildings
Direction of Blgs
Setbacks
1902 # of Building 8
Status EXTINCT
Name Weims Court
Neighborhood South of Broad
# of Buildings 5
Name Changes
Curb Material none
Alley Width 16.1.0
Curb Height N/A
Material on ground asphalt
Ancillary Uses residential
# of Buildings 5
Direction of Blgs N, S, W
Setbacks 0
1902 # of Building
Status EXTANT
 
161
Name Wescott Court
Neighborhood Elliotborough
# of Buildings 3
Name Changes
Curb Material concrete
Alley Width 16.0.0
Curb Height 0.2.0
Material on ground asphalt
Ancillary Uses residential/parking 
# of Buildings 3
Direction of Blgs E
Setbacks 7.8.0
1902 # of Building 17
Status EXTANT
Name Williams Court
Neighborhood Eastside
# of Buildings
Name Changes
Curb Material
Alley Width
Curb Height
Material on ground
Ancillary Uses
# of Buildings
Direction of Blgs
Setbacks
1902 # of Building 8
Status EXTINCT
 
162
Name Wood Place
Neighborhood Radcliffeborough
# of Buildings
Name Changes
Curb Material
Alley Width
Curb Height
Material on ground
Ancillary Uses
# of Buildings
Direction of Blgs
Setbacks
1902 # of Building 17
Status EXTINCT
Name Wraggborough Lane
Neighborhood Mazyckborough/Wraggborough
# of Buildings 4
Name Changes
Curb Material concrete
Alley Width 12.0.0
Curb Height 0.6.0
Material on ground asphalt
Ancillary Uses residential
# of Buildings 4
Direction of Blgs N, E
Setbacks N/A
1902 # of Building
Status EXTANT
 
163
Name ZigZag Alley
Neighborhood South of Broad
# of Buildings 3
Name Changes
Curb Material granite
Alley Width 9.9.0
Curb Height 0.4.4
Material on ground asphalt
Ancillary Uses residential
# of Buildings 3
Direction of Blgs S, W
Setbacks 1.11.0, 3.9.0
1902 # of Building
Status EXTANT
Name Lilienthal Court
Neighborhood Harleston
# of Buildings
Name Changes
Curb Material
Alley Width
Curb Height
Material on ground
Ancillary Uses
# of Buildings
Direction of Blgs
Setbacks
1902 # of Building
Status EXTINCT
 
164
Name Bernard Court
Neighborhood CofC
# of Buildings
Name Changes
Curb Material
Alley Width
Curb Height
Material on ground
Ancillary Uses
# of Buildings
Direction of Blgs
Setbacks
1902 # of Building
Status EXTINCT
Name Harney Court
Neighborhood Elliotborough
# of Buildings
Name Changes
Curb Material
Alley Width
Curb Height
Material on ground
Ancillary Uses
# of Buildings
Direction of Blgs
Setbacks
1902 # of Building
Status EXTINCT
 
165
Name Lightwood Alley
Neighborhood South of Broad
# of Buildings
Name Changes Now-Atlantic Street, 1788-
Lynch Lane
Curb Material
Alley Width
Curb Height
Material on ground
Ancillary Uses
# of Buildings
Direction of Blgs
Setbacks
1902 # of Building
Status EXTINCT
Name Ladson's Court
Neighborhood South of Broad
# of Buildings
Name Changes Now-Ladson Street
Curb Material
Alley Width
Curb Height
Material on ground
Ancillary Uses
# of Buildings
Direction of Blgs
Setbacks
1902 # of Building
Status EXTINCT
 
166
Name Ingliss Arch
Neighborhood Walled City
# of Buildings
Name Changes Middle Lane
Curb Material
Alley Width
Curb Height
Material on ground
Ancillary Uses
# of Buildings
Direction of Blgs
Setbacks
1902 # of Building
Status EXTINCT
Name Trumbo Court
Neighborhood Harleston
# of Buildings
Name Changes
Curb Material
Alley Width
Curb Height
Material on ground
Ancillary Uses
# of Buildings
Direction of Blgs
Setbacks
1902 # of Building
Status EXTINCT (Now a street)
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Name McHugh Alley
Neighborhood Elliotborough
# of Buildings
Name Changes
Curb Material
Alley Width
Curb Height
Material on ground
Ancillary Uses
# of Buildings
Direction of Blgs
Setbacks
1902 # of Building
Status EXTINCT
Name Chalmers Alley
Neighborhood Walled City
# of Buildings
Name Changes Chalmers Street
Curb Material
Alley Width
Curb Height
Material on ground
Ancillary Uses
# of Buildings
Direction of Blgs
Setbacks
1902 # of Building
Status EXTINCT (Now a street)
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Name Wragg's Alley
Neighborhood Walled City
# of Buildings
Name Changes Cumberland Street
Curb Material
Alley Width
Curb Height
Material on ground
Ancillary Uses
# of Buildings
Direction of Blgs
Setbacks
1902 # of Building
Status EXTINCT (Now a street)
Name Beresford Alley
Neighborhood Walled City
# of Buildings
Name Changes Cumberland Street
Curb Material
Alley Width
Curb Height
Material on ground
Ancillary Uses
# of Buildings
Direction of Blgs
Setbacks
1902 # of Building
Status EXTINCT (Now a street)
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Name French Alley
Neighborhood Ansonborough
# of Buildings
Name Changes Church Street
Curb Material
Alley Width
Curb Height
Material on ground
Ancillary Uses
# of Buildings
Direction of Blgs
Setbacks
1902 # of Building
Status EXTINCT (Now a street)
Name Unknown Alley
Neighborhood Elliotborough/Cannonborough
# of Buildings
Name Changes Church Street
Curb Material
Alley Width
Curb Height
Material on ground
Ancillary Uses
# of Buildings
Direction of Blgs
Setbacks
1902 # of Building
Status EXTINCT
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Name Unknown Alley
Neighborhood Eastside
# of Buildings
Name Changes
Curb Material
Alley Width
Curb Height
Material on ground
Ancillary Uses
# of Buildings
Direction of Blgs
Setbacks
1902 # of Building
Status EXTINCT
Name Dutch Church Alley
Neighborhood Harleston
# of Buildings
Name Changes Now-Clifford Street
Curb Material
Alley Width
Curb Height
Material on ground
Ancillary Uses
# of Buildings
Direction of Blgs
Setbacks
1902 # of Building
Status EXTINCT (Now a street)
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Name So Be It Lane
Neighborhood Ansonborough
# of Buildings
Name Changes East Bay Street
Curb Material
Alley Width
Curb Height
Material on ground
Ancillary Uses
# of Buildings
Direction of Blgs
Setbacks
1902 # of Building
Status EXTINCT (Now a street)
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APPENDIX B:
SURVEY OF CURRENT ALLEYS AND COURTS:
PHOTOGRAPHS & NOTES
174
Ambrose Alley
Neighborhood:  Harleston Village
Figure 1: View of Ambrose 
Alley from the south look-
ing north. 
Figure 2: Once a kitchen 
house. This single structure 
has turned bricks, a modil-
lion cornice, and a closed 
gable. The lonely structure 
is all that remains of an 
older time. 
Description: New structures mimic older ones. 
Use: Residential 
Material: Asphalt with brick and painted wood curbs
175
Aston Place
Neighborhood: Harleston Village 
Figure 1: View of Aston 
Place from the south looking 
north. 
Figure 2: View of the park-
ing lot that terminates at the 
end of Aston Place. 
Description: New structures mimic older ones. 
Use: Residential 
Material: Asphalt with no curb
176
Ascot Alley
Neighborhood: Harleston Village
Figure 1: View of Ascot Alley 
from the south looking north. 
Figure 2: View of Ascot Alley 
from the north looking south. It 
intersects with Smith Place.
Description: New structures mimic older ones. 
Use: Residential 
Material: Asphalt with no curb
177
Battery Place
Neighborhood: South of Broad
Figure 1: View of Battery 
Place from the south look-
ing north. 
Figure 2: An example 
of architectural styles on 
Battery Place. 
Description: New structures mimic older ones. in color and architectural details. This 
cul-de-sac is a modern court form. 
Use: Residential 
Material: Asphalt with concrete curb
178
Bedon’s Alley
Neighborhood:  Walled City
Figure 1: View of Bedon’s 
Alley from the south look-
ing north. 
Description: Intact and represents quintessential Charleston alleys.
Use: Residential 
Material: Asphalt with granite curb
179
Brewster’s Court
Neighborhood: Elliotborough/Cannonborough
Figure 1: View of Brewster’s 
Court from the west looking 
east.
Figure 2: The east entrance 
is in the footprint of Brown’s 
Court. 
Description: New structures mimic older ones, yet the scale is inappropriate.
Use: Residential 
Material: Pavers and brick with granite curb
180
Burn’s Lane
Neighborhood: Ansonborough
Figure 1: View of Burn’s 
Lane from west looking 
east.
Figure 2: View from 
mid-way through the alley. 
These structures were once 
dependencies to buildings 
on Calhoun Street. Later 
infill occurred with the 
expansion of College of 
Charleston. 
Description: Combination of old and new structures. Many lots have been replaced with 
parking lots. 
Use: Utility/parking
Material: Asphalt with granite curb
181
Carrere Court
Neighborhood: Elliotborough/Cannonborough
Figure 1: View of Carrere Court from the 
north entrance, Cannon Street. 
Figure 2: The west side of the court has 
been converted to a parking lot. 
Description: There are four single houses that remain on the east side, yet the west side 
(as seen above right) is demolished and used as parking. 
Use: Residential 
Material: Gravel with no curb
182
Charlestowne Court
Neighborhood: Harleston Village
Figure 1: View of Charles-
towne Court from the west 
looking east. 
Figure 2: The interior of the 
court is a square used for 
parking. 
Description: New structures mimic older ones. 
Use: Residential 
Material: Asphalt with concrete curb
183
Corinne Street
Neighborhood: Radcliffeborough
Figure 1: View of Corinne 
Court looking from the east 
towards the west.
Figure 2: An example of 
the architecture on Corinne 
Court.
Description: New structures mimic older ones. 
Use: Residential
Material: Asphalt with granite curb
184
Cromwell Alley
Neighborhood: Harleston Village
Figure 1: View of Cromwell Alley from the west looking east. 
Description: Post-World War II housing and it is wider than most alleys.
Use: Residential 
Material: Asphalt with concrete curb
185
Dereef Court
Neighborhood: Elliotborough/Cannonborough
Figure 1: View of one of the 
many entrances to Dereef 
Court. 
Figure 2: The interior of the 
court is very open with loom-
ing buildings. 
Description: This community evokes the sense of New Urbanism, however, it does not 
fit within the characteristics of Charleston alleys and courts. There are vast amounts of 
open space and out of scale buildings. 
Use: Residential 
Material: Asphalt with concrete curb
186
Des Partes Court
Neighborhood: Radcliffeborough
Figure 1: View of Des Partes Court from 
the south looking north.
Figure 2: An example of a Charleston     
cottage.
Description: A quaint alley with examples of Charleston single houses and cottages. The 
materials (brick pavers and concrete) indicate that this alley is regularly inhabited.
Use: Residential 
Material: Brick with concrete on-grade curb
187
Ford Court
Neighborhood: Walled City
Figure 1: View of Ford Court from the 
east looking west.
Figure 2: View of Ford Court midway 
through. 
Description: Very private and intact. 
Use: Residential 
Material: Asphalt with concrete curb
188
George Burgess Alley
Neighborhood: Ansonborough
Figure 1: View of 
George Burgess Alley 
from the east looking 
west. 
Figure 2: View of 
Menotti Street which 
leads into George Bur-
gess Alley, from the 
south looking north.
Description: Ill-fitting structures tucked away from street view. Vast parking lot spaces.
Use: Residential 
Material: Asphalt with concrete curb
189
Gray Court
Neighborhood: Harleston Village
Figure 1: View of Gray Court 
from the west looking east.
Figure 2: The entrance of 
the court, looking at Gadsden 
Street.
Description: Narrow, authentic width and very private.
Use: Residential 
Material: Aspalt with no curb
190
Hampden Court
Neighborhood: Hampstead (Eastside)
Figure 1: View of 
Hampden Court from 
the east looking west.
Description: An intact alley with different architectural styles. 
Use: Residential 
Material: Aspalt with granite curb
191
Harlem Court
Neighborhood: Mazyckborough/Wraggborough
Figure 1: View of Harlem 
Court from the west looking 
east. This photo was taken 
at the entrance of the court.
Figure 1: View of Harlem  
Court from the west look-
ing east.  The west end of 
the court was truncated and 
now lies where the Charles-
ton County Public Library 
stands.
Description: There are few intact structures on the court and it is evident that there have 
been major threats to the periphery of the neighborhood.
Use: Residential/Parking
Material: Asphalt with no curb
192
Horlbeck Alley
Neighborhood: Ansonborough
Figure 1: View of Horl-
beck Street from Meet-
ing Street. 
Description: The alley has undergone various changes and has many overbearing structures. 
Many of them added in the twentieth and twenty first centuries.  Besides the footprint, there 
is very little intact fabric.
Use: Utility
Material: Asphalt with granite curb
193
Humphrey’s Court
Neighborhood: Elliotborough/Cannonborough
Figure 1: View of Humphrey’s Court from 
the west looking east. 
Figure 2: These are a few examples of the 
architectural styles found in Humphrey’s 
Court. There are predominately Charleston 
single houses and Charleston cottages. 
Description: Half of the court remains intact, however, there are new buildings being con-
structed at the end. This is one of the few courts with an example of Italianate architecture. 
Use: Residential 
Material: Asphalt with no curb
194
Ipswich Court
Neighborhood: Elliotborough/Cannonborough
Figure 1: View of 
Ipswich Court from the 
south looking north.
Figure 1: These are 
examples of the new 
structures on the court. 
Description: These new structures attempt to mimic older ones with piazzas and the color 
scheme, but they are much larger than the surrounding buildings.  
Use: Residential 
Material: Concrete and brick with no curb
195
Jacob’s Alley
Neighborhood: Harleston Village
Figure 1: View of Jacob’s Alley from 
the west entrance looking east. 
Figure 2:  The middle structures of the 
alley were demolished and replaced with 
a parking lot.
Description: There are many historic structures at the entrance of the alley, but midway 
through the court’s fabric is not intact. 
Use: Residential 
Material: Asphalt with no curb
196
Kirkland Lane
Neighborhood: Harleston Village
Figure 1: View of Kirkland Lane from 
Beaufain Street.
Figure 2: A Charleston single house on 
the alley.
Description: The alley’s defining characteristics remain intact: width, materiality, and 
structures. 
Use: Residential 
Material: Asphalt with granite curb
197
Lodge Alley
Neighborhood: Walled City
Figure 1: View of Lodge 
Alley from the west looking 
east, midway through the 
alley. 
Description: A fairly intact and romanticized alley that has not been widened or lost 
buildings. 
Use: Utility
Material: Granite blocks and blue bricks
198
Longitude Lane
Neighborhood: Walled City
Figure 1: View of Longitude Lane from the 
east looking west.
Figure 2: A third of the alley changes 
widths towards Church Street. 
Description: Functions as a footpath and driveway. One of the few alleys with intact widths.
Use: Residential 
Material: Cobblestone and packed earth
199
Maiden Lane
Neighborhood: Ansonborough
Figure 1: View of the north entrance to 
the alley on Hasell Street.
Figure 2: The image illustrates the loss of 
buildings on the alley.
Description: Only one lone single house remains on the alley, the rest is devoted to parking 
space for the larger structures in the background of Figure 2. 
Use: Residential 
Material: Cobblestone with granite curb
200
Marbel Lane
Neighborhood: Radcliffeborough
Figure 1: View of the 
north entrance to Marbel 
Lane.
Figure 2: The image illus-
trates the material choices 
of new neighborhoods like 
Marbel Lane. 
Description: New structures mimic older ones, however, these over power the neighboring 
structures.
Use: Residential 
Material: Asphalt with on-grade concrete curb
201
Menotti Street
Neighborhood: Ansonborough
Figure 1: View of Menotti Street (which 
leads to George Burgess Alley) from the 
south looking north.
Figure 2: There are newer structures on 
the alley that mimic the Charleston single 
house. 
Description: Functions as a footpath and driveway. One of the few alleys with intact widths.
Use: Residential 
Material: Asphalt with granite curb
202
Figure 1: View from the 
entrance on Queen Street.
Description: Combination of old and new structures. Many lots have been replaced with 
parking lots. 
Use: Residential 
Material: Asphalt with no curb
Michel Place
Neighborhood: Harleston Village
203
Montagu Court
Neighborhood: Harleston Village
Figure 1: View from the north entrance on 
Montagu Street. 
Figure 2: Examples of single houses on 
Montagu Court
Description: This alley has very intact width and structures. These consist of single houses.
Use: Residential 
Material: Asphalt with no curb
204
Murphy Court
Neighborhood: Radcliffeborough
Figure 1: View of the west 
entrance of Murphy Court. 
Figure 2: Four original 
Charleston single houses.
Description: A combination of old and new strucutures. The entrance has new buildings, but 
the back end has older single houses. 
Use: Residential 
Material: Asphalt with unidentified stone curb
205
Oliver’s Court
Neighborhood: Elliotborough
Figure 1: View of Oliver’s Court from the 
west looking east.
Figure 2: Alternate view depicting the 
retained width of the court.
Description: A combination of old and new strucutures. The entrance has new buildings, but 
the back end has older single houses. 
Use: Residential 
Material: Asphalt with no curb
206
Orange Court
Neighborhood: Hampstead (Eastside)
Figure 1: View of the south 
entrance of Orange/Lapp’s 
Court.
Figure 2: Original 
Charleston single houses.
Description: The west side of the court remains intact, however, the east side now has a 
chain-linked fence and parking lots. 
Use: Residential 
Material: Asphalt with no curb
207
Payne Court
Neighborhood: Elliotborough/Cannonborough
Figure 1: View looking at 
the west entrance of Payne 
Court. 
Figure 2: A majority of 
the original structures are 
gone. Only two structures 
are left standing. 
Description: An endangered court that shows a loss of structures and replacement with 
parking lots for adjacent housing. 
Use: Residential/parking
Material: Asphalt with no curb
208
Peecksen Court
Neighborhood: Elliotborough/Cannonborough
Figure 1: View of the north entrance of Peecksen Court
Description: The court has very new structures that adhere to the height, scale, and mass of 
historic buildings. 
Use: Residential 
Material: Asphalt with granite curb
209
Philadelphia Alley
Neighborhood: Walled City
Figure 1: View of 
the south entrance to          
Philadelphia Alley.
Description: A very romantisized and intact example of an alley.
Use: Utility
Material: Cobblestones, brick, and stone curb
210
Porter’s Court
Neighborhood: Elliotborough/Cannonborough
Figure 1: View of the south entrance to Por-
ter’s Court
Figure 2: Three new structures are being 
built within the same footprints of the origi-
nal single houses.
Description: Intact width and a large amount of original structures. There are three new 
structures going in on the west side of the court.
Use: Residential
Material: Concrete, brick, and no curb
211
Poulnot Lane
Neighborhood: Harleston Village
Figure 1: View from the 
south entrance of Poulnot 
Lane.
Figure 2: The alley enters 
from both Queen Street 
and Franklin Street. This 
view is of the portion of 
the alley that exits towards 
Franklin Street.
Description: The alley was reconstructed in the 1970s/1980s as evident from the architec-
tural styles of the structures. This are ill-fitting choices for an alley or court.
Use: Residential 
Material: Asphalt with concrete curb
212
President Place
Neighborhood: Elliotborough/Cannonborough
Figure 1: View from the 
east looking at the west 
entrance.
Description: A combination of old and new structures. This alley is in danger because it is 
on the periphery of Highway 17. Many structures have been lost within the court and around 
it. 
Use: Residential 
Material: Asphalt with granite curb
213
Price’s Alley
Neighborhood: South of Broad
Figure 1: View of the east entrance of the 
alley. This section is distinctly hard space.
Figure 2: View from midway through 
the alley. This section is distinctly more 
landscaped and residential. 
Description: This alley has a mix of architectural styles and periods that cannot be seen 
from the street. The two sections 
Use: Residential 
Material: Asphalt with  stone and painted wood curb
214
Radcliffe Place
Neighborhood: Radcliffeborough
Figure 1: View from the 
south entrance of Radcliffe 
Place.
Figure 2: The alley enters 
from both Radcliffe Street 
and Coming Street. This 
view is of the portion of 
the alley that exits towards 
Radcliffe Street.
Description: The alley was  is one of the best examples of appropriate infill and preserva-
tion because of its adherence to height, scale, mass, and attention to detail. 
Use: Residential 
Material: Asphalt with concrete curb
215
Radcliffe Square
Neighborhood: Radcliffeborough
Figure 1: View from the 
east looking west.
Figure 2: These           
structures mimic historic 
single houses height, scale, 
and mass, yet their colors 
are incorrect.
Description: The court mimics historic structures typically found on alleys and courts. 
These buildings capture the height, scale, mass, and materials of historic structures in 
Charleston.
Use: Residential 
Material: Asphalt with concrete curb
216
Rafer’s Alley
Neighborhood: Ansonborough
Figure 1: View from the 
interior of the alley towards 
Market Street.
Figure 2: The alley        
terminates as a parking lot.
Description: The alley is the only commercial one of its kind left. It is used as a passageway 
to parking lots and major commercial centers on Market Street.
Use: Commercial
Material: Asphalt with concrete curb
217
Rodger’s Alley
Neighborhood: Elliotborough/Cannonborough
Description: There are very little intact fabric on this alley--it is surrounded by parking lots 
and has no residences.
Use: Utility/parking
Material: Asphalt with no curb
Figure 1: View from St. Philip Street. 
218
Rope Maker’s Lane
Neighborhood: Walled City
Figure 1: View from the east (Meet-
ing Street) looking west.
Figure 2: An example of the architecture 
found on Rope Maker’s Lane.
Description: The court is very quiet, clean, and romanticized. This is a court that captures 
the spirit of the past--only those who are familiar with the space go there. 
Use: Residential 
Material: Asphalt with no curb
219
Rose Lane
Neighborhood: Elliotborough/Cannonborough
Figure 1: View from the 
north looking south.
Figure 2: There are 
many examples of             
Charleston single houses 
and variations of cottages 
on Rose Lane.
Description: This is a quintessential alley in Charleston: the architecture, materials, width, 
and sense of community. 
Use: Residential 
Material: Asphalt with granite curb
220
Shaftesbury Lane
Neighborhood: Harleston Village
Figure 1: View from the 
north entrance.
Description: The court is quiet, quaint, and a late nineteenth/early twentieth century         
creation. There is a high rate of integrity.
Use: Residential 
Material: Asphalt with no curb
221
St. Michael’s Alley
Neighborhood: Walled City
Figure 1: View from the west entrance 
(Meeting Street) looking east.
Figure 2: View from midway through the 
alley. 
Description: The alley has various widths and materials which shows the evolution of the 
neighborhood.
Use: Residential 
Material: Asphalt with concrete curb
222
Stoll’s Alley
Neighborhood: Walled City
Figure 1: View from midway through 
the alley, looking east towards East 
Bay Street.
Figure 2: The alley changes widths 
multiple times. The wider sections occur 
around the clusters of houses which evoke 
a sense of community. 
Description: The alley is an iconic site in Charleston--it represents the idealized quaint 
alleys of the city. There are obvious gathering spaces where the alley widens around the 
houses.
Use: Residential 
Material: Brick with no curb
223
Talon Court
Neighborhood: Radcliffeborough
Figure 1: View from the    
entrance off of Smith Street.
Figure 2: View from within 
the court, looking at the core 
of the community. 
Description: This court evokes the feeling of a community. It has a narrow entryway which 
gives way to an open court that acts as a communal space. 
Use: Residential 
Material: Gravel with no curb
224
Unity Alley
Neighborhood: Walled City
Figure 1: View from midway 
through the alley. This shows 
the passageway between 
buildings above the alley.
Description: The alley is very intact. To preserve it, passageways have been built over top 
of the terrain. 
Use: Utility
Material: Bricks and stone with no curb
225
Wasbee Range
Neighborhood: Harleston Village
Figure 1: View from 
the entrance on Ashley         
Avenue.
Figure 2: The              
structures are a mix of 
past  dependencies and            
independent natured   
buildings.
Description: The court is almost hidden by the vegetation and simple materiality. Many 
of the structures on the court are dependencies turned into apartments, but there are two     
structures that belong entirely to the court.
Use: Residential 
Material: Gravel with no curb
226
Weim’s Court
Neighborhood: South of Broad
Figure 1: View from the 
entrance on King Street.
Description: The court has kept its unusual width that once made it distinct in eighteenth 
and nineteenth century Charleston.  The structures are an eclectic mix of architectural styles.
Use: Residential 
Material: Asphalt with no curb
227
Wescott Court
Neighborhood: Elliotborough/Cannonborough
Figure 1: View from the south side        
entrance, Cannon Street. 
Figure 2: Wescott Court used to reach   
beyond Cannon street, but since the 
expansion of MUSC the south half of the 
court has disappeared. 
Description: This is a prime example of the loss of courts in Charleston. The west side’s 
structures are still intact, however, the east side is now a parking lot. The court was transect-
ed by Highway 17. 
Use: Residential/parking
Material: Asphalt with concrete curb
228
Wraggborough Lane
Neighborhood: Mazyckborough/Wraggborough
Figure 1: The gated entrance off of Judith Street
Description: The court is in the footprint of older courts. The structures are not visible from 
the street and they do not fit with the architectural styles of the neighborhood. 
Use: Residential 
Material: Asphalt with concrete curb
229
Zig Zag Alley
Neighborhood: South of Broad
Description: The court is very private and quiet. The integrity of the court is high as it      
retains its width, structures, and feeling of a closed community. 
Use: Residential 
Material: Asphalt with granite curb
Figure 1: View from the 
entrance on Atlantic Street. 
Figure 2: The              
structures are original and 
the court is intact. 
230
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APPENDIX C:
MAP SURVEY FORMS AND OTHER MATERIALS
232
Crisp Map of 1711 
Name Neighborhood 
Middle Lane (Bedon’s Alley) Walled City 
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Ichnography of Charleston 1788 
Name Width Neighborhood 
So Be It Lane 30’ Ansonborough 
Stolls Alley  8’9” Walled City 
Longitude Lane 7’9” Walled City 
Bedon’s Alley 19’ Walled City 
Inglis’s Arch (at Bedons Alley 7 
1/2 Ft. at the Arch) 
5’ Walled City 
Elliot St (at Church St. 29 Feet 
at Bay) 
18’3” Walled City 
Gadsens Alley 8’10” Walled City 
Chalmers Alley 11’ Walled City 
Unity Alley 10’ Walled City 
Kinloch’s Court 12’ Walled City 
Lodge Alley 10’ Walled City 
Wragg’s Alley (19 Ft. at Bay, 20 
Feet at Church) 
N/A Walled City 
Lynch Lane 12’ South of Broad 
Rope Lane 7’6” Walled City 
St. Michael’s Alley 10’  
Beresford Alley (at Meeting St. 
10 at Church St.) 
13’6” Walled City 
Maiden Lane 19’ Walled City 
French Alley 12’ Ansonborough 
Whim Street N/A South of Broad 
Name Unknown (#37) 20’ Ansonborough 
Name Unknown (#35) 20’ Ansonborough 
Name Unknown (#42, most 
likely Rafer’s Alley.) 
20’ Ansonborough 
Price’s Alley (at King St. 10 Ft 
at Meeting St. 12 Ft) 
12’ South of Broad 
Bottle Alley (at Archdale St.8 
Ft. at King St.) 
7’ Harleston 
Dutch Church alley (13 Ft. 72 
Beresford’s St) 
25’ Harleston 
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Streets White Persons Slaves Free Coloreds Total 
Bedon’s Alley 25 22 2 49 
Benseman’s Court 1 9 2 12 
Burn’s Lane 124 26 15 165 
Cannon’s Court 6 2 0 8 
Cedar Court 24 16 17 57 
Clifford’s Alley 1 76 0 77 
Cooper’s Court 16 9 0 25 
Desportes Court 1 27 17 45 
Dereef’s Court 0 20 5 25 
Elm Row 14 0 20 34 
Ford’s Court 1 6 5 12 
Hacker’s Alley 38 0 1 39 
Hagerman’s Court 4 2 13 19 
Hampden Court 46 9 0 55 
Hard’s Alley 30 21 6 57 
Harney’s Court 0 0 0 0 
Heyward’s Court 37 3 8 48 
Horlbeck’s Alley 100 33 14 147 
Hunter’s Court 22 2 0 24 
Islington Court 17 12 0 29 
Jasper Court 59 28 15 102 
Johnson’s Court 19 0 0 19 
Kirkland Lane 6 15 19 40 
Ladson’s Court 5 13 0 18 
Lightwood’s Alley 5 18 0 23 
Lilly Court 23 1 14 38 
Lodge Alley 10 0 0 10 
Longitude Lane 33 10 1 44 
Maiden Lane 20 16 0 36 
McBride’s Lane 13 26 1 40 
McKeegan’s Court 14 0 0 14 
McMahon’s Court 7 5 0 12 
Mott’s Lane 4 11 6 21 
Orange Court 19 0 0 19 
Paine’s Court 29 0 0 29 
Pickett’s Alley 5 4 4 13 
Phillips’ Court 18 7 0 25 
Porter’s Row 13 10 4 27 
Price’s Alley 19 8 21 48 
Reaper’s Alley 12 3 0 15 
Rodger’s Alley 15 5 11 31 
Roper’s Court 11 4 0 15 
Rose Lane 17 7 15 39 
1861 CENSUS INFORMATION ON COURTS AND ALLEYS
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Shell Alley 19 0 0 19 
Short Court 22 1 1 24 
Sires Alley 87 0 16 103 
Smith’s Lane 32 36 9 77 
Smith’s Place 11 6 0 17 
St. Michael’s Alley 10 4 0 14 
Stoll’s Alley 83 41 10 134 
Thompson’s Court 0 10 29 39 
Tront’s Court 12 0 0 12 
Trumbo Court 24 16 0 40 
Unity Alley 7 0 0 7 
Weim’s Court 40 23 10 73 
Wescott’s Court 30 34 5 69 
William’s Row 39 0 0 39 
Zigzag Court 16 7 0 23 
     
 
1861 CENSUS INFORMATION ON COURTS AND ALLEYS CONTINUED
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Charleston Street Map 1869    
Name Neighborhood 
Burns Lane Ansonborough 
Price’s Alley South of Broad 
Longitude Lane Walled City 
Stoll’s Alley Walled City 
Bedon’s Alley Walled City 
Philadelphia Alley/Cow Alley Walled City 
Lodge Alley Walled City 
Unity Alley Walled City 
St. Michael’s Alley Walled City 
Maiden Lane Ansonborough 
Jacob’s Alley Harleston 
Kirkland Lane Harleston 
Ropemakers Alley Walled City 
Rafer’s Alley Ansonborough 
Shell Court Elliotborough/Cannonborough 
Seebeck’s Court Elliotborough/Cannonborough 
Ackerman Court Elliotborough/Cannonborough 
Rodger’s Alley Elliotborough/Cannonborough 
Weim’s Court South of Broad 
Harlem Court Elliotborough/Cannonborough 
Orange Court Elliotborough/Cannonborough 
Stone Court Elliotborough/Cannonborough 
Carlson Court Elliotborough/Cannonborough 
Payne Court Elliotborough/Cannonborough 
Porter’s Court Elliotborough/Cannonborough 
Peecksen’s Court Elliotborough/Cannonborough 
Rose Lane Elliotborough/Cannonborough 
Humphrey Court Elliotborough/Cannonborough 
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Sanborn Fire Insurance Map, Charleston 1884 May 
Name Neighborhood 
Stoll’s Alley Walled City 
St. Michael’s Alley/Elliot Walled City 
Bedon’s Alley Walled City 
Unity Alley Walled City 
Philadelphia Alley Walled City 
Clifford Alley (Jacob’s Alley) Harleston  
Burns Lane CofC 
Rose Lane Elliotborough/Cannonborough 
Kasper Court Radcliffeborough  
Burns Lane Ansonborough 
Horlbeck’s Alley Ansonborough 
Mott Lane Ansonborough  
Rafer Alley Ansonborough 
Maiden Lane Ansonborough 
Lodge Alley Walled City 
Philadelphia Alley Walled City 
Unity Alley Walled City 
Gadsen Alley Walled City 
Bedon’s Alley Walled City 
Ropers Court (Ropermaker’s Lane) Walled City 
St. Michael’s Alley Walled City 
Longitude Lane (10’ wide) Walled City 
Stoll’s Alley Walled City 
Hard Alley Ansonborough  
 
Unnamed Alleys 
Name Neighborhood 
On King St. between Radcliffe and Morris Radcliffeborough 
Off of East Bay (“Alley 48 ½ both sides” 
there are a few structures on it. Most likely 
Inglis Arch/Middle Lane) 
Walled City 
Off of King, behind in between St. Phillips 
and King (“Negro Tenements” actually looks 
like a court.) 
Radcliffeborough 
Labeled ‘11’ off of George in between King 
and St. Phillips (Most likely Bernard Court) 
CofC 
“Alley” off of Wentworth Harleston 
“Alley off of Wentworth  Harleston 
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Sanborn Fire Insurance Maps, Charleston 1888 May 
Name Neighborhood 
Stoll’s Alley Walled City 
St. Michael’s Alley/Elliot Walled City 
Bedon’s Alley Walled City 
Unity Alley Walled City 
Philadelphia Alley Walled City 
Clifford Alley (Jacob’s Alley) Harleston  
Burns Lane Ansonborough 
Rose Lane Elliotborough/Cannonborough 
Burns Lane Ansonborough 
Horlbeck’s Alley Ansonborough 
Clifford Alley Harleston  
Mott Lane Ansonborough  
Rafer Alley Ansonborough 
Maiden Lane Ansonborough 
Lodge Alley Walled City 
Philadelphia Alley Walled City 
Unity Alley Walled City 
Gadsen Alley Walled City 
Bedon’s Alley Walled City 
Ropers Court Walled City 
St. Michael’s Alley Walled City 
Longitude Lane (10’ wide) Walled City 
Stoll’s Alley Walled City 
Hard Alley Ansonborough 
Rodger’s Alley Elliotborough/Cannonborough 
Williams Court Eastside 
Weim’s Court South of Broad 
Cedar Court (Harlem Court) Mazyckborough/Wraggborough 
Bernard Court CofC 
Coopers Court (Michel Pl) Harleston 
Cromwell Alley Harleston 
Dereef Court Elliotborough/Cannonborough 
Ford’s Court Walled City 
Hacker’s Alley Eastside 
Hampden Court Eastside 
Harney Court Elliotborough/Cannonborough 
Kirkland Lane Harleston 
Ladson’s Court (Ladson Street) South of Broad 
Lewis Court Elliotborough/Cannonborough 
Lightwood Alley (Atlantic Street) Walled City 
Lilienthal Court Harleston 
Payne Court Elliotborough/Cannonborough 
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Trumbo Court (Trumbo Street) Harleston 
MacBride Lane CofC 
MacHugh Allly Elliotborough/Cannonborough 
MacMahon Court Elliotborough/Cannonborough 
MacSwiney Eastside 
Schultz Court Eastside 
Seebeck Alley Elliotborough/Cannonborough 
ZigZag Alley South of Broad 
Michel Court Harleston 
Wood Place Radcliffeborough 
Smalls Court Elliotborough/Cannonborough 
Johnson Court Eastside 
Smith’s Lane South of Broad 
Brewster’s Court Elliotborough/Cannonborough 
 
Unnamed alleys (most likely from service, etc) 
On King St. between Radcliffe and Morris Radcliffeborough 
On King St. between Radcliffe and Morris Radcliffeborough 
Off of East Bay (“Alley 48 ½ both sides” 
there are a few structures on it. Most likely 
Inglis Arch/Middle Lane.) 
Walled City 
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Sanborn Fire Insurance Map, Charleston 1902 
Name (Number of Buildings) Neighborhood 
Ackerman’s Court (3) Elliotborough/Cannonborough 
Addison Court (16) Hampstead (Eastside) 
Murphy Court (4) Radcliffeborough 
Oliver’s Court (8) Radcliffeborough 
Collins Court (10) Radcliffeborough 
Condon’s Court (4) Radcliffeborough 
Cramer’s Court (2) Hampstead (Eastside) 
Johnson Court (5) Hampstead (Eastside) 
Kirkland Alley (17) 12’ Harleston Village 
Islington Court (6) Elliotborough/Cannonborough 
Palmetto Court (8) Radcliffeborough 
Porter Court (16) Elliotborough/Cannonborough 
Brewster’s Court (6) Elliotborough/Cannonborough 
Brown’s Court (3) Elliotborough/Cannonborough 
Burns Lane (20) CofC 
Ford Court (4) South of Broad 
Des Partes Court (9) Radcliffeborough 
Cromwell Alley (23) Harleston Village 
Disher’s Alley (5) Hampstead (Eastside) 
Dothaga Court (3) Hampstead (Eastside) 
Gasdsen Alley (1)  Walled City 
Lewis Court (2) Elliotborough/Cannonborough 
Lincoln’s Court/Humphrey’s Court (5) Elliotborough/Cannonborough 
Lodge Alley (0) 10-12’ Walled City 
Loeb Court/Dereef Court (6) Elliotborough/Cannonborough 
Longitude Alley (2) Walled City 
MacBride’s Lane (7) CofC 
McSwiney Court (3) Hampstead (Eastside) 
Mason Court (7) Radcliffeborough 
Rafer’s Alley (1) Ansonborough 
Robbins Court (8) Hampstead (Eastside) 
Roger’s Alley (0) Elliotborough/Cannonborough 
Rose Lane (25) Elliotborough/Cannonborough 
St. Michael’s Alley (8) Walled City 
Schuls Court/Schultz/Shell (3) Radcliffeborough 
Short Court/President Place (7) Elliotborough/Cannonborough 
Small’s Alley (5) Elliotborough/Cannonborough 
Carrere Court (6) Elliotborough/Cannonborough 
Cedar Court (14) Mazyckborough/Wraggborough 
Hacker’s Alley (9)  Hampstead (Eastside) 
Hampden Court (14) 29’ Hampstead (Eastside) 
Hard Alley (0) Ansonborough 
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Horlbeck’s Alley (16) Ansonborough 
Michel’s Court (7) Radcliffeborough 
Montague Court (10) Harleston Village 
Mott Alley (3) Ansonborough 
Williams Court (8) Hampstead (Eastside) 
Wood Place (17) Radcliffeborough 
Wescott Court (7) Hampstead (Eastside) 
Weim’s Court (9) South of Broad 
Webb’s Court/McMahon Court (8) Elliotborough/Cannonborough 
Unity Alley (0) Walled City 
Stoll’s Alley (10) Walled City 
Stone Court (12) Hampstead (Eastside) 
Thompson Court (8) Hampstead (Eastside) 
Teidemann Court (7) Hampstead (Eastside) 
McIntosh Court (6) Radcliffeborough 
Bethel Court (2) Harleston Village 
Beaufort Court  (15) Hampstead (Eastside) 
Bensman Court /Poulnot Lane (3) Harleston Village 
Melchers Alley (2) Hampstead (Eastside) 
Payne Court (7) Elliotborough/Cannonborough 
Hert’z Row (19) Elliotborough/Cannonborough 
Orange Court (6) Hampstead (Eastside) 
Loisseaus Place (5) Hampstead (Eastside) 
Bedon’s Alley (5) Walled City 
Maiden Lane (3) Ansonborough 
Price’s Alley (5) South of Broad 
Rose Place (0) Ansonborough 
69 total 
Average amount of buildings: 7.214 
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